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(c)
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1.

To establish options for ensuring the adequate protection of stone
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projected growth in demand consider:
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(b)

the adequacy and appropriateness of buffer zones and other
methods for protecting proven reserves and the implications on
landowners of long-term zoning and sterilisation of their land for
other uses; and

(c)

options to ensure protection of areas in which stone resources are
only predicted or inferred on the basis of geological information
and for which no demand can be immediately identified.

3.

Utilising the information collected and work already completed by the
previous Committee make recommendations which consider the
previous Committee's interim report and comments made thereon
together with the Supplementary Report of the Whittlesea Planning
Scheme Amendment L50 Panel prepared by Marshall Baillieu.

4.

Consider the adequacy of the Extractive Industries Act 1966 for the
development and effective regulation of the industry.

5.

Identify options and recommend a preferred course of action including
legislative changes necessary to give effect to the recommendations.
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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.

TERMS OF REFERENCE

The Environment and Natural Resources Committee was asked to establish
options for ensuring the adequate protection of stone resources in the
Melbourne metropolitan region. As well, the Committee was asked to consider
the administrative and legislative framework necessary for the development
and effective regulation of extractive industry.
2.

STONE EXTRACTION LEGISLATION

Stone is extracted in the Melbourne region under a number of different Acts.
While the Extractive Industries Act 1966 governs most commercial extraction
from both private and Crown land, there is some commercial extraction under
the Forests Act 1958 and the Soil Conservation and Land Utilization Act 1958
(which allows "shallow extraction" down to two metres). Local government
and statutory bodies can extract stone for their own purposes. All extraction,
except shallow extraction and extraction for some other purpose such as a farm
dam, is subject to the Extractive Industries Regulations 1989 which control the
operational aspects of the industry.
3.

STONE EXTRACTION IN MELBOURNE

Hard rock, sand, clay and soft rock/gravel are extracted in the Melbourne
region. Soft rock and gravel are generally low-value, locally-used products and
are not considered in this report. Granted reserves of hardrock to the north and
west of Melbourne are expected to last until about 2050, with more than half as
much again under licence application. To the east of Melbourne, however,
granted hard rock reserves are expected to be depleted by 2035 with only ten
more years' worth under application. The supply of concrete sand from
regions close to Melbourne is anticipated to be depleted in 20 to 30 years time,
whereupon Lang Lang and Grantville, at the eastern outer edge of the
Melbourne Supply Area, are expected to become the major sand producing
areas. Melbourne's major clay producers hold very large clay reserves to
support the high capital investment in brick plants.
4.

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY INTEREST AREAS

The Department of Energy and Minerals has identified potential hard rock and
sand resource areas - Extractive Industry Interest Areas - by a process of sieve
mapping wherein the planning, social and environmental constraints are
considered against the geological characteristics. The Committee recommends
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that these areas of potential long-term resources be protected from sterilisation
by incompatible uses by:
•

a State Extractive Industry Policy (in the State Section of all planning
schemes) which establishes the importance of Extractive Industry Interest
Areas for regional and local strategic planning.

•

the Department of Energy and Minerals to become a prescribed/referral
authority for planning scheme amendments and planning permit
applications within Extractive Industry Interest Areas.

5.

PROTECTION OF PROVEN RESOURCES

The Committee considered methods to protect granted licences - whether
operating quarries or holding licences - from encroachment of incompatible
uses.
The Committee recommends that in future buffers should be internal - that is,
on land owned by the quarry company. The Committee recommends the use
of performance standards for noise, dust, and blasting effects to determine the
width of the internal buffers but with a minimum internal buffer of 200 metres.
To protect existing quarries from encroachment the Committee recommends
that the quarry companies should retain the right to object to adverse proposals
adjacent to their boundaries, and the Department of Energy and Minerals
should be a prescribed/referral authority in the case of planning scheme
amendments and planning permit applications within 500 metres of an
extractive industry site.
The Committee also finds that public awareness of extractive industry sites
should be enhanced. In this regard all sites should be readily identifiable in
local planning scheme maps by rezoning to Extractive Industry Zones.
6.

ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK

The Committee examined the administrative framework for extractive industry
and the adequacy of the present Extractive Industries Act 1966. The Committee
concluded that the Extractive Industries Act 1966 should be retired and that the
Mineral Resources Development Act 1990 should be amended to include a specific
section on stone resources. Certain principles specific to stone should be
retained. These are that stone ownership should remain with the landowner;
and that extractive industry should remain within the planning system.
The Committee recommends a change from the existing system to a single
operational Extractive Industry Licence that would control all stone extraction in
the State. The approval process for the operational licence should be concurrent
and complementary with the planning and environmental approvals, with joint
processes wherever practicable.
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The Committee recommends that the planning system should continue to
decide whether extractive industry is an appropriate use of a particular piece of
land, but that there should be changes to the planning framework to provide
greater certainty of process. A proposal must be guaranteed a hearing. To
achieve this the Committee recommends that extractive industry should be a
permit-required use in all non-urban zones. The Committee recommends that
in controversial cases there should be a single adjudication of the issues - either
by an independent panel or in the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
7.

OTHER MATTERS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE

The Committee reviewed the "Conclusions and Draft Recommendations" of
the previous Natural Resources and Environment Committee's Preliminary
Report and Draft Recommendations.
A major difference between the two
Committees is that the current Committee recommends that extractive industry
be a "consent use" while the previous Committee recommended that it be "asof-right".
While not included in the Terms of Reference, end-use of quarries proved to be
a major concern of many submissions and witnesses who presented evidence to
the Inquiry. The Committee recommends that the planning system should
specify the end-use at the time of the initial approval for extractive industry.
The Committee recommends that the present system of bonds should continue.
The Committee also recommends that a Community Facilities Levy be
established.
The Committee recommends that an inquiry be established to investigate the
issue of truck movement levies. This is considered to be a matter that extends
beyond the concerns of extractive industry.
The Committee concludes that the long-term benefit of developing the Sand
Belt Open Space Project for all Melburnians should not be overlooked.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

CHAPTER FIVE
EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY INTEREST AREAS
1.

Extractive Industry Interest Areas should be the basis for long-term
protection of stone resources.

2.

Long-term planning protection should not be postponed until better
geological knowledge is obtained, but the level of planning protection
should be appropriate to the level of knowledge of the resource and its
scarcity.

3.

There should be continuing refinement of Extractive Industry Interest
Areas with improved geological information and feedback from
companies and local government.

CHAPTER SIX
PROTECTING STONE RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE
4.

A State Extractive Industry Policy should be included in the State
Section of all planning schemes. This will establish the importance of
stone resources, make reference to Extractive Industry Interest Areas,
and provide that local planning authorities must take account of
Extractive Industry Interest Areas when developing local strategy plans.

5.

The Department of Energy and Minerals should be a referral authority
for permit applications which may impact upon the availability of stone
resources (for example, subdivisions of greater than 3 hectares) within
all Extractive Industry Interest Areas. A statement to this effect should
be included in the State Extractive Industry Policy.

6.

Extractive Industry Interest Areas should be identified in the local
section of planning schemes by reference to a document (which sets out
the location of the Extractive Industry Interest Areas) in a policy clause.

7.

The Minister for Energy and Minerals (as prescribed authority) should
receive notice of preparation of amendments when they fall within
Extractive Industry Interest Areas.

8.

Regional strategic plarming should take account of Extractive Industry
Interest Areas. There should be er\hanced links between the Department
of Planning and Development, and the Department of Energy and
Minerals for all regional strategic planning considerations.

Summary of Recommendations

9.

Geographical Information Systems, including data sets showing the
location of hard rock resources, should be more fully utilised by urban
and regional planners.

CHAPTER SEVEN
PROTECTING PROVEN RESERVES
10.

Internal buffers - that is, buffers within the boundaries of a quarry
activity - should be adopted to protect future quarries from
encroachment by sensitive land uses. Such buffers will be owned and
controlled by the quarry company.

11.

Performance standards - to be met at the quarry boundaries for noise,
dust, ground vibration, air blast, and fly rock - are the key factors that
will determine the internal buffer widths of future quarries, including
current applications. Considering all the evidence and the indicative
distances, the Committee believes it is prudent to have a minimum
internal buffer of 200 metres. These performance standards should be
included in the State Extractive Industry Policy.

12.

Australian standards and guidelines for the control of environmental
dust should be adopted.

13.

Future putrescible landfill sites must include an internal buffer with a
minimum width of 200 metres.

14.

In order to protect existing quarries or holding titles from encroachment,
quarry companies and the Department of Energ}^ and Minerals should
be made aware of adverse permit applications and have the right to
object by :
a.

the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (or all planning schemes)
to require notification to the quarry company of all permit
applications adjacent to an extractive industry site; and

b.

the Department of Energy and Minerals to be a referral
authority for all permit applications within 500 metres of an
extractive industry site.

15.

To protect existing quarries or holding titles from encroachment, the
Department of Energy and Minerals should be made aware of adverse
planning scheme amendments by retaining its prescribed authority
status in the case of amendments within 500 metres of an extractive
industry site.

16.

In the interests of good industry practice, existing quarries should
undertake to meet the performance standards over time wherever
possible. As well, both existing and future quarries should initiate
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community review committees to foster a good working relationship
with the neighbouring community.
17.

Public awareness of extractive industry sites should be enhanced by:
a.

rezoning of all existing and future approved extractive industry
sites to Extractive Industry Zone by non-notifiable planning
scheme amendment; and

b.

considering methods for including extractive industry in
Section 32 Statements as required by the Sale of Land Act 1962.

CHAPTER EIGHT
ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK
18.

There should be a retention of the dual system of both plarming and
licence approval, but with a simplified operational Extractive Industry
Licence.

19.

The Extractive Industries Act 1966 should be retired. Legislative change
in relation to the operational Extractive Industry Licence should be
achieved by amendment to the Mineral Resources Development Act 1990
to include a section referring specifically to extractive industry. The
new administrative framework for extractive industry should
incorporate the following principles:
19.1

Stone should remain the property of the landowner.

19.2

Extractive industry should remain within the planning system.

19.3

The Extractive Industry Licence should be an operational licence
only. The Extractive Industry Licence should not confer the right
to extract stone from the ground as planning approval gives this.

19.4

All extractive industry should be required to obtain the operational
Extractive Industry Licence. This would include:
a.
extraction on private land
b.
extraction on Crown land
c.
extraction by local government and other government and
semi-government agencies
d.
shallow extraction
e.
extraction ostensibly for another purpose - such as a farm
dam or road excavation - from which stone is sold
f.
extraction in Reserved forest

19.5

A separate Extractive Industry Lease for Crown land is not
required.
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19.6

The Crown should offer a commercial settlement for the rights to
the stone beneath a limited depth land title.

19.7

The operational Extractive Industry Licence should continue to be
site-specific as it is intended to control the safety, amenity and
environmental aspects of a particular operation.

19.8

The boundaries of the operational Extractive Industry Licence
should coincide with the area for planning approval, or the
boundaries of an Extractive Industry Zone (wherever possible).

19.9

Assessment of the operational licence application should be
undertaken by officers of the Department of Energy and Minerals
to arrive at an approved Work Plan and draft licence conditions
which should then be considered concurrently with the planning
application.

20.

The Extractive Industries Board should be abolished.

21.

Environment Effects Statements or environment reports should be
prepared more often for extractive industry proposals, but they should
be of a scope and scale appropriate to the proposal.

22.

The Department of Planning should develop appropriate guidelines for
extractive industry Environment Effects Statements in consultation with
extractive industry and community groups. Such guidelines need to be
developed as a matter of urgency.

CHAPTER NINE
INTEGRATED APPROVALS AND SINGLE ADJUDICATION
23.

The planning system should provide greater certainty to extractive
industry according to the following principles:
a.
an extractive industry proposal is guaranteed a hearing
b.
an extractive industry proposal can, if required, be heard
in an independent forum
c.
there should be integrated approvals
d.
there should be no undue delay in the approval process
e.
there should be a single adjudication
f.
planning approval should be for the life of the quarry

24.

Extractive industry should be a permit required use ("consent use") in all
planning zones except urban zones and areas excluded by other
legislation (National Parks, State Parks, Flora and Fauna Reserves).

25.

Planning approval should be for the life of the quarry. That is, a
planning permit should not be limited to a term, although the conditions
attached to a permit may be reviewed.
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26.

Irrespective of the enabling legislation, the status of extractive industry
should be made clear in all planning schemes.

27.

A single adjudication process should be used for extractive industry
proposals which adjudicate on all matters relating to the proposal.

28.

The Minister for Planning should determine the single adjudication
process appropriate for extractive industry proposals after consultation
with local government, extractive industry and community groups.

29.

All extractive industry sites, once granted, should be re-zoned to
Extractive Industry Zones in which extractive industry is "as-of-right".

30.

The Minister for Energy and Minerals should be authorised by the
Minister for Planning to undertake the non-notifiable amendment of
sites to Extractive Industry Zones as his Department has a closer
knowledge of the appropriate performance standards to be applied to
the operations.

CHAPTER ELEVEN
END-USE
31.

The proposed end-use, or options for end-use, must be stated in the
initial planning approval for an extractive industry site. This should
be achieved by:
a.

The proposed end-use must be specified as a condition of
planning permit approval. Any change proposed in the future
will be adjudicated by the Administrative Appeals Tribunal; or

b.

The planning authority should set options for future end-use at
the time of granting approval. The controls attached to the
Extractive Industry Zone will also specify other types of land
use that are prohibited, require a permit, or are "as-of-right"
for that piece of land. Any change proposed in the future will
require planning scheme amendment.

32.

The rehabilitation plan for the site - either post-extraction or postlandfill - must be included with the initial plarming application.

33.

The operational Extractive Industry Licence and the planning approval
should allow concurrent land fill and extraction.

34.

The present system of bonds should continue, be appropriate to the
operation, and be reviewed regularly against the actual performance of
the operators. The bond should be sufficient to return the site to
commensurate or deemed-equivalent environmental conditions that
prevailed before extraction.

Summary of Recommendations

35.

The State Government should introduce a levy per tonne on extractive
industries, to be paid to a fund (a "Community Facilities Levy")
administered by the State and, in consultation with extractive industry
and the community, disbursed to turn past, existing and future quarries
into appropriate community facilities.

CHAPTER TWELVE
TRUCK MOVEMENTS
36.

Consideration should be given to implementing a special review of truck
movement levies. The Government should investigate this matter by
establishing a truck movement levy review.

Introduction

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE

This is the Final Report of the Parliament of Victoria's Environment and Natural
Resources Committee on an Inquiry into Planning Issues for Extractive Industries. It
is tabled in the Parliament pursuant to Section 40(l) of the Parliamentary Committees
Act 1968.
On 4 May 1993 Orders-in-Council were passed approving Terms of Reference for an
Inquiry into Planning Issues for Extractive Industries. The Minister responsible was
the Hon. S. J. Plowman, M.P., Minister for Energy and Minerals. Terms of Reference
were published in the Victorian Government Gazette of 6 May 1993.
On 5 April 1993, the Committee was briefed on the Terms of Reference by the Hon.
S. J. Plowman, M. P., Minister for Energy and Minerals, and on 21 June 1993 by the
Hon. R. R. C. Maclellan, M. P., Minister for Planning.
On 19 June 1993 an advertisement in the Age invited submissions in response to the
Terms of Reference. The due date for receipt of submissions at the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee's office was Friday, 16 July 1993. The Committee
received 52 submissions in response to this call (Appendix A).
Between 27 September and 13 December 1993, the Committee held seven public
hearings at which it took evidence from 43 witnesses (Appendix B).
The Committee also conducted four inspections of extractive industry activities.
These were held on 16 August 1993 (Dromana), 15 October 1993 (south-east
Melbourne), 8 December 1993 (Heatherton-Dingley), and on 24 January 1994
(Monash University, Clayton Campus, Berwick; Appendix C).
The Terms of Reference for this Inquiry are an extension of Terms of Reference given
in May 1992 to this Committee's predecessor, the Natural Resources and
Environment Committee. It is important to distinguish between the findings and
recommendations contained in this 1994 Report, and those conclusions and draft
recommendations contained in a preliminary report released by the Natural
Resources and Environment Committee in 1992. While an important source of
information and commentary, the Natural Resources and Environment Committee's
Inquiry into Planning Issues for Extractive Industries. Preliminary Report and Draft
Recommendations has no official status. The reason for this is explained by reference
to the Inquiry timetable of the previous Committee.
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1.2

NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE

On 26 May 1992 Orders-in-Council approved Terms of Reference for an Inquiry into
Planning Issues for Extractive Industries. The Minister responsible was the Hon.
D. R. White, M. L. C., Minister for Manufacturing and Industry Development. The
Terms of Reference were published in the Victorian Government Gazette of 27 May
1992.
On 16 June 1992, Terms of Reference and a call for submissions were published in the
Age and Herald-Sun. The due date for submissions to the Natural Resources and
Environment Committee's office was Wednesday, 8 July 1992. The Committee
received 37 submissions in response to this call.
A public hearing was held on 10 July 1992. Sixteen witnesses presented evidence.
Melbourne field inspections were held on 3 July and 6 July 1992. The first inspection
saw the Committee meet with municipal and local representatives at Moorabbin and
Pakenham, and visit extractive industry sites at Heatherton and Dromana. At the
second inspection, the Committee visited extractive industry sites at Wollert,
Donnybrook, Craigieburn, Oaklands Junction and Sunshine.
The Natural Resources and Environment Committee conducted further inspections
in New South Wales (Sydney, 16 June 1992), Queensland (Brisbane, Pine Rivers area,
17 June 1992), and South Australia (Adelaide and environs, 16 July 1992).
Early in August 1992, the Natural Resources and Environment Committee released a
Preliminary Report and Draft Recommendations. This Report was accompanied by a
letter inviting responses to the preliminary findings. Submissions were to be sent to
the Committee's office by Friday, 4 September 1992.
On 14 August 1992, the Parliament of Victoria was dissolved. On 2 September 1992
all recipients of the Natural Resources and Environment Committee's Preliminary
Report and Draft Recommendations were advised that as a result of the dissolution, the
Inquiry had lapsed.
Following the General Election of 3 October 1992, the first session of the 52nd
Parliament of Victoria commenced on 27 October 1992. New parliamentary
committees were formed that were structured, administered, and funded differently
from those Committees associated with previous Parliaments. One of the
Parliament's nine new Committees was the Environment and Natural Resources
Committee. With one exception, this Committee had an entirely new membership;
new research and administrative personnel were also appointed.
As noted above, the Environment and Natural Resources Committee received new
Terms of Reference for an Inquiry into Planning Issues for Extractive Industries in
May 1993 and called for submissions to be sent to the Committee by July 1993. Many
of these submissions referred to the Preliminary Report and Draft Recommendations of
the previous Committee.

Introduction

The Environment and Natural Resources Committee wishes to acknowledge the
work completed by the previous Committee. It would also like to acknowledge
those individuals and organisations that made submissions to the Natural Resources
and Environment Committee before the dissolution of the 51st Parliament of
Victoria.
The Committee further recognises the contribution made to the current Inquiry by
those individuals and organisations that made submissions, presented evidence, or
assisted with Committee inspections. Every submission and statement has in some
way informed this Report.
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CHAPTER TWO
EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA

2.1

DEFINITIONS

Extractive industry is concerned with the removal of stone from the ground. In
Victoria these activities are usually described as rock quarries, and sand, gravel and
clay pits. The term "stone" includes rock, sand, gravel, clay and soil. The term
"quarry" is used to cover all pits and excavations for stone and, in legislation, also
includes the land containing any stone processing machinery.
Stone is extracted for its physical properties.^ It is mainly used for construction roads, tracks, buildings - and for other engineering and manufacturing purposes.
Minerals, by contrast, are mined for their chemical composition. Extractive industry
is therefore concerned with stone, the mining industry with minerals.
2.2

THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

2.2.1

Stone extraction

Extractive industry in Victoria is conducted under various state Acts. Most major
quarries operate under the Extractive Industries Act 1966. Under this Act, extractive
industry licences are issued for the commercial extraction of stone from private land,
and extractive industry leases are issued for the commercial extraction of stone from
Crown land. Variations in land titles over the years has led to some land titles being
limited to a depth of 15.2 metres (50 feet) below the surface. In these cases an
Extractive Industry Licence is required for the private land down to 15.2 metres
depth, and an Extractive Industry Lease is required for extraction from the Crown
land below this depth.
Safety and operational requirements are controlled by the Extractive Industries
Regulations 1989. Such regulations are empowered by the Extractive Industries Act
1966. It should be noted that the Mineral Resources Development Act 1990 applies to
mineral exploration and mining. It does not apply to extractive industries.
On public land classified as "reserved forest" under the Forests Act 1958, a
commercial quarry requires a Forest Production Licence issued by the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources. The operation is still subject to the Extractive
Industries Regulations 1989. Currently, there is one hard rock quarry operating under
this legislation in the Melbourne region at Castella, north of Yarra Glen.

Limited exceptions to this include limestone, which is extracted for its chemical composition
to manufacture cement, cement-related products, and fertiliser; soil which requires organic
content; and, in one extractive operation only, sand for its silica content for glass making.
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Under the Local Government Act 1989, municipal councils may operate quarries for
their own purposes without having to obtain an extractive industry licence or lease.
Similarly statutory bodies such as Vic Roads or other transport authorities may
operate quarries for their own purposes as defined under their respective Acts.
Municipal councils and statutory bodies may award a contract for a commercial
operator to extract from their pits. Industry regards such contracts as providing an
unfair commercial advantage to those operators because they are exempt from
licence requirements. Again, operations and safety are subject to the Extractive
Industries Regulations.
The Extractive Industries Act 1966 and the Extractive Industries Regulations do not
apply to any extraction of less than two metres depth, nor to excavations where stone
is extracted primarily for some purpose other than for sale or commercial use such as
a farm dam or earthworks for foundations. In rural areas, pits ostensibly belonging
to this second category may be "de facto" commercial operations. Commercial
extraction of material from less than two metres below the natural surface and for
areas over 2,000 square metres is administered under the Soil Conservation and Land
Utilization Act 1958. The Department of Conservation and Natural Resources issues
a consent to extract, generally termed a "shallow extraction" permit. This may
contain conditions relating to operation and reclamation. At least one large sand pit
supplying the Melbourne area - at the You Yangs - operates under a Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources shallow extraction permit.
Industry representatives submitted to the Inquiry that the operations not subject to
extractive industry regulations had inferior reclamation and working practices which
gave the industry a bad image.
2.2.2

The planning system

The Planning and Environment Act 1987 establishes the framework for planning in
Victoria. The Act defines a system of planning schemes based on municipal districts,
which set out the objectives, policies and controls for the use, development and
protection of land. Planning schemes are administered by municipal councils.
Commonly, planning schemes divide the land into zones shown on maps, and set
out for each zone how the land may be used and developed.
Extractive industry is a land use which, depending on the type of planning zone, will
be: prohibited; be allowed subject to the granting of a permit issued by the municipal
council; be allowed without the need for a permit as long as certain conditions are
met.
These three land-use categories are often referred to as "prohibited"; "permitted" or
"consent use"; and "as-of-right".
All planning schemes contain a state section which sets out policies and some broad
ranging controls which apply throughout Victoria. A number of planning schemes
also include a regional section in which uniform controls are applied to a defined
region. Currently there are four such defined regions: Metropolitan; Geelong; Upper
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Yarra; LaTrobe. The local section of planning schemes contains all the policies, land
use controls, and maps pertinent to the municipality.
The Planning and Environment Act 1987 also establishes a procedure by which
planning schemes may be amended. A planning scheme amendment is a legislative
process to change the law about how land can be used and developed (the planning
scheme), rather than an administrative process to interpret and apply the law^. If a
municipal council is not prepared to make an amendment, the Minister for Planning
may be asked to do so. There are no appeal provisions relating to failure to prepare
or properly process amendments.
2.2.3

Environmental evaluation

The Planning and Environment Act 1987 requires that the effects on the environment
are considered when decisions are made concerning the use and development of
land. The Environment Effects Act 1978 establishes the procedure by which the
potential environmental impacts of proposed developments are assessed before any
decision is made by Government agencies.
The Minister for Planning decides whether an Environment Effects Statement is
necessary. If it is, the Environment Effects Statement is prepared by the proponents
of the development. A proposal can be referred to the Minister for Planning by the
proponent, the municipal council, or any other Minister or authority that grants
permits, licences or approvals, or by any person or group.
An Environment Effects Statement is exhibited for public comment and the
proponent can respond to matters raised by seeking to rebut criticism or by making
amendments to the proposal.^ The Minister for Planning may appoint a public
inquiry panel if it is a controversial or technically complex proposal, or if an
amendment to a planning scheme is involved.
The Minister for Planning provides an assessment of the Environment Effects
Statement to the decision makers - that is, those who have the responsibility for
granting, approving or licensing the proposal. If the recommendations in the
assessment report are not adopted by the decision maker, public written reasons
must be given.
2.2.4

Appeals

Applicants and objectors can appeal to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal about a
decision on a planning permit, unless the Minister for Planning calls in an
application in which case there is no appeal (see Section 97B, Planning and
Environment Act, 1987; see also Figure 17 which provides an overview of the
approvals process) . The Administrative Appeals Tribunal can also be asked to
Department of Planning and Housing and Department of Manufacturing and Industry
Development, Planning Guide for Extractive Industry, Melbourne, 1991, p. 10.
Department of Planning and Housing, Guidelines for Environmental Impact Assessment and
the Environment Effects Act, Melbourne, 1991, p. 9.
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consider an Environment Protection Authority Works Approval and the revocation,
suspension, non-renewal or changed conditions of a granted Extractive Industry
Licence or Lease (only the licence/lease holder may appeal in this case).
Decisions by planning authorities about planning scheme amendments are not
appealable.
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CHAPTER THREE
STONE RESOURCES IN THE MELBOURNE SUPPLY AREA

3.1

STONE IN MELBOURNE

Stone extracted for use within the Melbourne region can be considered under four
main categories. These are hard rock, sand, clay, and soft rock and gravel.
3.1.1

Hard rock

Hard rock is rock that is durable and strong. It is used in building and road
construction. Explosives are necessary to break the material out of the ground. The
rock is crushed and screened into a number of products, which fall into two main
categories:
• Crushed rock: rock that is crushed and screened for oversize material to make a
product containing a range of grain sizes. Crushed rock is used for the base of
roads, car parks, etc.
• Aggregate (or screenings): rock that is crushed and screened into specific narrow
size ranges. Aggregates are used as the coarse fraction of concrete. They are also
used in asphalt, in bituminous sprayed seal road surfacing, and in drainage
applications. Aggregates are more expensive than crushed rock.
Generally, quarries produce approximately equal quantities of crushed rock and
aggregate. With the demand for crushed rock being related to road funding levels,
and the demand for aggregates being more dependent on building activity, some
quarries have recently experienced a drop in aggregate demand as a result of the
depressed building industry. Large size aggregate is used for ballast in railway
construction; this comprises probably less than five per cent of the market.
Hard rocks extracted in the Melbourne region comprise basalt, hornfels, granite,
rhyolite and rhyodacite. The general distribution of hardrocks in the Melbourne
region is shown in Figure 1. While there are some variations in the quality and
optimal use of these types of rocks, all produce high grade products. These high
grade products are described as A grade products by the Crushed Stone Association,
and as Class A, B and C aggregate and Class 1 and 2 Crushed rock base by Vic
Roads. High grade products constitute some 70 per cent of road and concrete stone
usage.^ Hard rock quarries also produce varying amounts of low grade products
depending on the quality of the deposit. Low grade products are used for the lowest
portion of the road pavement (sub base), local unmade roads, tracks and fill. In this
Report, low grade products from hard rock quarries are included in the statistics for
soft rock and gravel.
Pioneer Concrete (Vic.) Pty. Ltd. Submission to Natural Resources and Environment
Committee, 8 July 1993, Appendix 4.
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Figure 1
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3.1.2

Sand

Sand is used in concrete construction and concrete products such as cement sheeting,
brick mortar and ceramic tiles. It is also used as a moulding sand in foundry
processes, as packing sand under paving and concrete slabs, and for pipe bedding
and trench refill. Sand products fall into two main categories depending on the
dominant grain size:
• Concrete sand or coarse sand that has usually been washed to remove excess
clay. The grain size generally falls between 4.75 mm and 0.75 mm. This sand is
used for concrete and associated products.
• Fine sand comprising a finer, often more clayey sand. The grain size falls
generally between 2.36 mm and 0.75 mm. Products include mortar sand, foundry
sand and sand used in cement sheeting, ceramic tiles and other specialised uses.
Concrete sand deposits occur in Tertiary non-marine sands and granitic colluvium.
The finer sands are usually Quaternary dune sands and surficial sheet sands.
Approximately twice as much concrete sand as fine sand is produced annually in the
Melbourne region. The distribution of the major sand deposits is shown in Figure 1.
3.1.3 Clay
Clay is used to make house bricks, clay pavers and roofing tiles. It is also used for
minor uses such as fire bricks, pipes and stoneware. Clay quarried for these
purposes is referred to as structural clay. About 90 per cent of clay extraction in
Victoria goes into bricks.^ Most of the structural clays in Melbourne are derived
from deeply weathered siltstones and are referred to as reef clays. Most clay pit
operations also extract the soft weathered rock termed clay shale; this is included
under the general heading of clay.
Structural clays are generally classified according to the plasticity of the clay. The
bulk of production is from the relatively low-plasticity reef clays and clay shales to
produce bricks and brick pavers. Lesser amounts of more plastic alluvial clays are
quarried and used for blending with the reef clay to make roofing tiles and pipes.
3.1.4 Soft rock and gravel
Soft rock and gravel are used for low grade products such as crushed rock sub base
for unsealed local roads and tracks, and as fill. The rock is ''rippable"; that is, it can
be excavated mechanically without the use of explosives. The rock may be crushed
but is not generally used as aggregate.
Stone in this category in the Melbourne region includes sedimentary rock (siltstone
and sandstone), low grade homfels, scoria, weathered granite, and granitic
Clay which is mined for its specific mineral composition, such as kaolin, is mined under the
Mineral Resources Development Act 1990; accordingly, it is not coitsidered in this Report.
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colluvium. Scoria also has particular uses related to its low weight and colour; it is
produced as both crushed rock and aggregate.^
Sand pits in weathered granite, granitic colluvium and river gravel deposits produce
both concrete sand and oversize material. The oversize material, referred to as
gravel and sold mainly for use on unsealed local roads and tracks, is included in this
category. Rippable rock material is often also described as gravel.
3.2

STONE PRODUCTION IN THE MELBOURNE SUPPLY AREA

The Melbourne Supply Area (Figure 2) was defined in the 1986 draft Extractive
Industries Strategy Plan for Melbourne.^ The area was chosen to include all major
quarries which supplied hard rock to Melbourne and its suburbs. It does not
coincide with either the Melbourne Metropolitan Area or the Melbourne Statistical
Division. Based on such factors as municipal boundaries, transport sectors, density
of quarries and rock type, the Extractive Industries Strategy Plan Interdepartmental
Committee (EISPIC) Report identified four regions within the Melbourne Supply
Area. These were named West, North, East, and Momington Peninsula.
The Environment and Natural Resources Committee has found that it is more
meaningful to consider the Melbourne Supply Area as being comprised of two rather
than four regions - a Northwest Region, and an East Region (including the
Momington Peninsula which in the Extractive Industries Strategy Plan
Interdepartmental Committee (EISPIC) Report was considered to represent a
"somewhat closed supply/demand system"^). The regions are separated by the
Yarra River, and by the line of sparsely populated ranges in the Christmas Hills,
Kinglake, and Healesville districts. This physical divide acts as a major transport
barrier between the Northwest and East regions. Production statistics - reviewed in
Section 3.2.1.2 below - support the concept of two rather than four regions. The
Committee observes that the Minister for Planning's Projects Steering Committee
likewise distinguished between northwestern and eastern regions in Melbourne
based on various demographic and urban growth indicators.^ This distinction will
be used throughout this Report.
Production statistics of all quarries licensed under the Extractive Industries Act 1966
are collected by the Department of Energy and Minerals at the end of each financial
year. Table 1 and Figure 3 show 1992 production and sales value data for the two
regions according to the four main stone types.

^

^
5
^

For information on scoria quarrying in the Melbourne area see B. Guerin, Review of Scoria and
Tuff Quarrying in Victoria, Geological Survey Report 96, Department of Minerals and Industry
Development, Melbourne, 1992.
Extractive Industries Strategy Plan Interdepartmental Committee, Extractive Industries
Strategy Plan for Melbourne. A Draft Report. Stage 2, Melbourne, 1986.
Extractive Industries Strategy Plan Interdepartmental Committee, p. 21.
Minister for Planning's Projects Steering Committee, Committee Recommendations and Project
Team Reports, Department of Planning and Development, Melbourne, 1993, Map 2.
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Stone production, Melbourne Supply Area, 1992

Table 1

.t'

Production
Northwest region
(million tonnes)

Production
Eastregion
(million tonnes)

Sales Value^^
($ million)

Hard rock
Sand
Clay
Soft rock & gravel

4.69
0.87
0.60
0.50

3.77
2.25
0.27
0.19

120
32

Stone type

not applicable^

5
{Source: Department of Energy and Minerals, stone production data)

Stone production, Melbourne Supply Area, 1991-2

Figure 3
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{Source: after Department of Energy and Minerals' stone production data)
Sales values are estimated from Department of Energy and Minerals, Annual Report 1992-93,
Table 5.
Clay is sold as a value added product in the form of bricks, pavers, etc; accordingly, its sale
value in a raw state caimot be calculated.
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It should be noted that the figures in Table 1 represent an historical low over the 23
year period of statistics collection. As a result of the economic downturn, production
of all stone virtually halved between 1990 and 1992. The sales values in Table 1 do
not include value added. In 1991/92, Victoria-wide, 3.2 million m^ of ready mixed
concrete was produced with a value of $320 million while manufactured clay
products had a value of $120 million.^
Soft rock and gravel, with the exception of scoria aggregate, are low-value, lowgrade products generally supplied within the local area They are not significant in
terms of Melbourne's future stone resources because they are locally based and
represent a small proportion of the total stone consumption in Melbourne. They are
not considered further in this Report.
3.2.1
3.2.1.1

Hard rock
Hard rock quarries and granted licences.

In the Melbourne Supply Area an average of about 12 million tonnes of hard rock is
produced each year. The major hard rock quarries produce between 200,000 and one
million tonnes of stone a year. Figure 4 shows the locations of those hard rock
quarries in the Melbourne Supply Area which generally produce more than 50,000
tonnes per annum.
The majority of the hard rock quarries to the north and west of Melbourne are
located on the broad basalt plains which extend from Whittlesea to Geelong. Granite
is quarried at Oaklands Junction in Bulla Shire, and hornfels is quarried at Wollert in
the Shire of Whittlesea and at Castella in the Shire of Yea. The four "holding
licences" - granted extractive industry licences where operations have not yet started
- are all in basalt.
To the east of Melbourne there are fewer quarries, the majority of which are
clustered along the outer edge of the Dandenong Ranges and the southern edge of
the Great Dividing Range. The four northernmost quarries in the East Region extract
the acid volcanic rocks (rhyolite and rhyodacite) of the Dandenongs Igneous
Complex.
To the south of these at Lysterfield is a hornfels quarry and adjacent granite/hornfels
quarry (in initial development stage and therefore shown on Figure 4 as a holding
licence). Basalt is quarried in Berwick and Pakenham, and to the far south, on Phillip
Island. The other quarries in Pakenham Shire, and the two quarries in Flinders Shire,
extract granite.
3.2.1.2

Hard rock annual production trends

Figure 5 shows the trends of hard rock production collated into the Northwest and
East regions, from 1970 to 1992.

Extractive Industries Council, Submission 51, p. 1.
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Figure 4

Hard rock quarries, Melbourne Supply Area, 1994
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Figure 5

Annual production, hard rock, Melbourne Supply Area, 1994
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Within the Northwest Region, separate plots of arvnual production for the north and
west areas display an obvious inverse relationship between them.^® When
production in the north increases, production in the west decreases, and vice versa.
This suggests that quarries in the west and north of the Northwest Region have
historically competed for the same market. When quarries in one area gained more
of the market, quarries in the other lost a corresponding portion. In other words, the
Northwest Region can be considered as a "closed system".
A comparison of the temporal variations in annual production between the
Northwest and East regions, however, shows that the two regions run virtually in
parallel (Figure 5). This inter-regional production "uniformity" - the parallel trend is
quite pronounced - and intra-regional production "variability" demonstrates that the
regions are two separate "closed systems". They are separated, as described above,
by the geographic boundary of Melbourne's Yarra River and northeast ranges which
create an effective transport divide. The Readymix Group noted that an examination
of the available options following closure of the Ferntree Gully quarry found that it
was "not possible to effectively compete within this region [East region] by
importing quarry products from the north and west."^!
Both regions respond (in parallel) to the economic climate.
Industries Council observed:

As the Extractive

demand for products fluctuates according to the economic climate (the industry is one of the
first to be impacted by depression and one of the first to recover)^^

The previous Natural Resources and Environment Committee Preliminary Report and
Draft Recommendations discussed future demand estimates of hard rock resources.
The then Department of Manufacturing and Industry Development submitted hard
rock demand forecasts based on projected growth figures of 3 per cent for the West
Region, 2 per cent for the North and East regions, and 4 per cent for the Mornington
Peninsula, to generate cumulative production figures for 10, 20 and 25 years.^^ xhe
Natural Resources and Environment Committee's draft report questioned the
rationale for assuming such growth rates, considering that the production
fluctuations showed little discernible trend, and population growth rates are
declining. The Natural Resources and Environment Committee's draft report
concluded that the fluctuations in production reflect economic circumstances, and
that it is not unreasonable to correlate the underlying trend in the production figures
with population growth, as submitted by Woskoboenko.^^ This led to the
^^

^^
^^

^^

See Extractive Industries Strategy Plan Interdepartmental Committee Report, Fig. 4.1, and
Woskoboenko submission to Natural Resources and Envirorunent Committee, 7 July 1992,
also referred to in Woskoboenko, Submission 29.
Readymix Group, Submission 28, p. 4.
Extractive Industries Council, Submission 51, p. 1.
Figures from Extractive Industries Strategy Plan Interdepartmental Committee Forecast 2,
based on forecasts for grow^th in the number of households, Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works , Population and household forecasts for local government areas in the Melbourne
Statistical Division 1981-2001, Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, Melbourne, 1984.
Submission to Natural Resources and Environment Committee, 7 July 1992; see also
Woskoboenko, Submission 29.
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assumption of a production growth rate of 0.86 per cent per armum. A simple
calculation gave the average per capita consumption in Melbourne as 3.8 tormes per
person per year.
The significance of applying a trend to historical production figures is in the
extrapolation of that trend into the future to forecast the hard rock requirements in
the next 25 and 50 years as requested in Term of Reference 2(a). Accordingly, a
further examination of the production data, with the benefit of two more years of
information, was undertaken. Simple time trend analysis was applied to fit linear
trend and growth trend lines to the annual hard rock production graph. The recent
historically-low annual production figures have caused a reduction in the overall
Melbourne Supply Area growth trend from the Natural Resources and Environment
Committee's estimate of 0.86 per cent to 0.4 per cent. This produces a virtually
straight line over the time span of the data, and hence almost identical to the linear
trend line. The trend in total armual hard rock production in the Melbourne Supply
Area can then be assumed to follow either of two models:
• a linear trend where production increased by 65,000 tonnes each year
or
• a cumulative growth trend where production increased by a factor of 1.004 each
year.
The linear trend model was chosen for forecasting because it is the simpler model.
Production within the Melbourne Supply Area for the 22 years of available data has
increased at an average rate of 65,000 tonnes each year. There seems to be no
justification for applying an exponential model as expressed by a growth trend to
annual stone production. The linear trend lines for the Northwest and East regions,
and the Melbourne Supply Area total, are therefore shown in Figure 5.
When the historical cumulative (rather than annual) production figures are plotted it
becomes clear that the fluctuations in armual production, so evident in Figure 5, have
little bearing on the overall accumulated amount of rock removed from the ground.
In Figure 6, the actual cumulative production for the Melbourne Supply Area from
1970 to 1992 is compared to that predicted by a linear trend line and a growth trend
line. It can be seen that the predicted trend lines are remarkably close to the actual
cumulative production line. The accumulated production that would have resulted
from a 2 per cent annual growth in production since 1970, however, diverges
considerably from the actual line. Indeed, it overestimates the accumulated
production by 16 per cent in the 22 year period 1970 to 1992.
The evidence of Figures 5 and 6 strongly supports the adoption of a linear trend
model for the annual hard rock production in the Melbourne Supply Area with a
very low annual increase. Pioneer Concrete (Vic.) Pty. Ltd. in its analysis of
production data reached a similar conclusion that:
overall stone and sand production are demand driven and respond to external economic
trends along an almost flat growth trend in the long run. Increasing demand will be driven
by externalities and will not necessarily respond to population or household increases. Thus
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Figure 6

Cumulative production, hard rock, Melbourne Supply Area, 1970-92
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the demand forecasts in the EISPIC [Extractive Industries Strategy Plan Interdepartmental
Committee] report may be too high in the long run.^®

Hard rock extraction in Melbourne may therefore be summarised as having a base
annual production level of some 12 million tonnes, with an expected average
increase of approximately 65,000 tonnes per year.
3.2.1.3

Hard rock demand

forecasts

The Department of Energy and Minerals has provided data (Table 2) for the total
amount of hard rock yet to be extracted from granted licences^®, and for the
estimated resource that could become available if existing licence applications^^ are
granted.
Table 2

Hard rock resource in granted licences and licence applications
Region

Resource available Resource estimated
In granted licences
to be in areas
under application
(million tonnes)
(million tonnes)

Northwest

484

292

East

250

71

{Source: Department of Energy and Minerals)

Applying the linear trend model, the cumulative hard rock production for the two
regions is projected to the year 2050 (Figure 7). When the accumulated production is
compared with the amount of hard rock held in granted licences and under
application. Figure 7 shows that:
• it is unlikely that the Northwest region will run out of hard rock in granted
licences in the next 50 years. There is a considerable resource beyond that time,
potentially available in areas under application.
• the East region has enough hard rock in granted licences to last at least 35 years,
but this may be exhausted some time after the year 2030. If the hard rock in the
current licence applications becomes available, there would be sufficient hard
rock for some 50 years from the present.

15
16

Pioneer Concrete (Vic.) Pty. Ltd., Submission 29.
Includes resources in land owned by quarry companies and zoned Extractive Industry but not
yet covered by a granted licence.
Mostly are dependent on re-zoning.
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Cumulative hard rock forecast, Melbourne Supply Area, 1995-2050

Figure 7
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The Committee acknowledges that to forecast production for such lengths of time is
problematical. However, the close correlation of the predicted cumulative
production to the actual for the previous 20 years is good reason to accept the
forecasts as indicative of future trends. An examination of Figure 7 shows that even
allowing for some divergence from the trends of the same magnitudes as those
shown by the actual historical data in Figure 6, the predictions do not change by
more than a few years.
3.2.2
3.2.2.1

Sand
Sand operations.

Sand extraction operations are clustered around a number of centres of which only
two - the You Yangs and Bacchus Marsh - are in the Northwest region of the
Melbourne Supply Area (Figure 8). Figure 9 shows the relative importance of the
various areas in relation to concrete sand and fine sand production. Lyndhurst is
included in the Cranbourne-Langwarrin figures.
The major concrete sand operations are located at the You Yangs in granitic
colluvium, and at Bacchus Marsh, Heatherton-Dingley, and Lyndhurst in Tertiary
non-marine sands. Fine sand is predominantly produced from a large number of
operations in the Cranbourne-Langwarrin area, where there is an extensive
Quaternary sand dune field. At Lang Lang and Grantville in the far east of the
Melbourne Supply Area, a number of small operations extract concrete sand from
Tertiary fluviatile sands. Also at Lang Lang, Australian Consolidated Industries
extract fine dune sands for glass manufacture. Note that glass sand production
figures are not included in Figure 9 as it is a specialised use.
3.2.2.2

Annual sand production trends

Over the 20 years of available production statistics, the extraction ratio of concrete
sand to fine sand has remained constant, with concrete sand being extracted at
approximately twice the rate as fine sand (Figure 10). The total annual sand
extraction for the Melbourne Supply Area, as shown in Figure 10 displays a very
small or near zero linear trend. That is, when temporal fluctuations are removed,
annual production has remained constant at around 5 miUion tonnes per year
(combined concrete and fine sand). When, however, the separate Northwest and
East production trends are examined (Figure 11), there is a pronounced decrease in
the Eastern region and corresponding increase in the Northwest region. This
suggests that, unlike hard rock where the two regions were shown to be supplying
separate markets, in the case of sand the Northwest and East regions are competing
for the same market. This can be explained by the premise that building
construction, the main use of concrete sand, is more centralised in Inner Melbourne
and so can be economically supplied from either region, whereas there is a large
component of road construction in the hard rock market, which is more regionally
based.
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Figure 9

Annual sand production, 5 year average,
Melbourne Supply Area, 1988-92
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Concrete sand is usually supplied to the market "value added" as ready-mixed
concrete. The transport distance then becomes less of a cost factor in the total value
of the product.
The decrease in production in the East region reflects the decrease in production at
Heatherton-Dingley, where a number of operations have exhausted their resource.
The decline in concrete sand production from this area has been assumed by the
Bacchus Marsh and You Yangs deposits.
3.2.2.3

Concrete sand demand forecasts

The Department of Energy and Minerals has provided estimates of the concrete sand
and fine sand resources available in granted licences and in areas currently under
licence application (Table 3). Forecasts are based on the five year averages of annual
production (1988-92) for concrete and fine sand within the different areas.
At the previous five years' average rate of annual production, the HeathertonDingley area has approximately six years supply of concrete sand left. This would
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Figure 10

Sand production, Melbourne Supply Area, 1970-92
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Table 3

Sand production, Melbourne Supply Area, granted resources and
resource in applications, 1994

^ftlliiiililBBiiiiiiii

Average Annual
Granted
Resource
Production
Resource
in
1988-92
Application
(Million
(Million Tonnes)
(Million Tonnes)
Tonnes)
Concrete Fine Concrete Fine Black Concrete Fine Black
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand Sand
Sand
Sand Sand

HeathertonDingley

1.44

0.33

8.95

5.46

Cranboume
-Langwarrin

0.53

0.48 .

15.70

25.74

Lang Lang

0.14

0.09

7.38

3.00

GurdiesGrantville

0.16

0.03

16.61

7.13

TynongEllinbank

0.04

0.05

4.30

1.11

Bacchus
Marsh

0.93

0.06

38.40

3.96

You Yangs

0.34

0.09

9.52

0.87

8.18

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.80

0.46

5.71

3.77

24.76

8.21

17.40

1.85

-

0.98

-

3.57

0.73
0.42

-

{Source: Department of Er\ergy and Minerals)

be extended by some five or so years if sand deposits held in land owned Melbourne
Parks and Waterways were exploited (see Chapter 13). In reality, sand extraction
fi"om the Heatherton-Dingley area will probably continue beyond the estimated date
of exhaustion due to declining annual production rates. There is also likely to be
some importing of sand from other parts of the Melbourne Supply Area and possibly
more processing of the underlying black sand which is presently considered
unsuitable for use in concrete. Nevertheless, it can be expected that in the immediate
future, other areas within the Melbourne Supply Area will take over most of the
concrete sand production from Heatherton-Dingley. The next closest concrete sand
areas to the centre of Melbourne are Lyndhurst (included in the CranbourneLangwarrin area), Bacchus Marsh and the You Yangs.
Figure 12 illustrates a simple model of production and available resource of concrete
sand for the next 25 years. This model assumes that when thè cumulative
production of an area reaches its present granted total resource, the production of
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Figure 12

Concrete sand cumulative production forecasts
Melbourne Supply Area, 1994
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that area is absorbed by those areas next closest to Melbourne. Thus, demand
currently met by Heatherton-Dingley is apportioned equally to the You Yangs,
Bacchus Marsh and Cranbourne-Langwarrin areas after the year 2000 when
Heatherton-Dingley is assumed to be exhausted. About the year 2010 the You Yangs
is anticipated to run out of granted resource and Bacchus Marsh and CranbourneLangwarrin therefore increase production. Cranbourne-Langwarrin is anticipated to
run out in approximately 2012. Bacchus Marsh is anticipated to run out of concrete
sand at approximately 2018, resulting in the Lang Lang and Gurdies-Grantville areas
then becoming the major supply areas for Melbourne's concrete sand.
Although this model takes no account of licences that will be granted in the future,
virtually all of the remaining accessible resource at Bacchus Marsh and the You
Yangs is already under granted licence. Existing licence applications at CranbourneLangwarrin, and the Melbourne Parks and Waterways deposit at Heatherton, if
granted, would extend the time lines predicted in the model by less than ten years.
The Lang Lang and Gurdies-Grantville areas will almost certainly become the major
supply sources for Melbourne's concrete sand in some 20 to 30 years time. The need
to ensure security and protection of this resource was stressed in submissions to the
Committee by the Sand Producers Association and others.^®
3.2.2.4

Fine sand demand forecast

Cranbourne-Langwarrin and Heatherton-Dingley currently supply the bulk of fine
sand to the Melbourne Supply Area. Table 3 shows that Heatherton-Dingley holds
approximately 16 years of granted fine sand resource, after which time CranbourneLangwarrin would be expected to supply virtually all of Melbourne's fine sand
requirements. Given the assumptions outlined above, the existing granted resource
of fine sand at Cranbourne-Langwarrin will last approximately 40 years. By this
time it is presumed that a reasonable amount of fine sand will be produced from the
Lang Lang and Gurdies-Grantville areas which will have developed to meet the
demand for concrete sand. In view of the long transport distances from these areas,
the Committee considers that it would be prudent to ensure that any existing
accessible fine sand deposits at Cranbourne-Langwarrin remain available.
3.2.3
3.2.3.1

Clay
Clay operations

The major clay operations are shown in Figure 13. With the exception of roofing tile
manufacture by Monier Redland Ltd. at Coldstream in the Shire of Lillydale, all
major clay extraction, centred around Craigieburn, Scoresby and Campbellfield, is
for the manufacture of bricks and brick pavers.

Sand Producers' Association, Submission 50, p.2; Rocla Quarry Products, Submission 25, p. 3.
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Figure 13

Major clay operations, Melbourne Supply Area, 1994
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3.2.3.2

Demand forecast

The Department of Energy and Minerals has provided statistics of annual production
from 1986 to 1992 and of the clay resource held in granted licences. In that period
annual clay production in the Melbourne Supply Area varied between 1 million
tonnes and 1.7 million tonnes. The total clay resource held under granted licence is
estimated by the Department of Energy and Minerals to be more than 134 million
tonnes. This indicates that there is no overall shortage of granted clay resource in the
Melbourne Supply Area. There may, however, be shortfalls in particular types of
clay. The manufacture of bricks and other fired clay products involves blending of
clays of different properties to produce particular products, colours and textures.
The availability of "clay blends" is therefore important.
The location of extraction sites in relation to the market has far less significance in the
case of clay compared with hard rock because of the high value added to fired clay
products. In fact a Ballarat brick company has developed a market in Melbourne for
"boutique" bricks. Companies are more concerned to have the security of a large
resource, preferably adjacent to the plant, and a long licence term to justify the very
high capital expense of a brick manufacturing plant (which can be tens of millions of
dollars). Hence the large reserves held by the major companies in both granted titles
and adjacent land holdings.
3.2.4

Recycling, alternatives and improved design.

There are a number of factors which may lessen the growth in demand for hard rock
in the future, and thereby extend some of the time lines forecast in this Chapter.
Recycling of road material and concrete is already undertaken commercially and will
probably increase in the future; the Committee visited one such site at Dingley. The
Committee commends this approach as a way of prolonging Melbourne's existing
stone resources. Alternative products may also become economic in the future. In
NSW it is proposed to manufacture artificial sand from waste fly ash from power
plants.
Closer matching of specifications to the proposed use also conserves the higher
quality stone for only those purposes where it is specifically required. Especially
with road design, tighter specifications have resulted from the economic downturn
in an endeavour to get the maximum result from the limited funds available.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONSTRAINTS ON NEW EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES

4.1

INTRODUCTION

In Term of Reference 2 (a) the Committee is asked to consider the economic, social,
environmental and other constraints likely to affect the development of new
extractive industry options over the next 25 and 50 years. Provided that the inherent
complexity of these influences is acknowledged, it is possible to emphasise several
general constraints that will necessarily affect future extractive industry activities.
4.2

STONE DISTRIBUTION

The most fundamental constraint with which extractive industry will have to
contend in developing new quarries is the occurrence and availability of suitable
rock types around Melbourne. One submission summarised this issue as:
Geology determines where a resource can be found and this constrains where extraction can
be located. The resource cannot be simply slotted in to the most favourable location.^

Figure 1 shows that hard rock is widely distributed to the west and north of
Melbourne. This is predominantly basalt with some granitic rocks and associated
homfels (to the north). Hard rock is more limited in distribution east of Melbourne,
being predominantly rhyodacite and granite which forms the Dandenong Ranges
and southern flank of the Great Dividing Range.
The occurrence of sand is very limited in the Northwest region where it is confined
to Tertiary sands at Bacchus Marsh and granitic colluvium at the You Yangs. There
is a very large area of Tertiary and Quaternary sand immediately southeast of
Melbourne (the "sand belt" suburbs), but apart from this area, sand deposits are
located at the outer edge of the East region - at Lang Lang, Grantville and north of
Trafalgar.
4.3

TRANSPORT

4.3.1

Road transport

Transport cost is a major component in the delivered price of stone products.
Industry transport rates are currently calculated at approximately $1.30 per load plus
19 cents per torme per kilometre for the first 30 km, beyond which the price is then

Department of Energy and Minerals, Submission 52, p. 5.
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set at approximately 16.5 cents per tonne.^ Average prices in Victoria in 1992 were
$13.50 per tonne for hard rock and $10.25 per tonne for sand^ (although prices range,
depending on the product, from below $10 to above $20 per tonne). At average
cartage distances of between 20 and 40 km, the transport cost is between $3.80 and
$7.40 per tonne. Transport distance is therefore a major constraint to the
development of new quarries. Companies will attempt to develop new quarries as
close in as possible to Melbourne's urban limits.
The availability of major transport routes also influences the location of new
quarries. Narrow local roads, unsealed roads, and winding, mountainous roads add
to transport time and costs. This constraint is already evident in the location of the
existing quarries.
4.3.2

Rail transport

At various times over the years, greater use of rail transport for stone products has
been mooted. At present only Pioneer Concrete (Vic.) Pty. Ltd. makes major use of
rail transport. Crushed basalt from its Kilmore East quarry is carried by conveyor
belt to a company-owned railside loading facility, and transjported to companyowned railside concrete and asphalt plants at Brooklyn, Westall (near Dandenong),
and North Shore (Geelong).
The Extractive Industry Strategy Plan Interdepartmental Committee (EISPIC) Report
discussed the economic issues of rail transport and recommended that it should be
encouraged by Government.^ A number of submissions^ called for a strategy to
encourage rail transport and suggested to this Inquiry that rail transport "is an issue
which requires Government intervention to make use of the under-utiUsed rail
transport facilities and infrastructure".® Rail haulage charges at the time of the
Extractive Industry Strategy Plan Interdepartmental Committee (EISPIC) study were
approximately 30% of road transport charges.
Loading and unloading
infrastructure, however, represented a significant capital outlay and imposed
ongoing cost. Pioneer Concrete question the economics of further use of rail
transport because in most cases the stone resource is located some distance from
rail.'' Rail construction is much more expensive than road construction and costs
would be increased further by double handling. Pioneer Concrete notes that country
2

^

^

5
6
^

Wilson Sayer Core Pty Ltd in association with Coffey Partners International Pty Ltd,
Berwick/Pakenham Quarry Products Demand Study Final Report, Appendix F; advice from
Crushed Stone Association.
Derived from Department of Energy and Minerals, Annual Report 1992-93, Department of
Energy and Minerals, Melbourne, p.83. Table 5, Stone Production (Extractive Industry Titles
Only). Hard rock estimates excludes Limestone, Sandstone and Quartzite, Shale, Mudstone,
and "Other". Sand estimates excludes glass sand.
Extractive Industry Strategy Plan Interdepartmental Comrruttee, Extractive Industries
Strategy Plan for Melbourne. A Draft Report. Stage 2, Melbourne, 1986, pp. 48-9,52-3;
Recommendation 9.10, p.l06.
The Readymix Group, Submission 28; Crushed Stone Association, Submission 37.
Woskoboenko, Submission 29, p.l7.
Pioneer Concrete (Vic.) Pty. Ltd., Submission 27, Appendix 1; see also Submission to Natural
Resources and Environment Committee 1992, p.l3.
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rail networks that could have been used in the future transport of sand (the
Wonthaggi and Heathcote lines) have been dismantled, and that the highly
structured nature of the rail industry detracts from its economic use.
Transport cost is therefore a major constraint confronting the future development of
extractive industry. It is evident to the Committee that increased use of rail transport
is desirable from an environmental and social perspective. The Committee also
recognises, however, that the Government would be required to provide economic
incentives to quarry companies to encourage rail use as an alternative to road
transportation.
4.4

URBAN GROWTH PLANNING

When viewed from the perspective of this Committee's Terms of Reference, urban
spread presents a number of challenges that intersect with the concerns of extractive
industry. Competition for land necessarily means that extractive industry is
sometimes confronted by alternative economic and social land-use claims. Of the
many factors involved in the spread of urban population, the Committee wishes to
emphasise the issue of the sterilisation of stone resources as being of particular
concern.
Sterilisation, or the prevention of extractive industry development by prior
occupation of a site or a region by another land use, represents a major constraint
imposed on future quarry developments. In particular, urban spread has sterilised,
and has the potential to sterilise, large areas of stone resource.
A particular case of sterilisation of a known resource by urban development has
occurred in the Heatherton-Dingley area. This region is described as being
blessed geologically by having an excellent source of sand very near the central activities
district but this resource has been sterilised by not recognising the importance of this vast
reserve in the past (to the 1960s) that could have served Melbourne well into the next
century.®

The key issue - and constraint - in this regard is how best to reconcile planning
strategies concerned with the spread of population in Melbourne with the need to
avoid sterilisation of important stone resources.
Plarming for metropolitan growth was one of the issues examined by a Projects
Steering Committee appointed by the Minister for Planning in November 1992 (the
Perrott Committee). The Perrott Committee recommended the replacement of the
growth corridor concept, which assumed linear incremental urban expansion in
eight directions out of the City, with a growth city concept in which development is
concentrated around or close to established towns in outer growth areas The cities.
®

Sand Producers' Association, Submission 50, p.2.

^

Minister for Planning's Projects Steering Committee, Committee Recommendations and Project
Team Reports, Melbourne, 1993, pp. 2,10.
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or towns central to the growth areas are Werribee, Sydenham-Melton East, Melton,
Sunbury, Craigieburn, Epping-South Morang, Mernda, Cranbourne, Narre Warren
and Pakenham (Figure 14). The selection of growth area limits has been influenced
by such factors as environmental awareness, infrastructure efficiencies, local
government and community aspirations. Each growth area is to have its own
strategic plan and management committee, guided by Ministerial direction in
relation to metropolitan growth issues.
Underlying stone resources do not appear to have been taken into account in
designating the growth area limits. Nor are stone resources mentioned as factors to
be considered in the adjacent investigation areas, or those areas where further
investigation is needed before inclusion in, or exclusion from, the growth areas.
In this context the Committee wishes to emphasise that stone resources, as well as
many other factors, should be taken into account in investigations for growth area
plans including the actual growth limits.
This represents an opportunity to steer future urban development away from
important stone resources at an early stage. It is compatible with the requirement to
retain non-urban breaks between urban centres for other reasons such as
environmental issues and agricultural productivity. In this way, the potential for
extractive industry sterilisation by urban growth is minimised to the benefit of the
whole community.
The Perrott Committee recommended that certain land in the Werribee, Plenty and
South Eastern Growth Areas, currently zoned "Corridor" and "Highway" but now
not nominated for urban use, should be rezoned for relevant non-urban uses. The
Environment and Natural Resources Committee notes that this provides an
opportunity for plarmers to consider the underlying stone resources and therefore
minimise the potential for sterilisation.
The Environment and Natural Resources Committee considers that
Recommendation 7 (Organisation for Planning) of the Perrott report, which suggests
enhanced links between the Department of Transport, the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources and the Department of Planning and
Development, should be broadened to include the Department of Energy and
Minerals.
4.5

RURAL SUBDIVISION

A major potential constraint on the future development of quarries, and indeed on
such other "utility" land uses as local aerodromes, sale yards, various storage
facilities and other such infrastructure generally sited beyond town and city limits, is
the subdivision of broadacre farming land and forested land into small allotments
often described as "hobby farms" and "bush blocks". This process reduces the supply
of land that is of a size sufficient to accommodate many "utility" land uses, including
quarries.
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Figure 14 Growth areas, Melbourne
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Even though the population concerned will be spread thinly, such subdivisions have
the potential to introduce environmental and social constraints to quarrying over a
very wide area. The Department of Energy and Minerals submitted that "Rural
residential subdivisions represent the land use that creates the most difficulty in
protecting resources for the future".^® The Department added that "if an area were
broken down into land holdings of 12 hectares or a similar size, you would be
precluding it from future hard rock quarrying".^^ Further, the effects of rural
subdivision extend outside the area itself because the options for truck transport
routes are also significantly reduced.
Non-urban zones in which subdivision is permitted to minimum lot sizes of six,
eight or 12 hectares (for example) over the entire zone, have the potential to sterilise
wide areas of rural land from the point of view of extractive industry, unless it is
recognised that quarrying is also a possible land use in the area. The Committee
understands that once such areas have been subdivided and populated, the
environmental and social constraints would be too great to allow a quarry, but the
mere declaration of zones permitting subdivision to small lot sizes should not be
sufficient to exclude quarry development. Appendix E lists some examples of
existing rural zones and minimum sub-divisional lot sizes in thè Melbourne Supply
Area. The Committee commends the approach of Gisborne Shire in limiting the
proportion of farm land that can be subdivided into small allotments to 20 per cent
or less.
A recent review of residential planning zones^^ proposes a "rural residential" zone in
which permitted subdivision is limited to a maximum lot size of three hectares. The
Committee considers that it is essential to maintain an upper limit on the lot size of
residential zones, such as those envisaged in the "rural residential" zone, in order
that a reasonable population density is achieved in return for the loss of rural land
for the utility purposes, including quarries, mentioned above.
4.6

SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

The environment includes all aspects of a community's surroundings, whether they
affect individuals or groups.^^ A quarry inevitably affects the environment and there
were many submissions to the Committee on this theme.
The majority of submissions were concerned with the reduction in the amenity of an
area. Others emphasised the impacts of quarries on the natural environment,
particularly on fauna, flora, groundwater and surface water. Still other submissions

^^

^^

Department of Energy and Minerals (Jungwirth), Minutes of Evidence, 7 December 1993,
p. 237.
Department of Energy and Minerals (Jungwirth), Minutes of Evidence, 7 December 1993,
p. 245.
First draft, for discussion purposes, of new zones to replace all existing residential zones, as
announced by the Minister of Planning in his statement "Plarming a Better Future for
Victorians", 13 September 1993.
Department of Planning and Housing, Guidelines for Environmental Impact Assessment and The
Environment Effects Act, State Government of Victoria, Melbourne, 1991.
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discussed detrimental environmental effects related to the potential after-use of a
quarry as a putrescible waste disposal site or tip.i^
The development of future quarries sites is constrained by, and must take into
account, such environmental and social consequences. Many of these constraints
coincide with areas where rural subdivision has taken place. These are the areas in
which large land holdings are still available (or were purchased by quarry
companies prior to rural subdivision being permitted) but where there are also many
residences in the vicinity as a result of subdivision.
Major environmental problems associated with extractive industry that were
identified in submissions and in evidence presented to the Committee include:
Amenity effects:
•
truck traffic
•
noise from plant and equipment
•
dust
•

noise, ground vibration, and air blast from rock blasting

Physical environmental effects;
•
visual amenity disruption - a visible scar on a hill or range side
•
impacts on ground water and surface water
•
disruption to wildlife habitats and movement corridors
•
destruction of native flora
•
introduction of weeds
•
ground sterilisation by clay slimes
End-use effects:
•
odours
•
vermin
•
leachates
•
truck and traffic movement
•
noise
•
disruption of visual amenity
All of these factors are constraints that influence where, how and when an extractive
industry site will be developed.
The Committee is of the opinion that noise, dust, blasting effects, and surface and
ground water discharge can be controlled so that they do not cause detriment to the
surrounding environment. Buffers and performance controls can minimise the
impact of noise, dust and blasting on the amenity of an area. Discharge to surface or
ground water is controlled by the Envirorunent Protection Authority to ensure that
there is no detrimental effect on the environment. Indeed, as will be argued below in
^^

See, for example, Welch, Submission 10; Springvalley-Dingley Residents Action Group,
Submission 16; Residents Against Proposed Tip Site Inc., Submission 17. See also Eastern
Refuse Disposal Group, Submission 24; South Eastern Regional Refuse Disposal Group,
Submission 31; Collier, Submission 30; Environment Protection Authority, Submission 46.
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Chapters Seven and Eight, control of these effects should be part of the approvals
process and included in the cost of the quarry development. These effects on the
environment are therefore a constraint to the development of extractive industry
options only in that there is a definite financial cost involved in implementation.
In many respects, the potential visual impact of a quarry is likely to be the first
constraint considered by companies when assessing prospective quarry sites.
Extractive industry, and planning and licensing authorities, are conscious of the
mistakes of the past which allowed quarries to create highly visible scars on the sides
of hills. Today, considerable attention is paid to the visibility of the proposed
quarry, ensuring either that the faces cannot be seen from surrounding land, or that
progressive rehabilitation will mask remaining faces with vegetation. The
Committee notes the example of Hillview Quarries Pty. Ltd. quarry located at
Dromana in this regard. The quarry represents an example of environmental
planning and a concern for visual impacts that has now all but hidden what in the
past was a highly visible scar when viewed from any distance west of the quarry.
The visual impact of the proposed quarry on surrounding residences is therefore
considered in detail. Generally, quarries on flat land, such as the basalt plains or
sand areas, have little problem with visibility because the excavation is sunk below
the sight line. Quarries in hilly areas can be sited behind spurs, ridges or vegetated
earth bunds which act as visual barriers. Some quarries are sited on the top of hills
which results in a lowering of the sky line but the working faces remain hidden.
Again, the Committee notes that the visible impact of quarries can be minimised,
albeit at some expense to the quarry operators.
Truck traffic, land sterilisation, and disruption and destruction of fauna and flora are
effects that controls can only ameliorate but not prevent. The choice of a future
quarry site should therefore take close account of how and whether these constraints
can be addressed. Ultimately the extent to which these effects will constrain future
extractive industry options is dependent on a value judgement of the degree to
which the environmental values and amenity of the area are compromised.
The Committee considers that any environmental or amenity assessment of an
extractive industry proposal is best done on a case by case basis, either by
environmental impact assessment process or by the normal planning application and
appeal process, rather than by a blanket prohibition of quarrying. The commercial
risk to the quarry company is sufficiently high to ensure that quarry companies
themselves take careful account of all the environmental constraints before
proposing a particular site.
Finally, the Committee notes that Government policy and legislation does not permit
mining or stone extraction in State Parks, National parks, and flora and fauna
reserves. Similarly, conservation covenants by private landowners with the
Victorian Conservation Trust provide a measure of protection from future extractive
industries. ^^

Victorian Conservation Trust, Conservation Covenants. An Introduction, Victorian
Conservation Trust, Melbourne, 1992.
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4.7

ECONOMIC IMPACT ON NEIGHBOURING PROPERTIES

The objectives of the planning framework established by the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 include providing for "explicit consideration of social and
economic effects when decisions are made about the use and development of the
land".
The effect of a quarry on property values was raised in a number of submissions.
One submission presented an economic model which demonstrated a regional
property devaluation of between $10 million and $60 million in an area of low
residential d e n s i t y T h e community's real estate investment of $100 million to $500
million in the apparently affected area was contrasted with a quarry company's
initial investment of approximately $2 million.
It is often argued to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal that objectors' properties
will be devalued if a permit is granted for a proposed development. The
Administrative Appeals Tribunal has required good valuation evidence to indicate
potential amenity impact, and a demonstrable nexus to amenity considerations.^''
Nonetheless, the potential economic impact that quarrying might have on
neighbouring properties is considered to be a constraint with which future extractive
industry developments will have to contend.
4.8

LACK OF DEMAND FOR QUARRY PRODUCTS

It was submitted to the Committee that lack of demand for quarry products is a valid
constraint on the future development of quarries. If there is no demand for such
products, it is argued, then there is no need for quarries to be permitted.
The Committee received submissions that argue against certain quarry proposals (for
example, the Hillview Quarries Pty. Ltd. application at Officer in the Shire of
Pakenham ) on the grounds that the demand for stone products in the area will be
adequately met for many years by existing supplies and therefore that the potentially
disruptive effect of another quarry in the area was not justified.^® This begs the
question, however, of whether the absence of need or demonstrable demand should
be considered a constraint to future quarry developments.
The lack of need for a quarry because existing extractive industry adequately meets
the demand was an objection raised in the Whittlesea L50 Amendment.^^ The Panel
considering that amendment quoted the following general principles, cited from

^^
^^

Woskoboenko, Submission 29.
Ministry for Planning and Environment, Notes for Planning Appeals, Melbourne, 1988.
See, for example. Shire of Pakenham, Submission 8; Officer and District Progress Association,
Submission 14; Woskoboenko, Submission 29; Quarry Impact Association, Submission 32;
Dodge, Submission 38; Levens, Submission 39.
Whittlesea Planning Scheme Amendment No. L50. Panel Report on Special Extractive
Industry A Zone for Quarry Proposal, Donnybrook, by Pakenham Blue Metal Pty Ltd,
November 1992.
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Administrative Appeals Tribunal cases, as being relevant to claims of lack of
demand:
competition is an essential ingredient of the market system. Consequently the principle of
'need' should not be used as a plarming tool to stifle competition.

and
If an applicant can show a need for a proposed use then this factor may outweigh other
considerations adverse to the use. However, lack of need will rarely, if ever, be a ground for
refusing to grant a permit.^®

The Committee considers that lack of market demand is not and should not be a
constraint to the future development of quarries. Companies desiring to move into
new areas for their own commercial or logistic reasons should not be constrained by
the planning system on the basis of whether or not a need exists.
The Committee notes that this view coincides with that expressed by the Department
of Energy and Minerals:
the need to ensure a truly competitive market operates in all areas. Using the estimated life of
reserves as a basis for concluding that a market is already adequately met, overlooks the need
to ensure that operational and structural inefficiencies are not passed on to the consumers
through higher prices. ^^

Maintaining a competitive market necessitates new entrants into an area irrespective
of need:
The number of quarry operators should not be restricted artificially or otherwise to diminish
the number of operators competing in the market place. Competition is healthy.^

4.9

PLANNING CONSTRAINTS

Extractive industry is a prohibited land use over a large part of the Melbourne
Supply Area (Figure 15). A comparison, however, of Figure 15 with Figures 4,8 and
13 shows that almost all of Melbourne's extractive industry sites are located within
the prohibited area. These sites occupy specific Extractive Industry Zones that were
created within the prohibited area either to contain an existing extraction site, or, in
most other cases, to accommodate a definite extractive industry proposal.
To establish extractive industry in an area where it is a prohibited land use requires
that the planning scheme for that municipality be amended in favour of the
development. Such an amendment is usually "site specific" in that an Extractive
Industry Zone is created over the site in question.

^^

Whittlesea Plarming Scheme Amendment No. L50, p.23.
Department of Energy and Minerals, Submission 52.
Underwood and Him\e Pty Ltd to Natural Resources and Environment Committee,
Submission 4, p. 2.
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Figure 15

Extractive Industry as a prohibited larid use
Melbourne Supply Area
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A planning authority is the only body that can prepare a planning scheme
amendment. When considering a new site in an area where extractive industry is
currently prohibited, a quarry company has to assess the likelihood that first, the
planning authority is willing to prepare the amendment, and second, that the
amendment will be approved. This introduces into extractive industry planning a
degree of uncertainty that can significantly influence, if not deter, future extractive
industry proposals. This matter is addressed Chapters Six and Eight. Suffice to note
that planning uncertainty is a very real constraint for extractive industry.
In the outer rural shires of the Melbourne Supply Area, extractive industry is more
generally a "consent use"; that is, a planning permit is required under the planning
scheme and must be obtained from the responsible authority - that is, the local
council.
4.10

SUMMARY

The Committee has identified seven major constraints that will affect future
extractive industry developments. These are constraints associated with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

distribution of hard rock resources
transport costs associated with overcoming distance from the market
sterilisation caused by urban spread
sterilisation caused by rural subdivision
the impact of quarries on amenity and environmental values
the economic impact of quarries on neighbouring properties
zoning restrictions and a consequent degree of uncertainty.

Extractive Industry Interest Areas

CHAPTER FIVE
EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY INTEREST AREAS

5.1

INTRODUCTION

In Term of Reference 2(c) the Committee is asked to consider options to ensure
protection of areas in which stone resources are only predicted or inferred on the
basis of geological information and for which no demand can be immediately
identified. Previous work proposed the concept of "Extractive Industry Interest
Areas" to identify potential resource areas, so that consideration of the effect of any proposed uses
or development on the long term utilization of the resources could be taken into account.
Land in the Extractive Industry Areas would include inferred resources with relatively few
environmental constraints.^

5.2

SIEVE MAPPING

Land which is available for the development of new extractive industry options
over the next 25 to 50 years can be identified by first locating the stone resources
and then considering the constraints (as listed in Chapter Four) to the
development of these resources. Sieve mapping is the process by which planning
and environmental constraints are overlaid on geological information to identify
those areas where all parameters are favourable.
The Geological Survey of Victoria has undertaken sieve mapping of the
Melbourne Supply Area to derive proposed Extractive Industry Interest Areas.2
Three major steps were involved:
• Identifying the "planning windows".
This involved interpreting each municipality's planning scheme with respect
to extractive industry, and discussing with plarming officers those areas where
extractive industry is either a permitted use or where there is some likelihood
that extractive industry would be an acceptable land use although currently
prohibited.
• Interpreting the geological information.
Existing geological information and Department of Energy and Minerals drill
hole data were then analysed. Drill hole information on the East region sand
areas was of sufficient density to be computer modelled and contours drawn
of economically interesting sand. Drill hole information of the Northwest
region basalt areas was also computer modelled to identify areas of acceptable
Department of Planning and Housing, Department of Manufacturing and Industry
Development, Planning Guide for Extractive Industry 1991, p. 28.
Buckley, R.W., Guerin, B. and Inan, K., 1993. Extractive Industry Interest Areas, Melbourne
Supply Area, Unpublished report 1993/5, Geological Survey of Victoria, Melbourne, 1993.
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overburden depth and basalt thickness. Hard rock areas in the East region and
hornfels areas in the Northwest region were simply outlined from geological
maps.
• Assessing the environmental constraints.
Those areas where both geology and planning considerations were favourable
to extractive industry were assessed in terms of the local environment. This
involved examining such features as the nature of the landscape, presence of
hills with residences that could overlook a site, visual amenity, transport
routes and proximity to rural residential areas.
The Extractive Industry Interest Areas that resulted from these three steps are
shown in Figure 16. It should be noted that hard rock and concrete sand were the
major commodities considered.
5.3

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY INTEREST AREAS

5.3.1

Basis for future protection of resources

The shape and extent of the Extractive Industry Interest Areas reflects the
different geology and constraints operating in the Northwest and East regions.
To the west of Melbourne, extensive flat basalt plains combined with few
overlooking hills and limited rural residential areas produced large Interest
Areas. Likewise, to the northeast of Melbourne in the Shire of Yea where the
large area of hornfels and granite is unconstrained by planning restrictions
(Figure 15) or residential development. In the East region, planning constraints,
extensive rural residential development, overlooking hills with residential
properties and, in some cases, restricted transport routes led to the designation of
smaller Interest Areas.
The sieve mapping process involves considerable subjective assessment of the
planning and environmental constraints. At the time this Report was being
prepared, the Department of Energy and Minerals invited local planning
authorities and quarry companies to comment on the proposed Interest Areas,
and expects to refine the Interest Areas in response to the comments received and
as new geological information is obtained.
The Department of Energy and Minerals proposes that the Extractive Industry
Interest Areas will form the basis for protecting stone resources for the future.
However, it is not intended that quarry development should be precluded from
areas outside the Interest Areas. A quarry company may decide to propose a site
outside the Interest Areas despite the higher environmental or planning
constraints, because of particular commercial or logistic advantages.
At a sub-regional scale, the Environment and Natural Resources Committee
notes the strategic approach of the Working Group for the Shire of Pakenham's
Draft Hard Rock (Quarry) Strategy. As with Extractive Industry Interest Areas, the
Working Group has identified hard rock resources within the Shire of Pakenham

Extractive Industry Interest Areas

Figure 16

Extractive Industry Interest Areas, Melbourne Supply Area
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{Source: Department of Energy and Minerals, Extractive Industry Interest Areas, Melbourne Supply
Area, Unpublished Report 1993/5, Geological Survey of Victoria, Melbourne, 1993)
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and has sought to differentiate between areas of potential residential and
extractive industry land uses. Although the boundaries of Extractive Industry
Interest Areas may not coincide precisely with those of the Shire of Pakenham
Working Group, the Committee acknowledges that the principle behind the
Draft Hard Rock (Quarry) Strategy is similar to that underpinning Extractive
Industry Interest Areas. The Committee commends the Shire of Pakenham for
its initiative.

Recommendation 1
Extractive Industry Interest Areas should be the basis for long-term protection
of stone resources.
5.3.2

Level of geological knowledge - inferred and indicated resources

Extractive Industry Interest Areas generally contain inferred resources of hard
rock and indicated resources of sand (see Appendix D). This is a reflection of the
different costs involved in investigating hard rock compared with sand. Sand
areas cost less to investigate than hard rock. Drilling costs are much lower, there
is more continuity in the deposit so a wide drilling pattern is adequate and can be
supplemented with geophysical techniques, and less detailed knowledge is
required because the quality specifications are less rigorous. To date, the
Geological Survey has drilled the Heatherton Dingley, Lang Lang, Grantville and
Trafalgar areas to identify sand deposits to indicated level.
In the case of hard rock, however, the Department of Energy and Minerals
estimated that
it w o u l d cost m a n y millions of dollars to raise the geological a s s e s s m e n t of resources
c o n t a i n e d in E x t r a c t i v e I n d u s t r y Interest A r e a s from the Inferred to Indicated level (per
Aus. IMM Code).
F o r e x a m p l e , the b a s a l t identified in the I n t e r e s t A r e a s covers
a p p r o x i m a t e l y 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 h e c t a r e s (1,000 square kilometres). O n e drill hole per 2 0 hectares
w o u l d require 5 , 0 0 0 holes. A single drill hole of 3 0 m e t r e s is e s t i m a t e d to cost $2,400
resulting in a total cost of $ 1 2 million.^

It was Stated in the Natural Resources and Environment Committee's
Preliminary Report and Draft Recommendations^ and in a number of
submissions,5 that the knowledge of stone resources in Victoria needs to be
improved before there can be a strategy for resource protection.
The
Environment and Natural Resources Committee believes that long-term
planning protection should not be postponed until better geological knowledge is
obtained as it has been shown that some granted resources will be depleted
within the timeframe set for this inquiry (Chapter Three). Instead, planning
protection should be made appropriate to the level of knowledge of the resources
^
^
^

D e p a r t m e n t of E n e r g y and Minerals, Submission 52, p.25.
N a t u r a l Resources and E n v i r o n m e n t Committee, Preliminary Report and Draft
Recommendations, p a g e 37.
See, for e x a m p l e . Shire of P a k e n h a m , Submission N o . 8.
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and should also reflect scarcity of resource. The planning protection proposed for
Extractive Industry Interest Areas is described in Chapter Six.
Recommendation 2
Long-term planning protection should not be postponed until better geological
knowledge is obtained, but the level of planning protection should be
appropriate to the level of knowledge of the resource and its scarcity.
Notwithstanding the above, there is a need to continue upgrading knowledge so
that with time the Interest Areas can be refined. The high expense of hard rock
investigation by drilling necessitates that it will be undertaken only by quarry
companies for their specific proposals. Also there can be little justification for
spending public money to identify a privately owned resource, over which the
owner has total control. Sand areas, however, can be investigated at low cost and
on a more regional, rather than site specific, basis. The priority for ongoing
geological investigation carried out by the Government should be based on
scarcity of resource. This is especially important given the potential problems
facing Melbourne's future supply of sand and, to a lesser extent, supply of hard
rock in the East region.
Recommendation 3
There should be continuing refinement of the Extractive Industry Interest
Areas with improved geological information and feedback from companies
and local government.
5.4

SUMMARY

On the basis of findings made in this Chapter, the Committee has made the
following recommendations.
Recommendation 1
Extractive Industry Interest Areas should be the basis for long-term protection of
stone resources.
Recommendation 2
Long-term planning protection should not be postponed until better geological
knowledge is obtained, but the level of planning protection should be appropriate
to the level of knowledge of the resource and its scarcity.
Recommendation 3
There should be continuing refinement of the Extractive Industry Interest Areas
with improved geological information and feedback from companies and local
government.
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CHAPTER SIX
PROTECTING STONE RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE

6.1

LONG-TERM PROTECTION

Term of Reference 2(c) asks that the Committee consider options to protect areas
in which stone resources are only predicted or inferred on the basis of geological
information, and for which no demand can be immediately identified. This
concerns the long-term protection of stone resources from sterilisation by
incompatible uses.
6.1.1

Planning factors

As described in Chapter Five, Extractive Industry Interest Areas identify those
districts in the Melbourne Supply Area that contain stone resources and are
relatively free of economic, social and environmental constraints.
Even
acknowledging the "broad brush" nature of the Interest Areas, they provide the
public, extractive industry, and planning authorities with a basis for the longterm protection of stone resources.
Within this context the Committee wishes to emphasise the following factors as
being relevant to the long-term protection of stone resources through the
utilisation of Extractive Industry Interest Areas:
• stone is owned by the landowner.
• the Northwest Region of the Melbourne Supply Area contains granted
reserves of hard rock to last 50 years or more.
• the East Region of the Melbourne Supply Area contains granted reserves of
hard rock to last about 40 years.
• the present major supply areas of concrete sand to the entire Melbourne
Supply Area will be exhausted in 25 to 30 years.
• the Extractive Industry Interest Areas for hard rock cover vast tracts of land
west and, to a lesser extent, north of Melbourne. They are much more limited
in the East Region.
• the sand Interest Areas are limited in extent and are located on the periphery
of the Melbourne Supply Area.
• the actual location of quality hard rock deposits within the hard rock Interest
Areas is uncertain because the resources are only inferred from geological
information.
• there is greater certainty about the sand Interest Areas; they can be described as
containing indicated resources.
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•

it is expensive to investigate hard rock to the level required to identify an
economically viable deposit.
If the investigation is undertaken by
Government, then public money is spent to identify a privately owned
resource.

6.1.2

A planning framework for the protection of inferred stone resources

The Committee finds from the above summary that a strongly prescriptive style
of planning protection for such predicted or inferred stone resources is not
justified. Instead, planning protection should be on a more flexible, "as needed"
basis. This is in accordance with the direction of current planning away from
prescriptive to a more flexible approach.
The Committee proposes that the following principles and planning framework
be adopted in response to the factors listed in Section 6.1.1 above. The principles
place greater onus and responsibility on the quarry companies to identify and
secure resources. In return, companies will be given greater protection of
approved extraction sites (Chapter Seven) and greater certainty in the approvals
process and of tenure of the granted sites (Chapter Nine).
The key planning principles identified by the Committee are:
1. Site-specific exploration to identify actual economic deposits of hard rock is
best carried out by those with the greatest commercial interest - that is, quarry
companies and/or landowners.
2. The onus to secure resources for the next 50 years or more should rest with
the quarry companies. It is in their interests to secure sites. If quarry
companies do not secure appropriate sites it is possible that they will find
themselves at a competitive disadvantage by being compelled to locate at the
furthest distance from their markets.
3. Long-term urban planning - the growth areas as described in the Perrot Report
- should be encouraged to avoid areas containing stone resources.
4. Local planning authorities should be required to consider stone resources
when developing local strategy plans.
5. Local planning authorities should be required to consult the Government
when considering planning permit applications or scheme amendments that
could sterilise stone resources (as identified by the Extractive Industry Interest
Areas). The degree to which the Government would apply restrictions or
veto would be related to:
a. the scarcity of the resource; and
b. the level of confidence about its quality.
6. Government should continue regional exploration to identify and refine
knowledge of Extractive Industry Interest Areas.
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7. Government should continue to collate extractive industry statistics to
provide an overview for the industry.
While the existing planning system is undergoing a review^, the above principles
can be applied to any planning system and should be incorporated into any
relevant changes. Meanwhile, in terms of the existing planning system it is
proposed that the following steps be taken.
6.2

LONG-TERM RESOURCE PROTECTION FROM STERILISATION

It is necessary in this context to distinguish between planning permit
applications, planning scheme amendments, and regional strategic planning.
6.2.1

Planning permit applications: long-term resource protection

In the case of planning permit applications which may sterilise long-term stone
resources, the Committee makes the following recommendations:
Recommendation 4
A State Extractive Industry Policy should be included in the State Section of
all planning schemes. This will establish the importance of stone resources,
make reference to Extractive Industry Interest Areas, and provide that local
planning authorities must take account of Extractive Industry Interest Areas
when developing local strategy plans.

Recommendation 5
The Department of Energy and Minerals should be a referral authority for
permit applications which may impact upon the availability of stone
resources (for example, subdivisions of greater than 3 hectares) within
all Extractive Industry Interest Areas. A statement to this effect should
be included in the State Extractive Industry Policy.

Recommendation 6
Extractive Industry Interest Areas should be identified in the local section of
planning schemes by reference to a document (which sets out the location of
the Extractive Industry Interest Areas) in a policy clause.

Statement by the Minister of Planning "Planning a better future for Victorians, New
directions for development and economic growth", Victoria, August 1993.
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The Committee notes that a referral authority must be consulted by the local
planning authority for specified land use permit applications. The referral
authority can stop a permit from being granted or impose conditions. The
applicant has the right to appeal to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal against
failure to grant a permit or the permit conditions. The right of the proponent to
appeal will balance the intent by the Department of Energy and Minerals to
protect Extractive Industry Interest Areas. It is expected that the Department of
Energy and Minerals would take a consultative rather than pre-emptive
approach, and that the strength of objection would be proportional to the value
and scarcity of the resource.
6.2.2

Planning scheme amendments: long-term resource protection

In the case of planning scheme amendments, which may sterilise long-term
stone resources, the Committee notes that currently a notice of preparation of
any amendment must be given to Department of Energy and Minerals (as a
prescribed authority listed in Section 7 of the Planning and
Environment
Regulations 1988). An amendment must not be approved without the consent of
the Minister for Minerals and Energy, if that Minister so requires, because "the
amendment may unreasonably prejudice the extraction of stone" (Section 10,
Planning and Environment Regulations 1988).
The Committee considers that for reasons of efficiency this power can be
conveniently restricted to notice of preparation of amendments within the
Extractive Industry Interest Areas only.^
Thus, within Extractive Industry Interest Areas, no planning scheme
amendments could be approved without Department of Energy and Mineral's
consent. The Department of Energy and Minerals to date has used its prescribed
authority powers to make submissions or simply advise the planning authority
on a number of proposed amendments in Extractive Industry Interest Areas, and
has never used its power of veto against an amendment. The Committee
considers that the Department of Energy and Minerals must take a strong
approach in the case of amendments in Interest Areas where there is a recognised
scarce resource - the Lang Lang and Grantville sand areas in particular. The
Committee believes a stronger approach should be adopted towards amendments
- which give landowners a right to develop land in a certain manner that they
did not previously have - than towards planning applications where the
landowner's existing right to develop the land (subject to conditions) is being
challenged.
Recommendation 7
The Minister for Energy and Minerals (as prescribed authority) should receive
notice of preparation of amendments when they fall within Extractive
Industry Interest Areas.
And within a certain distance of granted extractive industry sites; see Section 7.6.3 of this
Report.
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6.2.3

Regional strategic planning

The Committee has emphasised the importance of Extractive Industry Interest
Areas in regional planning. To that end planners should, for example, channel
proposed future urban areas away from Extractive Industry Interest Areas; and
plan open space land uses, such as broadacre farming land, on Extractive Industry
Interest Areas.
In Section 4. , the Committee stressed the importance of enhanced consultation
with the Department of Energy and Minerals for all regional strategic planning.
More generally, the Committee observes that the development and greater use of
Geographical Information Systems - computer based methods of combining
many different information sets about land - could significantly facilitate decision
making and forward planning in this regard. The Committee commends the
Perrot Committee's recommendation 5 (Infrastructure) that Geographical
Information Systems use should be enhanced but notes that stone resources (as
distinct from geology) are not mentioned in the project team report as a key data
set. Again, the Environment and Natural Resources Committee considers that
the use of Geographical Information Systems could assist those planners
responsible for channelling population distribution to reconcile urban spread
with urban society's need for stone products, thereby minimising the dangers of
sterilisation.

Recommendation 8
Regional strategic planning should take account of Extractive Industry
Interest Areas. There should be enhanced links between the Department
of Planning and Development, and the Department of Energy and
Minerals for all regional strategic planning considerations.

Recommendation 9
Geographical Information Systems, including data sets showing the location
of hard rock resources, should be more fully utilised by urban and regional
planners.
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6.3

SUMMARY

On the basis of findings made in this Chapter the Committee has made the
following recommendations.
Recommendation 4
A State Extractive Industry Policy should be included in the State Section of all
planning schemes. This will establish the importance of stone resources, make
reference to Extractive Industry Interest Areas, and provide that local planning
authorities must take account of Extractive Industry Interest Areas when
developing local strategy plans.
Recommendation 5
The Department of Energy and Minerals should be a referral authority for permit
applications which may impact upon the availability of stone resources (for
example, subdivisions of greater than 3 hectares) within all Extractive Industry
Interest Areas. A statement to this effect should be included in the State
Extractive Industry Policy.
Recommendation 6
Extractive Industry Interest Areas should be identified in the local section of
planning schemes by reference to a document (which sets out the location of the
Extractive Industry Interest Areas) in a policy clause.
Recommendation 7
The Minister for Energy and Minerals (as prescribed authority) should receive
notice of preparation of amendments when they fall within Extractive Industry
Interest Areas.
Recommendation 8
Regional strategic planning should take account of Extractive Industry Interest
Areas. There should be enhanced links between the Department of Planning and
Development, and the Department of Energy and Minerals for all regional
strategic planning considerations.
Recommendation 9
Geographical Information Systems, including data sets showing the location of
hard rock resources, should be more fully utilised by urban and regional
planners.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
PROTECTING PROVEN RESERVES

7.1

INTRODUCTION

In Term of Reference 2(b), the Committee is asked to consider the adequacy and
appropriateness of buffer zones and other methods for protecting proven
reserves, and the implications for landowners of long-term zoning and
sterilisation of their land for other uses.
7.2

BUFFERS

Quarries and holding titles (granted extractive industry licences not yet operating)
need to be protected from encroachment by incompatible land uses such as
housing. Once these sensitive land uses encroach onto land where there is the
potential for amenity or safety to be affected by quarrying, there is inevitably
pressure on the quarry company to close or modify its operations.
"Proven reserves" are taken to mean stone deposits on which there is a granted
extractive industry licence. An identified deposit, even if proven in terms of
geological knowledge, must have granted planning approval and an extractive
industry licence before it warrants the specific protection discussed in this
Chapter. As Baillieu has observed:
The fact that a resource is proven does not alv^ays mean it is recoverable within acceptable
environmental and social criteria.^

The granted licences may be operating quarries or land being held for future
development. Buffers are a means of ensuring that sensitive land uses, such as
housing, do not encroach into land where the amenity or safety is affected by the
quarry operations.
Traditionally a buffer of 20 metres has been included within the boundary of both
an extractive industry licence and an Extractive Industry Zone to separate the
quarry from other conflicting land uses. Over time this has led to cases where
some residences are now 20 metres from the quarry face - as, for example, at
Sunshine - inevitably creating conflicts and therefore community pressure to
close the quarry. Twenty metres is clearly an inadequate distance in most cases.
This has led to consideration of buffers external to the licence and zone
boundaries.2
It has been suggested in submissions and in evidence presented to the Committee
that external buffers could be achieved by overlay controls around quarries
^
^

Baillieu, Minutes of Evidence, 4 December 1993, p. 248.
The external buffer is termed "separation distance" in Planning Guide for Extractive
Industry, 1991 p. 25.
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prohibiting residential and similar uses. Alternatively, an "extractive industry
buffer zone" could be created around quarry boundaries containing provisions
that only allow uses compatible with extractive i n d u s t r y E x t e r n a l buffers can,
however, cause "planning blight" on the surrounding land because landowners'
options to develop their land are "blighted" or limited by such controls imposed
by the presence of the quarry.
The Committee is of the opinion that the most equitable method of ensuring an
adequate buffer between the quarry and conflicting land uses, without "blighting"
the surrounding land, is for internal buffers to be sufficiently wide to absorb
adverse amenity effects. That is, the quarry company should own the entire
buffer or have a commercial arrangement with the owner of the buffer land. This
view was submitted by the Department of Energy and Minerals:
It is considered desirable that wherever possible the quarry owner and/or operator owns the
space incorporated in the buffer so that the impact of ... blighting is minimised.^

The Department of Planning and Development agreed:
Clearly, there could be benefits for maintaining compatibility of land uses if the buffer area
for a quarry is owned by the quarry operator, which would offer the best opportunity for coordinated management of the quarry and its buffer, and would prevent development which
may conflict with the quarry's continuing operation.^

Extractive Industry Zones should include the full buffer widths, and should also
allow other land uses compatible with extractive industry, including any
previous rural use. A number of the major metropolitan quarries have already
incorporated large buffers into their licence areas. At the Pioneer Concrete (Vic.)
Pty. Ltd. quarry at Lysterfield the final pit outline is some 200 metres from the
licence boundary. The CSR Ltd. Oaklands Junction quarry has buffers between
200 metres and 700 metres on its north, west and east boundaries. Such buffers
have been used for tree planting to provide a visual screen. At the Oaklands
Junction quarry, the previous rural activities continue in parts of the buffer.

Recommendation 10
Internal buffers - that is, buffers within the boundaries of a quarry activity should be adopted to protect future quarries from encroachment by sensitive
land uses. Such buffers will be owned and controlled by the quarry company.

7.3

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

A number of submissions argued against the prescription of standard buffer
distances because local topography, plant design and operating methods influence
3
^
^

Refer to Planning Guide for Extractive Industry 1991, p. 25.
Department of Energy and Minerals, Submission 52, p. 7.
Department of Planning and Development, Submission 47, p. 6.
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the range of these adverse effects-^» The Committee recognises the site-specific
nature of many extractive industry operations, and considers that buffers linked
to performance standards represents a method by which the advantages of
internal buffers can be made sensitive to site-specific characteristics.
The Committee advocates that performance standards should be the determining
factors for buffers. The buffer width is determined by the distance at which
standards for noise, dust, and blasting effects can be met. The quarry companies
can then "trade off" the cost of purchasing extra land to absorb the adverse effects,
against the cost of adopting suppression measures within the operation to reduce
the amount of buffer that is required.
The Committee considered each of the amenity-reducing effects to see if the
above proposition is reasonable and achievable. A number of these effects are
already subject to performance standards. Under current legislation ground
vibration, fly rock and air blast pressure attributable to blasting must conform to
certain limits. Noise in the Melbourne Metropolitan Area is controlled by a State
Environment Protection Policy.^ Environmental dust is not subject to specific
limits but buffer distances for mining and extractive industry are included in
Environment Protection Authority guidelines for industrial residual air
emissions.® Inhalable dust must be below occupational health and safety limits.
The legislative controls, performance standards and influencing factors for each
parameter are discussed below. Table 4 summarises the information, and includes
a suggested performance standard for each parameter (Column 2). Column 4
shows the typical distance at which each performance standard could be met,
derived from information provided by the State Mining Inspectors, submissions,
and other anecdotal evidence. Some effects can be considered to originate from
the plant, others from the quarry face. Column 5 indicates the frequency and
circumstances of complaints to the Department of Energy and Minerals.
7.3.1

Noise

In the case of extractive industry the noise being controlled is the ongoing
mechanically generated noise of crushers, conveyors, screens and trucks. State
Environment Protection Policy N-1 specifies how noise should be measured to
arrive at the effective noise level. It also specifies the allowable noise limits of
commercial and industrial activities in various planning zones within the
Melbourne Metropolitan Area.^ The allowable noise limits are based on the
planning zone and the proximity of other zones at the point being measured.
The noise limit at a point within a residential zone, not influenced by any nearby
Mr. F. Jones, State Mining Inspector, Department of Energy and Minerals, briefing to
Environment and Natural Resources Committee, 3 February 1994; see also Urban
Development Institute of Australia (Victoria), Submission 21.
State Environment Protection Policy (Control of Noise from Commerce, Industry and Trade)
No. N-1.
Recommended Buffer Distances For Industrial Residual Air Emissions. Environment
Protection Authority Publication AQ 2/86, Revised Edition July 1990.
Includes the inner metropolitan cities and Werribee, Melton and Bulla Shires, and
Whittlesea Shire and Berv^ick Cities.

Table 4:

Parameter

Suggested Performance Standards. Please note that performance standards determine buffer distances. The estimated
distances listed in Column headed "Estimated Distance from Source" are indicative only.
i

Suggested .

ierfortnakic^^t^dards
lipllCSli

Noise
(Refer Section
7.3.1)

Day time
mechanically
generated
noise

Estima
which s

Frequency and
Ciicum^tancel^f
no ~

»ilillslliililli»

55 dB(A) noise limit at boundary
For metropolitan residential areas
with some commerce or light industry
the typical noise limit range is 50 to
55dB(A)
45 dB(A) at nearest residence if
quiet rural area

§

Source
of

Crushing, screening,
washing plant;
measure distance
from plant site

Although there will
be truck and other
mechanical noises
The base level noise limit (the lowest coming intermittently
which can be required) is 45 dB(A). from different parts
A quarry may be required to meet this of the quarry, assume
level at existing residences in a rural that the plant is the
area.
main, most constant
noise source.

Approximately 350 metres. Distance
varies according to topography and
potential for noise reduction measures.

Complaints about day
time mechanically
generated noise are rare.

Notes:

Majority of complaints
are about starting up and
movement of road trucks,
particularly when earlier
than the allowed
operation commencement
time.

1. This estimate assumes some noise
reduction measures such as enclosed
crusher plant and "line of sight" broken
by bunds or quarry walls.
2. A 5 dB(A) reduction is assumed to be
achieved by doubling the distance from
the source.
3. Earth barriers can achieve a J5 dB(A)
reduction depending on weather
conditions.
4. Calculations made on EPA and DEM
monitoring data show that 55 dB(A) is
achieved at the following distances:
100 m (Hillview, Dromana)
180 m (CSR Kerrs Quarry, Tynong
North)
180 m (Oaklands Junction)

5. The CSR Tynong North noise model
predicted 55 dB(A) at about 750 metres
with nominal noise control - not fidl
enclosure of all plant.

Source: State Mining
Inspectors, Department of
Energy and Minerals

Parameter

Dust
(Refer
7.3.2)

Section

^
Suggested ;
fPerformShcfe S^ndar^^^

4 gmJm^ /month at nearest
residence
Licence conditions to require
stockpile sprinklers and water
truck(s) of specified volume, and
other dust suppression measures as
per DEM guidelines

Source

Blasting, stockpiles,
plant, unsealed roads
are all sources of
dust

Estimated Distance firpiá Sotitcé ^^requiehty |frid circumstances
at w h k X s t á ñ t ó W á f e
'S' ,
- ' '
reasoualbl'
aSatíveOnTyV" ^ '
Distance varies according to
climatic and operating
conditions.

DEM has received 4 or 5
complaints about dust in the last
4 years; none of these related to
metropolitan quarries.

Measure distance
from final pit outline.

5 gm/m^/ month at boundary
Inhalahle dust is monitored within the
quarry to ensure occupational health
and safety requirements are met.
Source: State Mining Inspectors,
Department of Energy and Minerals

Fly Rock
(Refer
7.3.3)

No Fly Rock

Section

When an incident occurs the shot firer
loses shotfirers permit, quarry
manager is disciplined.

Blasting at quarry
face
Measure distance
from the final pit
outline.

Fly rock is not acceptable.
Experience shows that a
correctly designed shot will
cause the fragmented rock to be
moved less than 100 metres.
Blast monitoring is a condition of
some licences.

Source: State Mining Inspector,
Department of Energy and Minerals

4 instances have been reported
in the last 12 years.
In the incidents single rocks up
to football size were thrown up to
800 metres.
The Regulations require
notification whenever any rock
flies outside the quarry boundary
Source: State Mining Inspectors,
Department of Energy and Minerals

Parameter

Frequen

and Circumstances
çeptions

^'"lyWiîie
vëC
Ground
Vibration
(Refer
7.3.4)

Section

5 mm/sec peali particle velocity
(Standard set by SAA Explosives
Code)
The Australian Environment Council
(AEC) recommends a limit of 5
mm/sec on the basis of protecting
amenity.

Blasting at quarry
face.
Measure distance
from the final pit
outline.

Structural damage begins at 30
mm/sec.

(Refer
7.3.5)

115dB(A)
Extractive Industry Regulations
specify a limit of 120 decibels within
10 metres of any building.

Section

AEC recommend 115 dB be achieved
95 % of the time - on the basis of
protecting amenity.

Complaints are rare, except
Sunshine quarry where housing is
20 metres from the quarry
A typical reading for most
boundary (typically 11 to 12
quarries would be 2 mm/sec at the mm/sec)
boundary.
It is difficult for the lay person to
distinguish between ground
vibration and airblast
overpressure.

The USA standard is 16 mm/sec.

Air blast
over
pressure
attributable
to blasting

100 metres

Blasting at quarry
face.
Measure distance
from the final pit
outline.

Comments Source: State Mining
Inspector, Department of Energy and
Minerals

Comments Source: State Mining
Inspectors, Department of Energy and
Minerals

100 metres

Complaints commence at 115 db.

Most quarries achieve less than
110 db at boundaries.

Inspector requires improved
blasting technique if 115 db
recorded.

Very dependent on atmospheric
conditions such as temperature
inversion.

Complaints commence at 115
decibels
Comments Source: State Mining
Inspector, Department of Energy and
Minerals

Comments Source: State Mining
Inspectors, Department of Energy and
Minerals
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commercial or industrial zones, is 50 dB(A).io The proportion of commercial or
industrial zoning within 200 metres of a residential premises raises the limit for
noise emitted from industry and commerce. Some typical day time noise limits
for various types of land uses are^^:
Mainly residential area
Area with some commerce or industry
Commercial district or bordering an industrial area
Predominantly industrial area

50 - 54
54 - 59
59 - 63
63 - 68

dB(A)
dB(A)
dB(A)
dB(A)

For country Victoria, the Environment Protection Authority have issued interim
guidelines for control of noise from industry. The interim guidelines specify that
where the background noise levels are very low - less than 30 dB(A) during the
day - the limit for noise from industry should not exceed 45 dB(A) within
10 metres of the nearest residence. If background levels are comparable to
metropolitan Melbourne, the noise limits should be determined using State
Environmental Protection Policy N-1. A noise limit of 45 dB(A) at the nearest
residence was adopted for the noise prediction model for the CSR Tynong North
quarry proposal.
Noise attenuates with distance; a rule of thumb is that the noise level reduces by
5 dB(A) when the distance from the source is doubled. Breaking the "line of
sight" results in significant noise reduction. An earth bund can achieve a
15 dB(A) reduction depending on weather conditions, and some quarries benefit
from a natural sound barrier created by the local topography. Siting the plant
within the quarry walls also reduces the noise level outside the quarry.
Plant design has a significant influence on noise. In general terms a plant where
there is some nominal noise control, such as weatherproof enclosure of the
crusher, will be 5 dB(A) quieter than a completely open plant at the same distance.
A plant which has full "state of the art" sound control measures such as totally
enclosed crushers, screens, washing plant and conveyor belts, and which is sited
in a deep pit, will achieve a further 5 dB(A) reduction. Therefore in terms of
noise attenuation, a certain noise level can be achieved by a "state of the art" plant
in half the distance that can be achieved by a nominally noise-controlled plant,
and one quarter of the distance than a totally open plant.
The plant at the CSR Ltd. Oaklands Junction quarry is one of the most modern
crushing plants in Australia. A noise level survey^^ found noise levels at the
perimeter of quarry buildings (at 10 metres) were typically around 75 - 80 dB(A).
Noise levels measured around the licence boundaries were typically around
^^

^^
^^

Noise levels are most commonly measured and reported in A-weighted decibels, or dB(A).
This logarithmic scale system relates to the average human hearing response, and enables
the intensity of noises with different frequency characteristics (eg. pitch and tone) to be
compared. As a rule of thumb: a 10 dB(A) difference appears twice as loud, a 20 dB(A)
difference appears four times as loud.
Environment Protection Authority. Explanatory Notes: State Environment Protection Policy
(Control of Noise from Commerce, Industry and Trade) No. N-1. Publication N4/91, p. 13.
Kilpatrick and Associates Pty Ltd, Sound Pressure Level Survey, Readymix Australia,
Oaklands Junction Quarry, Oaklands Jimction, Victoria, 1991.
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45 dB(A) enabling the quarry to meet the Shire of Bulla requirement that noise
emissions from the quarry site, apart from noise occasioned by blasting, should
not exceed 55 dB(A) (6am to 6pm) when measured at the outside of any dwelling
which exists or may exist beyond a distance of 100 metres from the boundary of
the s i t e . T h e foregoing is an example of a performance standard required by a
planning authority. Kerr's quarry at Tynong North has been measured at
46 dB(A), 500 metres from the rock crushing plant and 300 metres from the sand
washing plant. At the Hillview Quarries Pty. Ltd. Dromana quarry, the
topography shields the plant from a nearby housing estate, so that noise levels
around 55 dB(A) are achieved at 70 metres.
The Committee suggests a performance standard of 55 dB(A) at the quarry
boundary, and if in a quiet rural area, 45 dB(A) at the nearest residence.
7.3.2

Dust

Dust from quarries is caused when blasting occurs. It is also caused by truck traffic
on the internal roads, from crushers, screens and conveyor belts, by loading bins,
and by stockpiles. Extractive industry licence conditions usually require dust
suppression measures such as stockpile sprinklers or water trucks of specified
volume to suppress the road dust. Dust is very weather dependent, and on hot
windy days the normal controls may be insufficient.
Inhalable dust, or dust particles of very small size, is monitored within quarries to
ensure that occupational health and safety requirements are met. Currently,
environmental dust is not viewed as a health problem, although this has been
questionedi4, but has an adverse impact on the amenity of an area.
There are presently no environmental dust standards. Mining inspectors may
require specific dust suppression measures at their discretion, possibly in response
to a complaint or if there is obvious dust in the air. The Environment Protection
Authority recommend extractive industry buffer distances for industrial residual
air emissions as follows:
Quarrying of:
hard rock with blasting
material other than hard rock with blasting
any material without blasting

500 metres
300 metres
200 metres

The buffer distances apply to
unintended or accidental emissions which must be anticipated and allowed for...Equipment
failure, accidents and abnormal weather conditions are among the causes which can lead to
amenity reducing emissions affecting properties beyond the boundaries of the source
premises.... Provision of an adequate buffer distance allows emissions to dissipate without
Kilpatrick and Associates, p. 11.
A review of Environment Protection Authority air policy by Prof. Stretton noted that stricter
controls may need to be adopted for environmental dust levels if the dust is silica rich and of
very small particles.
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adverse impacts on sensitive land uses.^^

The Environment Protection Authority has indicated that the recommended
500 metre buffer for hard rock with blasting is also intended to take into account
the effects of fly rock, and helps provide an acceptable level of protection of
amenity against noise and vibration effects.^^
As indicated above, the Committee proposes the use of performance standards
rather than specified buffer distances. This necessitates that each effect is
considered individually. Taking dust on its own, the Committee believes it is not
necessary to differentiate on whether blasting occurs or not, as blasting is a shortlived and infrequent event. Dust is mostly created from the ongoing daily quarry
operations such as truck traffic, crushing, screening and stockpiles.
The Department of Energy and Minerals have taken a performance standard
approach, and have developed guidelines!^ for the control of environmental dust
in quarries. These list dust suppression measures in the plant and work areas
appropriate to the quarry's proximity to sensitive land uses. The guidelines
recommend dust monitoring according to an Australian Standard (AS 2724.1 1984), and maximum allowed dust fallout levels at sensitive premises.
The Committee suggests that Australian standards for control of environmental
dust are the most appropriate performance standards.
7.3.3

Fly rock

Fly rock is an accidental result of blasting when a piece of rock flies outside the
quarry limits. A fly rock incident is regarded as extremely serious, and the
Extractive Industry -Regulations require that the Department of Energy and
Minerals must be notified. The shot firer loses his shotfirer's permit and
disciplinary action is taken against the quarry manager.
Modern blasting techniques include laser survey of the volume of rock to be
moved, concise specification of the amount, arrangement and firing sequence of
explosives, and video recording of the blast. Large volumes of rock are
progressively fragmented over microseconds by using special blast hole patterns
and microsecond detonating delays. A correctly designed shot will cause the
fragmented rock to be moved less than 100 metres. A number of the larger
quarries now fire only once a month, while the smaller quarries or those with
more restricted working areas, might fire weekly. Whilst blasting is highly
controlled, it is still possible that unexpected ground conditions or human error
may result in a piece of rock flying outside the licence boundaries. There have
been four fly rock incidents reported in the last 12 years. In two of these, single

^^
^^

Environment Protection Authority, Recommended Buffer Distances for Industrial Residual
Air Emissions, EPA Publication AQ2/86, Revised Edition July 1990, Melbourne, pp. 1, 2.
Director, Policy, Environment Protection Authority to Environment and Natural Resources
Committee, 11 February 1994.
Guidelines for Control of Environmental Dust at Mines and Quarries. Version 1 November
1991, and Addendum 11 May 1993, Department of Energy and Minerals, internal document.
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rock pieces ("the size of a football") were thrown 700 and 800 metres.
The Committee questions whether any buffer distance can reasonably be set for fly
rock. The performance standard is no fly rock at all. A frequency of one incident
per three years for all Victorian operations suggests that improved techniques are
taking effect and incidents will become even less frequent with time. The
Committee concludes that, despite the extreme seriousness of fly rock incidents, it
is not practical or justified to set a specific buffer distance for fly rock.
7.3.4

Ground vibration

Rock blasting causes shock waves to travel through the ground. The resulting
ground vibration is measured in terms of Peak Particle velocity. The Extractive
Industry Regulations stipulate compliance with the SAA Explosives Code of a
maximum of 10 mm/sec peak particle velocity under any residential building.
The Australian Environment Council recommends a limit of 5 mm/sec on the
basis of amenity, whereas actual structural damage begins at 30 mm/sec.
Shock waves dissipate over a short distance, depending on the rock density and
structure. Most quarries monitor the ground vibration from blasts at the quarry
boundary. A typical reading would be around 2 mm/sec. At Sunshine, where
housing is 20 metres from the quarry boundary, ground vibration readings at the
boundary are typically 11 to 12 mm/sec.
The Committee supports a limit as stipulated by the Australian Environment
Council of 5 mm/sec.
7.3.5

Air blast

Blasting causes shock waves to travel through the air as well as through the
ground. At distance, this is manifested by the rattling of windows and objects,
often leading to confusion between air blast and ground vibrations. The distance
the waves travel is very dependent on atmospheric conditions; temperature
inversion causes the waves to be reflected to the ground and to travel several
kilometres. Extractive industry regulations require that air blast overpressure
attributable to blasting must not exceed 120 dB within 10 metres of any building.
The Australian Environment Council recommend that a limit of 115 dB should
be achieved 95% of the time, to protect amenity. Mines inspectors have found
that complaints commence at 115 dB. Air blast is monitored at quarry boundaries;
most quarries achieve levels of less than 110 dB.
The Committee supports the limit of 115 dB as recommended by the Australian
Environment Council.
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7.4

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR FUTURE QUARRIES AND
QUARRY APPLICATIONS

The Committee finds from the foregoing assessment of the amenity-reducing
effects of quarries that it is feasible, practical and equitable to require quarries in
the future to meet performance standards for noise, dust, ground vibration, air
blast and fly rock, at their boundaries. As can be seen from Table 4, the internal
buffer distances necessary to meet the proposed performance standards are likely
to be of the order of 100 to 350 metres from the final pit outline, if the plant is
positioned centrally, preferably within the pit, and appropriate dust and noise
suppression measures are taken. Obviously, adjacent quarries would not have to
meet the performance standards related to amenity along their common
boundaries. This is an incentive for clustered extractive industry sites as it
removes the need to provide buffer land on one or more boundaries.
The actual levels to be set should be determined by the Department of Energy and
Minerals in consultation with industry and other Government bodies. The
Committee offers the standards listed in Column 2 of Table 4 as a starting point
for discussion. The Department of Planning and Development advocated State
wide performance standards by means of a statement of planning policy in the
State section of all planning schemes:
The incorporation of detailed performance standards, drafted in consultation with
interested parties including goverrunent, industry and the community, into planning schemes
could provide an opportunity for reducing the complexity of site-specific planning
approvals.^®

Recommendation 11
Performance standards - to be met at the quarry boundaries for noise, dust,
ground vibration, air blast, and fly rock - are the key factors that will determine
the internal buffer widths of future quarries, including current applications.
Considering all the evidence and the indicative distances, the
Committee believes it is prudent to have a minimum internal buffer of 200
metres. Thèse performance standards should be included in the State
Extractive Industry Policy.

Recommendation 12
Australian standards and guidelines for the control of environmental dust
should be adopted.

^®

Krohn, Minutes of Evidence, 7 December 1993, p. 205.
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7.5

BUFFER DISTANCES FOR END-USE

The end-use of a quarry is often as a waste disposal site, either inert waste such as
building rubble, or putrescible waste collected by municipal councils. Waste
disposal space is highly sought after and therefore a quarry has potentially high
value after the stone resource is exhausted, if the environmental requirements
for waste disposal can be met. Minimum buffer distances for various types of
landfill sites are specified by State Environment Protection Policy (Table
Table 5

Minimum buffer distances for landfill types

Type of landfill site

Minimum buffer distances

Solid inert waste only landfill sites
in former extractive industry sites:

50 metres from a residential area,
Where located closer than 50 metres
from a residential area, restricted
approval may be given using selected
solid inert material

Municipal waste landfill sites in a
former extractive industry site
provided municipal wastes are not
disposed of within three metres
from the land surface

200 metres from a residential area,
Where a former extractive industry site
is located closer than 200 metres, but
not closer than 50 metres, restricted
approval may be given by the
Authority
where
circumstances
warrant.

Source-. State Environment Protection Policy
Siting and Management of Landfills Receiving Municipal Waste

Refuse disposal authorities submitted that planning provisions for extractive
industry sites should take account of the likely ultimate use of the site.
It Vi^ould be ludicrous for an extractive industry buffer to be less than a landfill buffer, as this
would preclude reinstatement of an excavated portion of land by municipal landfill.^®

In terms of planning blight and equity, the argument for requiring internal
buffers applies equally to landfill sites as to extractive industry. The Committee is
of the opinion that future landfill sites should include an internal buffer of the
full required distance. Companies wishing to maximise their waste disposal
options for quarry end-use would therefore make sure that there is a minimum
internal buffer of 200 metres.
Environment Protection Act 1970. State Environment Protection Policy (Siting and
Management of Landfills receiving Municipal Wastes).
Eastern Regional Refuse Disposal Group, Submission 24, p. 2.
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If a putrescible tip is proposed as definite, or as one option for the end-use, then
there should be a minimum internal buffer of 200 metres. The performance
standards may require a further distance over and above this. If there is no
intention for a putrescible refuse tip, then the performance standards will alone
determine the appropriate buffer distances. Granting a licence with less than a
200 metre internal buffer would automatically preclude putrescible waste disposal
as a possible end-use.
Recommendation 13
Future putrescible landfill sites must include an internal buffer with a
minimum width of 200 metres.

7.6

PROTECTION OF EXISTING QUARRIES FROM ENCROACHMENT

The performance standards plus minimum internal buffer approach the
Committee has recommended should be applied to all future extractive industry
applications and to applications currently outstanding. This, however, leaves the
problem of residential encroachment on existing quarries. These quarries are
operating under licence conditions which may have been set many years in the
past, when there were no nearby sensitive land uses.
7.6.1

Companies' right to object

The current situation is that such quarry companies have the right to object to
proposed incompatible land uses: to the planning authority and/or the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal in the case of a planning permit application; or
by objection to a proposed planning scheme amendment. A recent example is a
proposal to the City of Knox for residential subdivision to within 250 metres of
the licence boundary of the Pioneer Concrete (Vic.) Pty. Ltd. Lysterfield quarry.
Both Pioneer Concrete and Department of Energy and Minerals lodged objections
to this proposal.
A recent amendment to the Planning and Environment Act 1987 exempts certain
classes of applications from the requirement to notify adjoining landowners of a
planning permit application. This may have inadvertently lessened the ability of
quarry companies to protect themselves from encroachment, because they could
be unaware of a proposal, for example, to develop a residential subdivision
against their boundary. The Committee considers that the full notification
requirements of the Act should apply when a permit application is adjacent to an
extractive industry site.
7.6.2

Planning permit applications

The Department of Energy and Minerals acts to prevent encroachment in the case
of planning permit applications, although there is currently no legal requirement
that the Department be notified of permit applications that could adversely affect
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extractive industry.
The Committee considers that notification of planning permit applications
adjacent or within 500 metres of an extractive industry site should be required by
all planning schemes. This could be achieved by :
• in the State Section of all planning schemes specify the Department of Energy
and Minerals as a referral authority^i for permit applications within (for
example) 500 metres of an extractive industry site. This gives the Department
right of veto but the proponent could appeal to the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal; or
• in the State Section of all planning schemes, require the responsible authority
to give notice22 to the Department of Energy and Minerals of a permit
application within (for example) 500 metres of an extractive industry site. This
ensures that the Department of Energy and Minerals has the right to make a
submission or object.
The Environment Protection Authority also acts to protect existing quarries from
encroachment of conflicting land uses, by input to councils where relevant. The
Environment Protection Authority have made submissions in a number of cases
where the recommended buffer distance could not be met.
Recommendation 14
In order to protect existing quarries or holding titles from encroachment,
quarry companies and the Department of Energy and Minerals should be
made aware of adverse permit applications and have the right to object by:
a.

the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (or all planning schemes)
to require notification to the quarry company of all permit
applications adjacent to an extractive industry site; and

b.

the Department of Energy and Minerals to be a referral authority for all
permit applications within 500 metres of an extractive industry site.

7.6.3

Planning scheme amendments

The Minister for Energy and Minerals has powers prescribed under Section 35 of
the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to require that a planning scheme
amendment not be approved if "the amendment may unreasonably prejudice the
extraction of stone as defined under the Extractive Industries Act 1 9 6 6 " . W h i l e
the power of veto has never been used against a planning scheme amendment,
the Department of Energy and Minerals has made submissions to planning
^^

Planning and Environment Act 1987, Section 55.
Planning and Environment Act 1987, Section 52 (1) (c).
Planning and Environment Regulations 1988 Section 10 (g).
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authorities in a number of cases. The City of Berwick decided not to continue
with a planning scheme amendment allowing residential development close to a
basalt quarry at Harkaway after submission from the Department of Energy and
Minerals. The Shire of Cranbourne, however, has approved a residential
rezoning to within 100 metres of a licence boundary, despite submissions from
the Department of Energy and Minerals.
The Committee considers that, in the case of planning scheme amendments, the
Department of Energy and Minerals should use its full prescribed authority
powers, including the power of veto, if circumstances warrant. The Committee
further considers that for reasons of efficiency the prescribed authority power can
be conveniently restricted to notice of preparation of amendments within
500 metres of an extractive industry site.24
Recommendation 15
To protect existing quarries or holding titles from encroachment, the
Department of Energy and Minerals should be made aware of adverse
planning scheme amendments by retaining its prescribed authority status in
the case of amendments within 500 metres of an extractive industry site.

7.6.4

Protection case by case

The impact of the quarry on the amenity of the proposed incompatible
development should be considered, using the performance standards as
guidelines. Other factors are also relevant:
For example, a residential area separated from a quarry by or\ly the width of a four-lane
freeway may be less impacted in an actual and perceptual sense than a community three
kilometres away where quarry trucks re-enter the local road system.^®

The Committee is of the opinion that while quarries should be protected from
incompatible encroachment, the quarry companies themselves should take steps
to reduce the impact on the surrounding area. In the interests of good industry
practice, quarry companies should take measures to meet the performance
standards over time. This would reduce the adverse effect on the neighbouring
area and reduce the extent of the planning blight.
7.6.5 Community review committees
The Inquiry was advised that the Department of Energy and Minerals has
instituted review committees with a number of metropolitan quarries. These
comprise representatives of the community, local government, and the quarry
company. Review committees have been established under the conditions of the
licence, to provide advice on a non-statutory basis.
^^
^^

And within Extractive Industry Interest Areas; see Section 6.2.2 of this Report.
Submission 52, Department of Energy and Minerals, p. 29.
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The Committee has heard evidence of the benefits to companies and local
communities in such community review committees. The example of the
Hillview Quarries Pty. Ltd. at Dromana provides a good example of a successful
community review committee. The Committee encourages the formation of
management committees at those extractive industry sites which currently have
not formed such bodies, and commends community review committees and the
contributions they can make to future extractive industry developments.
Recommendation 16
In the interests of good industry practice, existing quarries should undertake
to meet the performance standards over time wherever possible. As well,
both existing and future quarries should initiate community review
committees to foster a good working relationship with the neighbouring
community.

7.7

PROTECTION FROM ENCROACHMENT BY INCREASING PUBLIC
AWARENESS

The Committee believes that it is to the advantage of all that the location of
granted extractive industry sites, whether operating quarries or holding licences,
should be easily identifiable to the general public. It is possible that some
community objections and dissatisfaction could be avoided if the actual or
potential presence of extractive industry is clear to prospective land and home
buyers.
At present this is not always the case. The location of extractive industry is only
evident on planning scheme maps when it is within a specifically named
"Extractive Industry Zone" or similar. Where extractive industry is a permitted
land use, such as in the rural zones of outer shires, the site is not marked on the
planning scheme maps. An up-to-date geographical database of all extractive
industry licences and leases is maintained by the Department of Energy and
Minerals, which can provide maps of tenement locations for any area. However,
this is only available from Department of Energy and Minerals head office, and
the maps are often not easily related to the local planning scheme maps.
The Committee notes that compatibility of and communication between the
many different geographical information data sets held by Government and local
authorities is the current task of the Office of Geographic Data Co-ordination. The
Committee commends this initiative as it will have obvious benefits both to the
public and extractive industry.
In the meantime, local planning scheme maps are the most accessible
information to the local community. Hence all extractive industry sites should be
marked on them. The Committee considers that all existing and future extractive
industry sites should be rezoned to "Extractive Industry Zone" by non-notifiable
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planning scheme amendment.
The Sale of Land Act 1962 requires a vendor to supply a statement of specified
matters affecting the land being sold (often referred to as a Section 32 Statement).
The Committee is of the opinion that the presence of a nearby extractive industry
licence or licence application could be an appropriate addition to this statement.
Administratively, this may only be possible once all extractive industry sites are
marked on planning scheme maps.
Notwithstanding this concern, the
Committee believes that consideration be given to including in Section 32
statements, the presence, within a specified distance, of an extractive industry
licence or licence application.
Recommendation 17
Public awareness of extractive industry sites should be enhanced by:
a.

rezoning of all existing and future approved extractive industry sites to
Extractive Industry Zone by non-notifiable planning scheme amendment;
and

b. considering methods for including extractive industry in Section 32
Statements as required by the Sale of Land Act 1962.

7.8

SUMMARY

On the basis of findings made in this Chapter, the Committee has made the
following recommendations.
Recommendation 10
Internal buffers - that is, buffers within the boundaries of a quarry activity should be adopted to protect future quarries from encroachment by sensitive land
uses. Such buffers will be owned and controlled by the quarry company.
Recommendation 11
Performance standards - to be met at the quarry boundaries for noise, dust,
ground vibration, air blast, and fly rock - are the key factors that will determine
the internal buffer widths of future quarries, including current applications.
Considering all the evidence and the indicative distances, the Committee believes
it is prudent to have a minimum internal buffer of 200 metres.
These
performance standards should be included in the State Extractive Industry Policy.
Recommendation 12
Australian standards and guidelines for the control of environmental dust
should be adopted.
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Recommendation 13
Future putrescible landfill sites must include an internal buffer with a minimum
width of 200 metres.
Recommendation 14
In order to protect existing quarries or holding titles from encroachment, quarry
companies and the Department of Energy and Minerals should be made aware of
adverse permit applications and have the right to object by:
a.

the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (or all planning schemes) to
require notification to the quarry company of all permit applications
adjacent to an extractive industry site; and

b.

the Department of Energy and Minerals to be a referral authority for all
permit applications within 500 metres of an extractive industry site.

Recommendation 15
To protect existing quarries or holding titles from encroachment, the Department
of Energy and Minerals should be made aware of adverse planning scheme
amendments by retaining its prescribed authority status in the case of
amendments within 500 metres of an extractive industry site.
Recommendation 16
In the interests of good industry practice, existing quarries should undertake to
meet the performance standards over time wherever possible. As well, both
existing and future quarries should initiate community review committees to
foster a good working relationship with the neighbouring community.
Recommendation 17
Public awareness of extractive industry sites should be enhanced by:
a.

rezoning of all existing and future approved extractive industry sites to
Extractive Industry Zone by non-notifiable planning scheme
amendment; and

b.

considering methods for including extractive industry in Section 32
Statements as required by the Sale of Land Act 1962.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK

8.1

INTRODUCTION

In Term of Reference 3 the Committee is asked to utilise the "information
collected and work already completed by the previous Committee" to make
recommendations which consider the previous Committee's interim report and comments
made thereon together with the Supplementary Report of the Whittlesea Planning Scheme
Amendment L50 Panel prepared by Marshall Baillieu.

In Term of Reference 4 the Committee is asked to "Consider the adequacy of the
Extractive Industries Act 1966 for the development and effective regulation of the
industry".
In Term of Reference 5 the Committee is asked to "Identify options and
recommend a preferred course of action including legislative changes necessary
to give effect to the recommendations".
Terms of Reference 3, 4, and 5 deal with the administration of extractive industry
- how the industry is controlled and regulated, and how the present legislative
framework enhances or inhibits further development of the industry. The
Extractive
Industry
Act 1966 is fundamental to these concerns.
The
administration of extractive industry that is the focus of this chapter therefore
provides the context within which the adequacy of the Extractive Industry Act
1966 is examined.
The Supplementary Report of the Whittlesea Planning Scheme Amendment L50
Panel, prepared by Mr. Marshall Baillieu and referred to in Term of Reference 3,
also deals with many aspects of planning and extractive industry approval
processes. Reference to the Baillieu Report is made in this Chapter and the
following Chapter. Discussion of the Natural Resources and Environment
Committee's interim report, which incorporates topics examined throughout
this report, is deferred to Chapter 10.
8.2

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY ADMINISTRATION

8.2.1

Mineral licences

In considering the administration of extractive industry, it is useful to compare
extractive industry with the mining industry. Although quarrying and mining
are very similar in terms of operational activities there are some key differences.
Minerals have an intrinsic value set by a world market; they can bring new
income into the State. Government therefore has a special interest in ensuring
the efficient exploration for, and mining of, minerals. In a principle established
during the last century, the Crown in Victoria owns minerals in the ground.
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Under the Mineral Resources
Development
Act 1990 the Crown transfers
ownership of minerals via exploration and mining licences. Much of the
administration of these licences is therefore concerned with ensuring that the
exploration or mining is indeed undertaken, and is able to be undertaken
efficiently. This ensures that the State will reap full benefit from its resources.
8.2.2

Stone licences

Stone, on the other hand, has no intrinsic value.^ Its value is dependent on the
demand of the local market - which is related to economic activity - and its
proximity to that market. Extractive industry is therefore more akin to a
commercial activity, albeit taking place only at certain locations, than to the
discovery and winning of a precious resource. Section 2 of the Extractive
Industries Act 1966 establishes that the landowner owns the stone in private
land. The landowner therefore has total control over the stone and may
negotiate exploration and/or quarrying rights.
In most cases an Extractive Industry Licence to extract stone, granted by the
Department of Energy and Minerals, is required. This licence does not confer
ownership rights to the stone in the ground. Ownership remains with the
landowner. Rather, an Extractive Industry Licence confers the right to extract
stone. Extraction rights are also conferred by the planning process which
approves extractive industry as an appropriate use of the land in question.
It could be asked, then, whether an Extractive Industry Licence is necessary, as the
decision whether extraction should be allowed rests firstly with the planning
system. A distinction needs to be made, however, between planning and
operational control, as noted by Baillieu:
The Responsible Authority has competence, experience and the speciaUst professional
expertise to determine good industry practice on...planning issues. However they would not
have similar resources on quarry-operating issues and, in my opinion, responsibility for
quarry operations, including environmental management and monitoring should be left to
the licensing authority, who have professional resources in respective disciplines.^

The Department of Energy and Minerals has the expertise to assess many of the
likely amenity and environmental impacts resulting from a quarrying operation
- noise, dust, blasting effects - and has the duty to ensure control of these. A
licence which concentrates on the operational aspects of the quarry site, including
environmental management and monitoring, but does not confer any right to
extract stone - as this is granted by the planning system - is a useful and more
focussed tool for the control of extractive industry.

^
2

Except if the stone has special chemical or physical properties which make it rare; as, for
example, in some scoria and limestone deposits.
M. Baillieu, Donnybrook Quarry Proposal - City of Whittlesea, Comments on the Proposal,
the Form, Implementation and Conditions of the Planning Scheme Amendment, Extractive
Industry Licence and Related Matters. November 1992. p.l5.
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The Committee is therefore of the opinion that the Extractive Industry Licence
should be retained but in a simplified form to enable the Department of Energy
and Minerals to control the operational aspects of extractive industry sites. The
present dual system of planning and licence approval should remain, with a
clearer separation between planning and operational approvals.
8.2.3

A simplified operational Extractive Industry Licence

Much of the Extractive Industries Act 1966 is highly prescriptive and requires
Ministerial approval for straightforward administrative matters such as licence
amalgamation and transfer. The relationship between licence application and
planning approval is also rigidly prescribed in a sequential order, leaving little
room for flexibility or reduction of the time needed to process an application.
Many of the provisions of the Act would become redundant under a simplified
regime that concentrates on an operational licence. There is therefore a need to
revise extractive industry legislation in order to establish a simpler
administrative framework.
This could be achieved by amendment to the Mineral Resources
Development
Act 1990 as many of the regulations attached to that Act apply equally as well to
extractive industry. Other aspects of extractive industry, however, require that
stone should be treated separately from minerals. In particular, the Committee is
of the opinion that extractive industry as a land use should remain within the
domain of the planning system. The Committee also does not consider that the
recent amendment to the Mineral Resources
Development Act 1990, which
enables an applicant to by-pass a planning permit if an Environment Effects
Statement is prepared, is appropriate for extractive industry which is more
strongly associated with planning and urban issues than is mining.
Recommendation 18
There should be a retention of the dual system of both planning and licence
approval, but with an operational Extractive Industry Licence.

8.3

ADMINISTRATIVE PRINCIPLES FOR NEW EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY
LEGISLATION

In submissions and in evidence, the Committee has been informed of the legal,
administrative and operational advantages of a single mining and extractive
industry Act in Victoria. There appear to be no persuasive reasons to maintain
the current separation of stone and minerals in the Extractive Industry Act 1966
and the Mineral Resources Development Act 1990. There are distinct advantages
in incorporating extractive industry matters within the Minerals
Resources
Development Act 1990. This can be achieved by amending that Act to include a
section on extractive industries.
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Recommendation 19
The Extractive Industries Act 1966 should be retired. Legislative change in
relation to the operational Extractive Industry Licence should be achieved by
amendment to the Mineral Resources Development Act 1990 to include a
section referring specifically to extractive industry. The new administrative
framework for extractive industry should incorporate the following
principles:

Recommendation 19.1
Stone should remain the property of the landowner.

Recommendation 19.2
Extractive industry should remain within the planning system.

With reference to Recommendation 19.2 the Committee observes that:
• extractive industry will always be located close to urban areas and transport
routes (because transport to the market is a high cost factor that largely
determines extractive industry location).
• large volumes of product are transported in extractive industry, creating a
potentially high impact on local amenity, transport routes and local
infrastructure. The planning system best handles these issues.
• it is important that the location of extractive industry sites be obvious to the
public. This is best achieved via local planning scheme maps (Section 7.7).
• a planning permit is readily accessible to the public which has the right to
know the conditions and controls attached to any given site.

Recommendation 19.3
The Extractive Industry Licence should be an operational licence only. The
Extractive Industry Licence should not confer the right to extract stone from
the ground as planning approval gives this.

Industry expressed concerns about the present legislative framework which
allows stone extraction under a number of different Acts, some of which are not
subject to the Extractive Industries Regulations 1989.
The industry is concerned over two matters relating to these operations. First, the general
public is not usually aware that these operations are outside the ambit of the Act. Their
generally lower standard of operation reflects badly on the industry as a whole. Secondly,
operators establishing a quarry on behalf of a municipality or a Government
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instrumentality or department (eg Roads Corporation) for a particular project have a
financial advantage over commercial operators, in that they do not have to meet the
stringent controls of the Extractive Industries Act nor do they have to pay royalties if the
operation is on Crown land^.

Recommendation 19.4
All extractive industry should be required to obtain the operational Extractive
Industry Licence. This would include:
a. extraction on private land
b. extraction on Crown land
c. extraction by local government and other government and semigovernment agencies
d. shallow extraction
e. extraction ostensibly for another purpose - such as a farm dam or road
excavation - from which stone is sold
f. extraction in Reserved forest.

Recommendation 19.5
A separate Extractive Industry Lease for Crown land is not required.
The property rights to the stone should be a commercial agreement between the
Crown, as landowner, and the quarry company:
• this is already the case with shallow extraction and extraction in Reserved
forest, where royalties are paid to the Crown in return for property rights to
the stone, without an Extractive Industry Lease.
• only one operational licence would then be required on a site which includes
both Crown and private land (Refer Appendix G - multiple titles attached to
one operation).
Recommendation 19.6
The Crown should offer a commercial settlement for the rights to the stone
beneath a limited depth land title.
The Committee observes that it is arguable whether the royalties (approximately
$1.2 million per annum at present) can be collected fairly or completely because of
the difficulty of measuring and monitoring the stone extracted from below
15.2 metres.
Extractive Industries Council, Submission 51, p. 2.
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Recommendation 19.7
The operational Extractive Industry Licence should continue to be site-specific
as it is intended to control the safety, amenity and environmental aspects of a
particular operation.

Recommendation 19.8
The boundaries of the operational Extractive Industry Licence should
coincide with the area for planning approval, or the boundaries of an
Extractive Industry Zone (wherever possible).
The Committee observes that as the licence would be referenced to the planning
approval or zone, then there would be no need to separately mark out and
survey the land for licence applications.
Recommendation 19.9
Assessment of the operational licence application should be undertaken by
officers of the Department of Energy and Minerals to arrive at an approved
Work Plan and draft licence conditions which should then be considered
concurrently with the planning application.

8.4

THE EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES BOARD

The Extractive Industries Board is the assessment body for Extractive Industry
Licence applications. The Board comprises two representatives from the
Department of Energy and Minerals, a representative from the local planning
authority if the land is subject to a planning scheme, and a representative from
the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources if Crown land is
involved.
The planning authority separately assesses an extractive industry proposal from a
planning perspective. It is therefore inconsistent and unnecessary for local
government to also have representation (and a vote) on a Board constituted to
advise the Minister responsible for extractive industries. Difficulties can arise if
the municipal council is implacably opposed to the proposal. In the case of the
recent Donnybrook quarry proposal in the City of Whittlesea, for example,
Baillieu noted that:
For an Extractive Industries Board to have met, would have required participation by a
representative of the Council of the City of Whittlesea. There is no reason to be confident
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that Council would have authorised such participation, indeed it would have been out of
character for them in this case if they had.^

The Extractive Industries Board advises the Minister for Energy and Minerals on
a licence application and the licence conditions. The Minister is required by the
Act to be satisfied that "there is stone in the land" and that there is an "available
market" for that stone before granting a licence.^ The Committee questions the
need for these requirements in extractive industries legislation. It could be
argued that the requirements are so broad that any proposal to commercially
extract stone meets them.
The Committee is of the opinion that the level of geological knowledge of the
deposit should be a factor taken into account in assessing the feasibility of the
operation. The Committee does not believe, however, that there is any
justification for the Act to require what is basically a commercial assessment that is, whether there is a market for the stone. The Committee has already
stated (Section 4.8) that a perceived lack of demand is not and should not be a
constraint to the future development of extractive industry. In the case of default
or abandonment of a quarry, all new licences include a bond which is set to cover
rehabilitation costs.
The Committee considers that the present formally structured and constituted
Extractive Industries Board is not necessary in new legislation. An approved
Work Plan and draft licence conditions should be derived by utilising
Department of Energy and Minerals' expertise in quarry operations, geology,
rehabilitation, environmental control and occupational health and safety.
Obviously there is a need for co-ordination and co-operation with planning and
environmental agencies, and the Extractive Industries Board has occupied this
role. This function, however, can be achieved equally, if not more effectively and
with more flexibility, without a Board formally constituted by legislation.
Recommendation 20

The Extractive Industries Board should be abolished.

8.5

THE PLANNING FRAMEWORK

An extractive industry proposal involves approval under the
Extractive
Industries Act 1966, planning approval and possibly environmental approval (in
the form of an Environment Effects Statement and/or an Environment
Protection Authority Works Approval).
The planning scheme determines what planning approval is required for
extractive industry on the land in question. First, the planning scheme may
4
5

Baillieu, p. 8.
Extractive Industries

Act 1966, Section 7.
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prohibit extractive industry, in which case an amendment to the planning
scheme is required before the proposal can take place. Second, the planning
scheme may allow extractive industry as long as a planning permit is granted. In
this case the Extractive Industries Act 1966 specifies the sequence in which the
licence and the permit are processed. Third, the planning scheme may allow
extractive industry as an "as-of-right" use subject to certain conditions being met;
that is, a planning permit is not required.
An Environment Effects Statement may be required by the Minister for Planning
if the proposal is considered likely to have significant effects on the
environment. If the proposal also requires a planning scheme amendment,
these two approvals are considered together. If the proposal requires a planning
permit, the permit cannot be granted until after the assessment of the
Environment Effects Statement.
A recent change to the Planning
and
Environment Act 1987 should enable an Environment Effects Statement and a
planning permit to be considered together if the Minister "calls in" the permit
application either because of unreasonable delay or a major policy issue.
An Environment Protection Authority Works Approval is required if the
proposal involves discharge of wastes to surface or ground water.
Figure 17^ provides an overview of the approval processes. The Committee
emphases that Figure 17 is not intended to be a flow chart of the progress of an
application. Rather it is a representation of how the different approvals interrelate.
An approval process can be divided into four main steps:
• Application
• Exhibition
• Assessment and Decision
• Appeal
Figure 17 demonstrates how the exhibition and assessment steps are combined
when some approvals are considered together. Where the final decision rests
with a Minister there is no appeal as it is an accepted principle that the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal considers administrative, not Ministerial,
decisions. Section 8.5.1 below describes the various combinations of Licence
application, planning and environmental approval, as shown in Figure 17.
Appendix F contains a number of case studies to illustrate the time span and
issues associated with the administration of extractive industry proposals and
operations.

Adapted from Figure 1: Overview of envirorunental approvals processes - Victoria, Planrung
Guide for Extractive Industry 1991, Department of Planning and Housing and Department of
Manufacturing and Industry Development, p. 15.
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8.5.1
8.5.1.1

Licence application and planning scheme amendment
Requesting a planning scheme amendment

If the planning scheme prohibits extractive industry on the land in question,
then that situation can only be changed by an amendment to the planning
scheme prepared by a planning authority. In the first instance the proponent
requests the municipal council to prepare the amendment. If the municipal
council refuses, the proponent may request the regional planning authority (if
there is one), the Minister for Planning, or another authority authorised by the
Minister, to prepare the amendment. Under the previous government the
Minister for Manufacturing and Industry Development was authorised to
prepare amendments about extractive industry and did so, for example, for the
Whittlesea case (Amendment L50; see Case Study 1, Appendix F). At present a
similar authority has not been given to the Minister for Energy and Minerals.
There can be occasions when no planning authority chooses to prepare an
amendment - refer, for example, to Case Studies 2 and 3, Appendix F. This
leaves the proponent "in limbo" with the choice of abandoning the proposal or
continuing to lobby planning authorities to prepare the amendment.
8.5.1.2

The amendment

process

If a planning authority decides to prepare an amendment it drafts a document
which shows what changes are proposed to the planning scheme after ensuring
that the proposed changes are consistent with planning objectives and can be
provided for by the planning scheme. When the amendment is prepared it is
placed on public exhibition accompanied by an explanatory report. Where the
proposal involves an amendment and an Environment Effects Statement, both
documents are available for inspection at the same places, the time for
submissions is the same, and a submission to one document is considered as a
submission to both.
If the planning authority does not wish to alter the amendment to accommodate
changes requested in submissions, it either refers those submissions to a panel, or
abandons the amendment (or that part of it affected by submissions).
The panel is an independent panel of one or three persons appointed by the
Minister for Planning. The panel hears anyone who made a submission, but also
can inform itself on any matter as it sees fit. When there is an amendment and
an Environment Effects Statement the panel considers and reports on both
matters. The panel reports its findings on the amendment to the planning
authority which considers the report, and recommends to the Minister what
alterations should be made to the amendment and whether to adopt or abandon
it. If the planning authority decides not to accept a panel's recommendation, it
must give its reasons to the Minister. The Minister decides whether to approve
the amendment or part of it - with or without changes or subject to conditions or may refuse to approve an amendment.
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Figure 17:
EPA WORKS APPROVAL

Schematic representation of extractive industry approval processes
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8.5.1.3

Delaying tactics removed from the amendment process

A recent change to the Planning and Environment Act 1987^ removed the
potential for delays in the amendment process. Previously local planning
authorities could prolong consideration of a planning scheme amendment or
could abandon an amendment after going through the full process. If the
Minister for Planning wished to then take over the amendment, the process had
to start again. The change to the Act allows the Minister to direct the planning
authority to act on an amendment within a specified time, or to take over the
amendment at any time and continue with it.
8.5.1.4

The Minister responsible for extractive industry as planning
authority - prepares amendment

A proponent may request the Minister for Planning to prepare a planning
scheme amendment if the municipal council refuses to do so. Under the
previous government that Minister authorised the Minister for Manufacturing
and Industry Development to prepare amendments in the case of mining or
extractive industry proposals. Baillieu submitted to the Inquiry that:
It was appropriate, in the public interest, to take planning authority away from local
government. However, the Minister for Plarming should exhibit the amendment. Planning
authority should not be delegated to the Minister responsible for extractive industry who
m a y be perceived by objectors to be biased in favour of the proposal.®

On this point the Committee takes issue with Mr. Baillieu. The planning
authority status of the Minister for Energy and Minerals simply helps to ensure
that the proposal will get an independent hearing. Once an amendment reaches
a panel hearing, the proposal is considered openly and independently on its
merits. It does not imply a predetermined outcome favourable to the proposal,
even though that may be public perception.
8.5.1.5

Planning scheme amendment to ''consent use"

Opponents to a quarry proposal have argued that a planning scheme should be
amended to make extractive industry a "consent use"; that is, an extractive
industry proposal will still require a planning permit. On this point Baillieu says:
calls for the amendment to require a plarming permit to be obtained were, in this case, quite
unreasonable and evidently designed to frustrate the proponent. A planning appeal could do
no more than re-consider matters gone over in great detail by the Panel.^

The Minister for Planning also stated to the Committee:
I do not believe there is a need for a planning permit where an area has been zoned for

Planning and Environment Act 1989 Clause 29.
Baillieu, Minutes of Evidence, 7 December 1993, p. 247.
Baillieu, p. 8.
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zoning of the land.^®

8.5.1.6

The plartning issues would have already been determined in the

Draft licence conditions

available

to the amendment

process

An amendment usually proposes an Extractive Industry Zone in which
extractive industry is an "as-of-right" use subject to certain performance
conditions. Ideally these conditions should complement and be consistent with
the Extractive Industry Licence conditions. This would require that at least draft
licence conditions were available to the amendment process. Because the
Extractive Industries Act 1966ii is highly prescriptive about the manner in which
licence applications are to be processed, applications have been simply suspended
when an amendment is required. Hence, no licence conditions have been
drafted by the Extractive Industries Board. It would appear, however, that the
Department of Energy and Minerals has taken an unduly narrow interpretation
of the Extractive Industries Act 1966 in such cases. Baillieu noted:
Much difficulty and argument would have been averted at the hearings if the Panel had
been provided with a report from the Extractive Industries Board...In fact Section 43 (2) of
the Extractive Industries Act 1966 seems to make clear that the role of the Board includes
providing advice in regard to a planning scheme and, presumably therefore, an amendment
to a plaiming scheme.^^

8.5.1.7

Extractive Industry Licence

applications

As described above, under the present administration of extractive industry
legislation, an Extractive Industry Licence application is suspended while the
planning scheme is amended. Preferably the planning scheme is amended to
allow extractive industry as an "as-of-right" use. The licence application then
proceeds according to the manner set out in the Extractive Industries Act 1966 for
when no planning permit is required.
8.5.2

Extractive Industry Licence application when no permit required ("as-ofright")

When no planning permit is required for extractive industry it is usually the
result of a site-specific planning scheme amendment which allows extractive
industry subject to certain performance conditions. It is questionable whether
much of the licence approval process, as set out in the Extractive Industries Act
1966 is necessary when it has already been decided that extractive industry is an
appropriate land use (Refer Case Study 5, Appendix F).
This is the issue raised at the beginning of this chapter which led to the
recommendation for an operational extractive industry licence. It could be
argued that under such circumstances there is no need for exhibition,
submissions or consideration by the Extractive Industries Board. Assessment

12

MacLellan, Minister for Planning to ENRC, 21 June 1993.
Extractive Industries Act 1966, Section 12.
Baillieu, p. 10.
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should be based on the operational aspects of the proposal, its feasibility and its
ability to meet the environmental and amenity conditions already set by the
planning scheme.
8.5.3

Extractive Industry Licence and planning permit applications

The planning permit is issued by the responsible authority (responsible for the
administration and enforcement of a planning scheme), usually the municipal
council.
8.5.3.1

Planning

Permit process

The applicant prepares a complete description of the proposal including plans
and supporting information. The responsible authority may be required under
the planning scheme to refer the application to other agencies (referral
authorities). A referral authority has the right to veto the granting of the permit
or may require certain conditions.
The responsible authority considers all submissions, objections and referral
authorities' comments before deciding whether to grant or refuse a planning
permit. Objectors have the right to appeal to the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal against the decision to grant a permit, and the applicant has the right to
appeal to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal against a decision to refuse the
planning permit, or against the permit conditions.
There is a sequential relationship between the planning permit and Extractive
Industry Licence approval processes. The applicant must apply for an Extractive
Industry Licence before applying for a planning permit. The responsible
authority must receive and consider a report of the Extractive Industries Board
before it decides whether to grant or refuse the permit. The Minister for Energy
and Minerals may not grant the Extractive Industries Licence until the planning
permit has been granted. The advertising and consideration of submissions and
objections are shared by the permit and licence approval processes.
8.5.3.2

Call-in of permit applications hy Minister for Planning

The Planning and Environment Act 1987 was recently a m e n d e d ^ ^ to give the
Minister power to call-in planning permit applications and set up an
independent panel in the case of unreasonable delay or a major policy issue. It is
expected that the panel would also consider an Environment Effects Statement, if
one was required, as is the case with an amendment panel.
This new development is significant to extractive industry as it represents an
opportunity to streamline the adjudication process if an Environment Effects
Statement is required for a planning permit application.
Usually the
Environment Effects Statement is considered separately, possibly involving a
panel hearing, before the permit is granted or refused. If the application then
continues to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal there is a separate (duplicated)
Planning and Environment Act, 1989, Clause 22.
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adjudication of the issues.
8.5.4
8.5.4.1

Environmental Approval
Environment Effects Statements

The opinion of the Minister for Planning about whether an Environment Effects
Statement is required can be sought by the proponent, any interested person or
group, the municipal council, or other agencies such as the Department of Energy
and Minerals. The Environment Protection Authority observed that
It is noted that the Environment Effects Act already provides for the Minister for Energy
and Minerals to seek the advice of the Minister for Planning on the need for an Environment
Effects Statement, although this option has not commonly been exercised. It is more usual
for extractive industry proposals to be referred to the Minister for Planning for his advice on
the need for an Environment Effects Statement by community groups or the municipal
Covmcil, or sometimes the proponent.^^

The Committee notes that only four Environment Effects Statements have been
required for extractive industry proposals in the last 15 years.
The scope of subjects to be covered by an Environment Effects Statement is
usually established by a Consultative Committee chaired by the Department of
Planning and Development. There is also a public scoping phase in which the
public are invited to comment on a draft outline of the proposed contents of the
Environment Effects Statement. Some concern was expressed to the Inquiry that
the local community may not know how, or be too late, to request an
Environment Effects Statement, and that there should be a more reliable
"trigger" for when an Environment Effects Statement is required.^^ The
Committee have been advised that in 90 per cent of all Environment Effects
Statements, a panel is appointed to consider the proposal.
Baillieu reported that problems can arise when there is not an Environment
Effects Statement:
The intellectual and organisational rigour that would have been involved in preparation of
such a document [the Environment Effects Statement ] may, in an overall sense, have been a
more satisfactory option for the proponent. It certainly would have been of assistance to the
Panel and, in my opinion, may have satisfied or ameliorated some of the local opposition to
the proposal. Perhaps the scoping and consultative steps typically associated with the
preparation of an Environment Effects Statement are too extensive for a project of this scale.
If so, such steps should be modified for lesser projects. An alternative would be to call for a
formal Environment Report to accompany the proposal in order to formalise the various
component plans and reports into a comprehensive volume and thereby seek to ensure
consistency.^^
^^
^5

Submission 47, Department of Planning and Development, p.8.
Victorian National Parks Association (Bamett), Minutes of Evidence, 25 October 1993,
p. 193.
Baillieu, p. 6.
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Industry expressed concern at the high cost of preparing an Environment Effects
Statement.
The Committee has been advised that Environment Effects
Statements on extractive industry proposals have ranged from $200,000 to in
excess of $500,000. Industry submitted that the scoping process has been too openended with increasing numbers of topics added to the scope of the Environment
Effects Statement before it can be released for public consideration (Refer to Case
Study 4, Appendix F, where four years elapsed between initial scoping and panel
hearing). Industry have suggested that the types of potential environmental
impacts attributable to quarries are predictable,^^ and that there could therefore be
a requirement for a standard environmental report without the need for the full
Environment Effects Statement process.
It would appear that Environment Effects Statements should and could be kept
to a scale and scope appropriate to the proposal. A standard set of issues (i.e. the
scope) should be adopted for extractive industry. Also it appears that even when
the environmental effects are not expected to be significant, they will be the
subject of discussion and scrutiny if the proposal arrives at a panel hearing or the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal. There would therefore be an advantage in
having the issues properly addressed by a formal report which follows standard
guidelines for extractive industry proposals.

Recommendation 21
Environment Effects Statements or environment reports should be prepared
more often for extractive industry proposals, but they should be of a scope
and scale appropriate to the proposal.

Recommendation 22
The Department of Planning should develop appropriate guidelines for
extractive industry Environment Effects Statements in consultation with
extractive industry and community groups. Such guidelines need to be
developed as a matter of urgency.
8.5.4.2

The Environment Effects Statement process: single adjudication

The Department of Energy and Minerals recommends a greater emphasis on the
Environment Effects Statement by use of the procedure established in the
Mineral Resources Development Act 1990. This allows a proponent either to
apply for a planning permit or to prepare an Environment Effects Statement. If
the latter path is chosen, no planning permit is necessary and all requirements
are satisfied through the Environment Effects Statement process.
The
^^

The Read5nmx Group, Submission 28, p.6.
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Department of Energy and Minerals has suggested that
To this end, all conditions stipulated by other agencies, planning bodies, and managers of
Crovm land should be incorporated into the Licence as there is no Planning Permit issued.^®

The Committee agrees with the intent of this procedure, which is to provide the
option to move the determination of the application from local government to a
single independent adjudication, being in this case the Environment Effects
Statement panel.
The same purpose is achieved by the recent change to the Planning
and
Environment Act 1987 which enables the Minister to call in planning permits in
cases of unreasonable delay or a major policy issue. A panel is convened to hear
the application and an Environment Effects Statement would also be considered
at the same time (as it is with a planning scheme amendment). This procedure
results in a planning permit to which all appropriate conditions would be
attached.
The Committee is of the opinion that the call-in procedure effectively ensures
that there is a single independent adjudication of all the issues, and has the
benefit of resulting in a planning permit, which is in accordance with the
principle that extractive industry should remain within the planning system
(Recommendation 19.2).
8.5.4.3

Environment

Protection

Authority

Works

Approval

Extractive industries are scheduled premises under the Environment
Protection
(Scheduled Premises and Exemption) Regulation 1987 and hence are required to
apply for a "works approval" and licence if the proposal involves a discharge of
wastes to water, and to submit information on noise to the Environment
Protection Authority for assessment.
The works approval specifies the works or equipment necessary to treat, control
or monitor any proposed discharge from the site. Once these have been
completed satiskctorily, a licence is issued which permits the discharge of wastes
within certain limits and specifies the ongoing monitoring and reporting
requirements.
A works approval cannot come into effect until planning approval has been
granted The draft Works Approval and conditions are provided to a panel
considering an Environment Effects Statement.

^®

Department of Energy and Minerals, Submission 52, p. 38.
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8.6

SUMMARY

On the basis of findings made in this Chapter, the Committee had made the
following recommendations that.
Recommendation 18
There should be a retention of the dual system of both planning and licence
approval, but with a simplified operational Extractive Industry Licence.
Recommendation 19
The Extractive Industries Act 1966 should be retired. Legislative change in
relation to the operational Extractive Industry Licence should be achieved by
amendment to the Mineral Resources Development Act 1990 to include a section
referring to extractive industry. The new administrative framework for
extractive industry should incorporate the following principles:
Recommendation 19.1
Stone should remain the property of the landowner.
Recommendation 19.2
Extractive industry should remain within the planning system.
Recommendation 19.3
The Extractive Industry Licence should be an operational licence only.
The Extractive Industry Licence should not confer the right to extract stone
from the ground as planning approval gives this.
Recommendation 19.4
All extractive industry should be required to obtain the operational
Extractive Industry Licence. This would include:
a.
extraction on private land
b.
extraction on Crown land
c.
extraction by local government and other government and
semi-government agencies
d.
shallow extraction
e.
extraction ostensibly for another purpose - such as a farm dam
or road excavation - from which stone is sold
f.
extraction in Reserved forest.
Recommendation 19.5
A separate Extractive Industry Lease for Crown land is not required.
Recommendation 19.6
The Crown should offer a commercial settlement for the rights to the
stone beneath a limited depth land title.
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Recommendation 19.7
The operational Extractive Industry Licence should continue to be
site-specific as it is intended to control the safety, amenity and
environmental aspects of a particular operation.
Recommendation 19.8
The boundaries of the operational Extractive Industry Licence
should coincide with the area for planning approval, or the
boundaries of an Extractive Industry Zone (wherever possible).
Recommendation 19.9
Assessment of the operational licence application should be
undertaken by officers of the Department of Energy and Minerals to
arrive at an approved Work Plan and draft licence conditions which
should then be considered concurrently with the planning
application.
Recommendation 20
The Extractive Industries Board should be abolished.
Recommendation 21
Environment Effects Statements or environment reports should be prepared
more often for extractive industry proposals, but they should be of a scope and
scale appropriate to the proposal.
Recommendation 22
The Department of Planning should develop appropriate guidelines for
extractive industry Environment Effects Statements in consultation with
extractive industry and community groups. Such guidelines need to be
developed as a matter of urgency.
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CHAPTER NINE
INTEGRATED APPROVALS AND SINGLE ADJUDICATION

9.1

INTRODUCTION

In Section 8.2 the Committee recommended a retention of the dual system of
both planning and licence approval, but with an operational
licence, and
simplification and streamlining of the approval processes. In the present
approvals system many of the environmental and planning approval steps are
combined. There is clearly a need for the Extractive Industry Licence approval
process to be better integrated with the other approvals. The Department of
Planning and Development submitted that:
In the case of extractive industry there is good argument for the existing approvals to remain
in place. The Department of Energy and Minerals, the Environment Protection Authority
and local government all have different but equally valid perspectives on a given proposal
and can apply expertise from discrete specialities. In particularly sensitive cases the option
of the requirement of a formal Environment Effects Statement is available to the Minister
for Planning, providing for even broader and more intensive evaluation of the potential
impacts and implications of a proposal.

However, there is no logical reason why those

separate legislative requirements should not be able to be pursued concurrently with joint
advertising and a single, well-structured opportunity for the public hearing of objections and
submissions before an independent agency, whether it is an executive adjudicator like the
AAT or a less formal advisory entity such as a panel of the sort currently appointed for
planiùng scheme amendments and Environment Effects Statements.^

The Extractive Industries Act 1966 has been a barrier to better integration because
of its highly prescriptive and sequential approach to approval procedures. A
simplified approvals system assumes new legislation for extractive industry and
an operational Extractive Industry Licence.
In the discussion on the constraints to the future development of extractive
industry (Chapter Four), the Committee recommended that assessment of the
impact of a quarry proposal on the environment and local amenity should be
conducted on a case by case basis, rather than by blanket prohibition of extractive
industry.
When extractive industry is prohibited, there must be a planning scheme
amendment before a quarry is allowed on the land in question. The municipal
council may refuse to prepare an amendment. The only option then left to the
proponent is to request a higher authority, such as a regional planning authority
if one exists, or the Minister for Planning, to prepare the amendment. There is
no certainty that the amendment will be prepared, let alone approved.

Krohn, Minutes of Evidence, 7 December 1993, p. 207.
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Baillieu commented on the power of local government in relation to an
amendment that:
The council cannot refuse to consider a planning permit but it can refuse to advertise an
amendment by simply resolving not to do so. A council can refuse a planning permit
application and it can then go to appeal.^

The Committee believes that industry is entitled to greater certainty than that
presently available.
Recommendation 23
The planning system should provide greater certainty to extractive industry
according to the following principles:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

9.2

an extractive industry proposal is guaranteed a hearing
an extractive industry proposal can, if required, be heard in an
independent forum
there should be integrated approvals
there should be no undue delay in the approval process
there should be a single adjudication
planning approval should be for the life of the quarry.

CERTAINTY OF PROCESS

9.2.1. Extractive industry: a "consent use''
Under present legislation the only way the principles outlined in
Recommendation 23 can be met is to make extractive industry a "consent use".
The proponent is then able to apply for a planning permit. It cannot then be
blocked by refusal of a municipal council or other planning authority to prepare
the amendment. This is not to advocate "open slather" for extractive industry.
Rather, it is a means to ensure that quarry proposals are brought into the public
arena, that issues associated with the proposal are able to be heard and, in cases of
conflict, that the issues are adjudicated in an independent forum - either by a
panel or by the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
The Committee notes that the previous Natural Resources and Environment
Committee recommended that extractive industry be "as-of-right" rather than
"consent use". The Environment and Natural Resources Committee believes
that "consent use" provides the most equitable means both of recognising
legitimate if competing interests, and of allowing those competing interests to be
debated and resolved in the public forum.

Baillieu. Minutes of Evidence, 7 December 1993, p. 254.
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It is the opinion of the Committee that it is inappropriate to amend each
planning scheme's local section individually to remove prohibition of extractive
industry, as a State wide policy issue is involved. Actual proposals can then be
argued as each case arises through the planning permit process.
Changes to the planning system, foreshadowed by the Minister for Planning,^
may achieve the intent of this recommendation in a different manner by
introducing a combined amendment/permit process. A project team of the
Perrott Committee also proposed that:
there ought to be a means of review of decisions by councils to not prepare a scheme
amendment to facilitate a project. Instead of introducing new rights of appeal, stricter time
limits, and Government directions, a more effective solution is:
•

To allow a permit to be granted for a use or development prohibited by a scheme, but
otherwise consistent with the objectives of the scheme.

•

To introduce a combined permit/amendment process to provide a simultaneous
consideration of a permit and amendment for projects which represent a major change to
the scheme.

•

For the Minister for Planning to prepare amendments (under existing powers).^

Recommendation 24
Extractive industry should be a permit required use ("consent use'O in all
planning zones except urban zones and areas excluded by other legislation
(National Parks, State Parks, Flora and Fauna Reserves).
It is noted that extractive industry is permitted or "as-of-right" in existing
Extractive Industry Zones.
9.2.2

No term restrictions on planning permit

A planning permit acknowledges that a particular proposal is an appropriate use
of the land. A time limit should not therefore be applied to a planning permit,
although the conditions of the permit might be reviewed. This view was
submitted by the Extractive Industries Council:
it is common practice for the responsible authority and the Department to grant permits and
licences for a term substantially less than the life of the deposit.
Land use is determined at the time of the initial grant of the licence and permit and should
not be reconsidered when the licence is being renewed. The [Extractive Industries] Council
accepts and in fact supports the review of licence or permit conditions on a regular basis, but
cannot accept that the existence of a quarry at a particular site has to be regularly justified
Statement by the Minister for Planning, Planning a Better Future for Victorians, New
Directions for Development and Economic Growth, Victoria August 1993, p. 16.
Projects Steering Committee Working papers. Project 7, Integrated Development Approvals,
Victoria, August 1993, p. 2.
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and possibly subject to appeal at the AAT.

Review of the land use leads to a false

community expectation that the land use m a y change and that the quarry will close. Such
considerations are not conducive to long term investment by the industry and make financing
a project difficult because of the lack of security of tenure.®

The Committee endorses this viewpoint.
Recommendation 25
Planning approval should be for the life of the quarry. That is, a planning
permit should not be limited to a term, although the conditions attached to
a permit may be reviewed.
9.2.3

"Consent use'' under the Mineral Resources Development Act 1990

The Mineral Resources Development Act 1990 overrides planning restrictions by
establishing that a mining licence holder may be granted a planning permit for
mining even if the planning scheme prohibits mining.^ The Act also establishes
the opportunity for the planning scheme then to be amended to acknowledge the
mining activity. This overriding of the planning scheme could be extended to
extractive industry if it were to be incorporated into the Mineral
Resources
Development Act 1990.
It is important, however, that the public should be aware that extractive industry
is a permit-required use in all but urban zones. The public should also be aware
of the location of quarries.
Recommendation 26
Irrespective of the enabling legislation, the status of extractive industry
should be made clear in all planning schemes.

9.3

INTEGRATED APPROVALS AND SINGLE ADJUDICATION

The operational Extractive Industry Licence approval process should be
concurrent and co-ordinated with the planning and environmental approval
processes.
Principles to achieve more integrated approvals have been
foreshadowed elsewhere, such as:
removing barriers which prevent an applicant choosing an approvals sequence, allowing
joint applications, joint notice, allowing applicants to call conferences of relevant agencies to

^
^

Extractive Industries Council, Submission 51.
Mineral Resource Development Act 1990, Section 22.
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coordinate the approvals process and joint appeals.''

The following sections describe some of the components of the proposed
integrated approvals and single adjudication model (Figure 18).
9.3.1

Application

The proponent should be able to call all government agencies together to discuss
the requirements, a concept also recommended by the Perrott Committee.®
While a study into integrated development approvals concluded that a single
integrated approval/"one-stop shop" system is not feasible in the short term nor
a priority for applicants,^ the Department of Energy and Minerals could play a
coordinating and expediting role where appropriate in a manner similar to that
carried out by the Extractive Industries Board.
A Work Plan - a combination of the present Working Proposal and Working
Plan - as recommended by B a i l l i e u ^ o should be prepared for the licence
application and a Development Plan for the planning permit application.
The Committee further agrees with Baillieu's proposal that the Work Plan:
should contain an environmental monitoring program to deal with any potentially adverse
environmental effects and how to ensure minimisation of such effects. Also how those effects
would be monitored, reported and reviewed to ensure the standard of good industry practice
is maintained over the life of quarry operations.^^

9.3.2

Exhibition

The Committee is of the view that one advertisement should be sufficient for all
approvals.
Submissions and objections should be considered
environmental, planning and licence approvals.
9.3.3

to jointly apply

to

Assessment

In Recommendation 20, the Committee recommends that there is no need for a
formally constituted body such as the Extractive Industries Board to assess the
operational licence and set conditions. Assessment would be based on the Work
Plan - its technical feasibility, the operating methods in relation to good industry
practice, the environmental controls, the rehabilitation measures, and the
measures taken to address issues raised in submissions and objections.
^
®
^

Statement by the Minister for Plarming, Plarming a Better Future for Victorians, New
Directions for Development and Economic Growth, Victoria, August 1993, p. 26.
Minister for Planning's Projects Steering Committee, Committee Recommendations and
Project Team Reports, Victoria, August 1993, p.3.
Projects Steering Committee Working papers. Project 7, Integrated Development Approvals,
Victoria, August 1993, p.7.
Baillieu, p.l5.
Baillieu, p. 15.
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Figure 18
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The Committee accepts Baillieu's proposal that:
As with the Development Plan there would be a clear need for consultation between the
Department of Energy and Minerals (as the licensing authority), the municipality and
other public agencies before the Work Plan was recommended for approval by the licensing
authority. The approved Work Plan should be publicly accessible in a similar manner to
the Development Plan.^^

Licence conditions, the principle condition being adherence to the approved
Work Plan, would be drafted for consideration with the approved Work Plan.
The Committee is of the opinion that the existing requirement - that a planning
authority must receive and consider a report from the Extractive Industries Board
before it decides whether to grant or refuse the permit - should be retained in
essence. That is, the planning authority cannot make a decision about the
planning permit before receiving the approved Work Plan and draft licence
conditions. The manner in which it is proposed the quarry will operate, the
environmental controls and draft licence conditions, must be considered before it
can be decided whether the proposal is appropriate for the land in question.
9.3.4

Single adjudication

The Committee has received submissions and taken evidence that has expressed
concern about the need to avoid duplication of the adjudication process:
We want one adjudication of all the issues so there is not a succession of hearings by separate
panels, shires, the Environment Protection Authority, the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
and others. We should find a system where these difficult contentious cases can go before
wider panels with people on them who have wider disciplines...We are better to have one
adjudication of the merits, whether it is an Environment Effects Statement, a plarming panel
process or a matter before the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.^^

The Committee proposes that single adjudication should be achieved.

Recommendation 27
A single adjudication process should be used for extractive industry proposals
which adjudicate on all matters relating to the proposal.

13

Baillieu, p.l6.
Maclellan, Minister for Planning, Briefing to ENRC, 21 June 1993, p. 12.
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Recommendation 28
The Minister for Planning should determine the single adjudication process
appropriate for extractive industry proposals after consultation with local
government, extractive industry and community groups.

9.4

PLANNING AND LICENCE CONDITIONS

9.4.1

Baillieu's conclusions

The dual system of planning approval and extractive industry licence can lead to
duplication and inconsistency between planning and licence conditions.
Baillieu examined the issue of planning and licence conditions in detail and his
conclusions are here quoted.^^ The Committee endorses Baillieu's conclusions
in most regards.
The current overlap, duplicatior\ and confusion between plarming and licensing conditions is
an unsatisfactory way to administer quarrying, or any other industry. Rather than reducing
levels of public criticism, the current arrangements are a cause of the problem. Also, a
developer or operator and the public are entitled to a clear definition of the legal conditions
and obligations that shall apply to the enterprise. This is not the present situation.
The emphasis on discretion (as exercised by an officer of either the licensing authority or
the responsible authority) in regard to compliance with the nature, effect or terminology of
a condition is neither in the public interest nor, in the long rim, the operator's interest.
(Examples of discretionary wording: "approved material", "satisfactory proposal",
"adequate measures", "adequately controlled", "adequate provision", "reasonable
amount").
Conditions which are vague or arbitrary destroy public confidence in the administration of
the extractive industry because they cannot be readily understood by the public, the
operator, or the authority that is charged with their implementation.
Preparing a list of purely prescriptive conditions would also be unsatisfactory because it
would not ensure long term compliance with good industry practice.
The initiative should rest with the proponent to set out (in the draft Development Plan and
the draft Work Plan) performance-based criteria for proposed operations and, when finally
adopted by the relevant authority, the planning, extractive, environmental and
conservation criteria therein should be the yardsticks which shall be met during
operations.
The responsibility to approve and administer rehabilitation or end-use conditions should
rest with the Responsible Authority (which is usually the municipality) because it will
have the on-going responsibility for the site following completion of the quarrying

^^

Baillieu, pp. 16, 17.
Baillieu, pp. 11, 12.
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operation.
The present requirement for both a Working Plan and a Working Proposal should be
discontinued. The public know nothing about them, and there is confusion about them
within the industry. The requirement should be for a comprehensive Work Plan which
should contain an environmental management program and which should be a public
document.
An Environmental Management Committee should be established, to advise the
Department in regard to monitoring carried out under the environmental management
program. It should be chaired by the Department and consist of representatives of agencies
with statutory responsibilities for environmental issues associated with the quarry
development, plus the Responsible Authority and a representative of the local community
in the area affected by the quarry.
There should be ready public access at the Department and the municipal office to the
Extractive Industry Licence and the conditions attached thereto, the Work Plan, and the
Development Plan.

9.4.2 Overlap and duplication of conditions
The environmental performance controls (noise, dust, air blast, ground
vibration, etc.) rightly belong to the licence conditions as the Department of
Energy and Minerals inspectors are qualified to monitor these effects and have
the power and expertise to require appropriate ameliorating action. Such effects,
however, are also properly the concern of the responsible authority as they affect
the amenity of the area. An Environment Protection Authority licence may also
overlap with an extractive industry licence in terms of waste water discharge.
The Department of Planning submitted that duplication of conditions is not a
problem as long as the conditions are not in conflict.
The panel appointed to consider...the Environment Effects Statement and planning scheme
amendment for...Kerr's Quarry...in the Shire of Pakenham, stated in its report that it
"considers that it is appropriate for the responsible authority to be actively engaged in
controlling amenity effects within its boundaries".
...there will inevitably be overlap between planning conditions and the EIL [Extractive
Industry Licence] conditions, but believes it is important that the responsible authority as
the local agency, is able to monitor the quarrying operations particularly as far as amenity
considerations are concerned.
The Minister's assessment of the Environment Effects Statement...stated that "While there
is no need for duplication of planning and extractive industry licence aj^rovals to be
avoided, there should not be conflict between the terms of those approvals".^"

It was also argued that local authorities are better placed to monitor licence
conditions if they were empowered to do so:
Because of the shortage of mining inspectors and the easier access for most local people to
their Coimcil, this measure will do much to ensure compliance with conditions. In the recent
report on the Kerr's Quarry at Pakenham...the panel commented on the poor performance of
DEM in policing the quarry conditions in the past.^^
^^
^^

Krohn, Minutes of Evidence, 7 December 1993, p. 206.
Victorian National Parks Association, Submission 22, p. 6.
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Baillieu suggested that to ensure the local authority has power to enforce
environmental controls without the need to duplicate conditions, there could be
a planning condition that the responsible authority is empowered to take action
against a quarry operator for non-compliance of licence conditions. Since the
local community would usually trigger investigation of possible breaches of
licence conditions, this presupposes that the licence conditions are readily
accessible to the local community. Presently they are not.
Until that is achieved, the Committee is of the view that there are some controls
- related to environmental and amenity effects - that require duplication in both
licence and planning conditions. Other controls will remain clearly "on-site",
and therefore the domain of the licence, or "off-site", and therefore the domain
of the planning approval.
With the more integrated approach to the approvals processes recommended by
the Committee, the approved Work Plan and draft licence conditions would be
available to the planning approval process. This should ensure that the
duplicated conditions are not inconsistent or in conflict.
9.5

AMENDMENT TO EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY ZONES FOR GRANTED
SITES.

The Committee has previously considered the protection of granted extraction
sites from encroachment of incompatible uses (Chapter 7). Case Study 7,
Appendix F, is an example of the difficulties that arise when residences are too
close to an extractive operation. The Committee recommended that the location
of such sites, whether operating, or being held for the future, should be obvious
in the local planning scheme, as this is the most accessible information to the
public. As well, the Committee has recommended (Recommendation 25) that
planning approval should be for the life of the quarry.

Recommendation 29
All extractive industry sites, once granted, should be re-zoned to Extractive
Industry Zones in which extractive industry is ''as-of-right".

This should be achieved by non-notifiable planning scheme amendment, as the
use is already established. Conditions of the existing permit should become
conditions for as-of-right use in the zone. This is an opportunity to introduce a
number of standard conditions attached to all Extractive Industry Zones. The
sites will then be clearly evident on the local plarming scheme maps, and there
will be some uniformity of performance controls.
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The Department of Energy and Minerals recommends in its submission that "the
Minister for Energy and Minerals be appointed as a Planning Authority" and that
"The Minister would utilise this power to...establish Extractive Industry Zones
for existing and approved quarry sites".i®
Recommendation 30
The Minister for Energy and Minerals should be authorised by the Minister for
Planning to undertake the non-notifiable amendment of sites to Extractive
Industry Zones as his Department has a closer knowledge of the appropriate
performance standards to be applied to the operations.

9.6

SUMMARY

On the basis of findings made in this Chapter, the Committee had made the
following recommendations.
Recommendation 23
The planning system should provide greater certainty to extractive industry
according to the following principles:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

an extractive industry proposal is guaranteed a hearing
an extractive industry proposal can, if required, be heard
in an independent forum
there should be integrated approvals
there should be no undue delay in the approval process
there should be a single adjudication
planning approval should be for the life of the quarry.

Recommendation 24
Extractive industry should be a permit required use ("consent use") in all
planning zones except urban zones and areas excluded by other legislation
(National Parks, State Parks, Flora and Fauna Reserves).
Recommendation 25
Planning approval should be for the life of the quarry. That is, a planning permit
should not be limited to a term, although the conditions attached to a permit
may be reviewed.
Recommendation 26
Irrespective of the enabling legislation, the status of extractive industry should be
made clear in all planning schemes.
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Recommendation 27
A single adjudication process should be used for extractive industry proposals
which adjudicate on all matters relating to the proposal.
Recommendation 28
The Minister for Planning should determine the single adjudication process
appropriate for extractive industry proposals after consultation with local
government, extractive industry and community groups.
Recommendation 29
All extractive industry sites, once granted, should be re-zoned to Extractive
Industry Zones in which extractive industry is "as-of-right".
Recommendation 30
The Minister for Energy and Minerals should be authorised by the Minister for
Planning to undertake the non-notifiable amendment of sites to Extractive
Industry Zones as his Department has a closer knowledge of the appropriate
performance standards to be applied to the operations.
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CHAPTER TEN
INTERIM REPORT OF THE PREVIOUS COMMITTEE

10.1

INTRODUCTION

A number of other matters relating to planning issues for extractive industries
have been brought to the attention of the Committee. These concern the
conclusions and draft recommendations of the Natural Resources and
Environment Committee together with the end-use of extractive industry sites,
truck movements, and the claims of legitimate but competing land-uses. Each of
these matters is addressed in this Chapter.
10.2

CONCLUSIONS AND DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE

In August 1992 the Natural Resources and Environment Committee released a
Preliminary
Report and Draft Recommendations
for public comment. The
subsequent dissolution of the 51st Parliament of Victoria meant that the report
was unable to be tabled. The Natural Resources and Environment Committee
ceased to exist, and the work of the Committee was deferred.
The Terms of Reference for this Inquiry include consideration of the previous
Committee's interim report and comments made thereon. The Environment
and Natural Resources Committee received many submissions that directly
addressed the previous Committee's conclusions and draft recommendations.
10.2.1 Draft recommendation one: mapping Victoria's stone resources.
The Natural Resources and Environment Committee concluded that:
The state of knowledge of Victoria's stone resources is grossly inadequate.
have mapped their stone resources and Victoria should do likewise.

Other States

Companies should be invited to share their geological knowledge with DMID on a
confidential basis. That is, their data would not be published but used to verify DMID
conclusions. As far as possible, the resources should be delineated as "indicated" or
"measured" according to the 1989 Australian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (Aust.
IMM) Code. Since there appears to be an abundance of hard rock, the boundaries for this
material could be set conservatively towards the "measured" category. In the case of sand
and clay which are less plentiful and highly variable in grade, a more generous bias
towards the "indicated" category may be necessary.^

The Environment and Natural Resources Committee commends those quarry
companies that exchange geological information with the Department of Energy
and Minerals, and encourages other companies to do likewise.
Natural Resources and Environment Committee, Preliminary Report and Draft
Recommendations, Parliament of Victoria, 1992, p. 37.
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The Environment and Natural Resources Committee does not agree that the
present level of knowledge is "grossly inadequate". Nor does it agree that
resources should be delineated to the levels stated for the purpose proposed in
draft recommendation two - that is. Extractive Industry Areas. This matter is
discussed in Section 5.3.2 of this Report; see also Recommendation 1.
10.2.2 Draft recommendation two: Extractive Industry Areas
The Natural Resources and Environment Committee concluded that:
Not all the stone resources will be available because of the constraints of competing land
uses. An overlay should be prepared excising all existing urban development and all
proposed development, including the five Melbourne growth corridors. Some other land
uses such as State and National Parks and public purpose reserves, should also be excised.
There will, of course, be large tracts of land where neither development nor stone is present,
offering considerable scope for alternative uses unaffected by the issues raised in this
Inquiry. In fact the greatest bulk of the State will be unaffected, and most competition for
land will occur on the fringes of Melbourne.
The land overlying stone resources not thus excised should be scheduled in a "Statement of
Plarming Policy: Extractive Industry" and inserted in the State section of all planning
schemes. It could be termed "Extractive Industry Areas" or the equivalent.^

The Environment and Natural Resources Committee supports the broad
principle of this recommendation. This is expressed in recommendations 1, 2,
and 3 of this Report.
The 1993 identification of Extractive Industry Interest Areas for the Melbourne
Supply Area through the process of sieve mapping in effect implements the
general thrust of this recommendation.^ A fundamental difference, however, is
that the previous Committee proposed that only urban areas. National Parks,
State Parks, and public purpose reserves should be excised from known stone
resource areas. In addition to such excisions, the 1993 Extractive Industry Interest
Areas also take account of environmental and cultural constraints. This has had
the effect of refining and more tightly defining Extractive Industry Interest Areas.
The Extractive Industry Interest Areas are therefore not as extensive or allencompassing as the previous Committee's concept of Extractive Industry Areas.
10.2.3 Draft recommendation three: "as-of-right" and buffer distances
The Natural Resources and Environment Committee concluded that:
In all this remaining area, extractive industry should be an "as of right" use without the
need for a planning permit with the proviso that no extractive industry operation be
allowed within 500 m. in the case of hard rock or 50 m. in the case of sand or clay of a
residential or similarly sensitive zone boundary nor within 200 m. in the case of hard rock
or 50 m. in the case of sand or clay of a single residence without the written consent of the
owner and occupier. Similarly, any landowner in an Extractive Industry Area should have
2
^

Natural Resources and Environment Committee, p.37.
Department of Energy and Minerals, Extractive Iridustry Interest Areas - Melbourne Supply
Area. Geological Survey of Victoria. Unpublished Report 1993/5, Melbourne, 1993.
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the right to refuse extractive operations on his land. It would remain the responsibility of
operators to negotiate access to the resource from the landowner.
Following implementation of these planning provisions all extractive industry will be
governed by the Extractive Industry Act, 1966, and regulations.^

The current Environment and Natural Resources Committee does not support
the notion of "as-of-right" for extractive industry. The Environment and
Natural Resources Committee recommends instead that extractive industry be a
''consent use" (Recommendation 24).
"Consent use" has the virtue of retaining extractive industry within the
planning system. As a result, extractive industry, municipal councils and the
public are afforded greater certainty, more information and a better opportunity
for full participation in the adoption or refusal of extractive industry proposals.
The Environment and Natural Resources Committee also has advocated the use
of performance standards as the basis for buffer zones and controls and a
minimum internal buffer distance of 200 metres around all quarries
(Recommendation 11).
10.2.4 Draft recommendation four: municipal councils
The Natural Resources and Environment Committee concluded that:
The role of municipalities should be confined to participation in the deliberations of the
Extractive Industries Board (EIB) where they could introduce local concerns such as the
need to upgrade roads or provide acoustic barriers, but with the ability if they wish, to
object to the Minister on the issuing of a licence.®

The Environment and Natural Resources Committee does not support this
recommendation.
The Environment and Natural Resources Committee has further recommended
- Recommendation 20 - that the Extractive Industries Board be abolished as part
of a review of the Extractive Industry Act 1966.
In Recommendation 19.2 of this Report, the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee recommends that extractive industry remain within the
planning system. Local government can play a major role in facilitating,
regulating and, when necessary, opposing extractive industry proposals. This
view has been reinforced in submissions and in evidence taken by the
Committee.
As noted in Chapter Nine, however, the Committee does not support municipal
councils refusing to exhibit planning scheme amendments when controversial
proposals are involved. The Committee emphasises the advantages of "consent
use" in this matter. It is a practical means both of acknowledging the important
^

Natural Resources and Environment Committee, p.38.
Natural Resources and Environment Committee, p.38.
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role that local government plays in land use determinations, and of minimising
the impact of municipal councils that seek to block extractive industry proposals
by not preparing planning scheme amendments. It places issues in the public
forum. The Committee's purpose, therefore, is to strike a balance between the
needs of local residents and the wider Melbourne community's need for stone,
and also between the community responsibilities of local government and the
commercial responsibilities of extractive industry. The Committee considers
that "consent use" most equitably addresses these legitimate but occasionally
competing interests.
10.2.5 Draft recommendation five: Minister's findings
The Environment and Natural Resources Committee concluded that:
Upon receipt by the Minister for Manufacturing and Industry Development of the
recommendations of the EIB, on either new licences or renewals, he should be required to
consider these together with any objections (as now under Section 14 of the Act). The
Minister should have the delegated authority to submit the matter to an independent
panel provided by the Department of Planning and Housing from their pool of experienced
panellists. The Minister should also be empowered to call upon his colleague the Minister
for Planning and Housing to require an Environment Effects Statement which should be
considered by the panel.
The ultimate decision by the Minister should be final. The Works Approval process would
remain unchanged, together with its cross links to the EES and panel procedures if these are
invoked by the Minister.^

While supporting the notion that the relevant Minister's findings are final, the
present Environment and Natural Resources Committee has recommended that
extractive industry remain within the planning system - Recommendation 19.2 and therefore that it be subject to the jurisdiction of the Minister for Planning.
10.2.6 Draft recommendation six: Ministerial decisions
The Natural Resources and Environment Committee concluded that:
Section 41A allowing appeals to the AAT against refusal to renew a licence or a decision to
cancel a licence for infringement should be repealed. It is unacceptable that a Minister of
the Crown should be subject to the direction of a court at such a level of jurisdiction. It
would always be open for an aggrieved party, however, to take civil action against the
Crown on the grounds of unfair practice leading to financial loss, or deprivation of rights.^

The Environment and Natural Resources Committee agrees with the previous
Committee's recommendation.

^

Natural Resources and Environment Committee, p.38.
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10.2.7 Draft recommendation seven: end-use
The Natural Resources and Environment Committee concluded that:
A working party convened by the proposed Waste Management Council in consultation with
DMID, EPA, DCE, DPH, local government and industry organisations should prepare a
strategy for end-use of extractive industry sites. This strategy should take into accovmt the
possibilities for simultaneous use of such sites for land-fill. They should also consider
mechanisms for land swaps whereby Crown or other public land overlying valuable stone
deposits may be exchanged for rehabilitated extraction sites which would then become
dedicated nature reserves under the control of the Department of Conservation and
Environment (EXIE) or a municipality.®

The question of end-use is addressed more fully in Chapter Eleven below.
10.2.8 Draft recommendation eight: encroachment
The Natural Resources and Environment Committee concluded that:
There are several current instances of conflict between extractive industry and encroaching
incompatible uses. The Minister for Manufacturing and Industry Development should exert
delegated planning authority to declare scheme amendments prohibiting residential or
similar sensitive development within the distances outlined in recommendation 3 of a
licensed extractive industry site (or a lesser distance if encroachment has already reached
nearer the site).^

The Environment and Natural Resources Committee agrees with the broad
principle of this finding that there should be protection from encroachment.
The Environment and Natural Resources Committee has taken a less
prescriptive approach by recommending that the Department of Energy and
Minerals be a referral/prescribed authority for permit applications and
amendments with 500 metres of an existing extractive industry site
(Recommendations 20 and 21). The Committee has also proposed internal
buffers and performance standards to minimise the need for protection from
encroachment in the future (Recommendations 14b and 15).
10.2.9 Draft recommendation nine: truck levies
The Natural Resources and Environment Committee concluded that:
Consideration should also be given by Government to levying a small royalty on stone
production payable to affected municipalities to offset the inconvenience caused to local
communities by the operations of extractive industry.^®

This matter is discussed in Chapter Twelve below.

®
^
^0

Natural Resources and Environment Committee, p.39.
Natural Resources and Environment Committee, p.39.
Natural Resources and Environment Committee, p.39.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
END-USE

11.1

INTRODUCTION

Although not specifically mentioned in the Terms of Reference, the end-use of
extractive industry sites was an issue raised in a number of submissions to the
Inquiry. The greatest concern expressed by residents to the Committee was the
possibility of a completed quarry being used as a putrescible waste tip. This extends
the length of time in which the site affects the amenity of the area by truck traffic and
further environmental effects of smell, sea gulls, vermin, ground water pollution,
noise and litter. In particular, the "sand belt" of Heatherton, Dingley, Moorabbin,
Clayton and Oakleigh contains many putrescible waste tips in former sand pits, and
is quoted as the highest concentration of municipal waste tips in the Southern
Hemisphere. Housing has encroached to within 50 metres of some tips.
Residents expressed concerns not only about the adverse amenity effects of
municipal waste tips but also about unsatisfactory final reclamation. It was
submitted to the Inquiry that poor tip management and poor reclamation had
resulted in sterile and unstable land which would not be able to be rehabilitated for
many years. The Committee was told that Heatherton Park, for example, has
leachate problems which limits its use for another 20 years. It was submitted that
extractive industry licence bonds should be held for 25 years "so that long term
environmental degradation can be repaired".^
On the other hand, the Committee visited putrescible waste tips where new
technology and tightly controlled operations are doing much to reduce the adverse
amenity effects and ensure good final rehabilitation. The Committee also saw sports
grounds and industrial land successfully reclaimed from former tip sites. In any
case. Environment Protection Authority Works Approval and licences must comply
with the State Environment Protection Policy (Siting and Management of Landfills
Receiving Municipal Wastes) which includes landfill site operating, completion and
rehabilitation standards. Provision for "financial assurances" (or bond) was added to
the Environment Protection Act 1970, in 1988. The Environment Protection Authority
is currently implementing this provision on all existing and new licences. The
Committee commends this approach. It will protect the Government and the
community from being left with an expensive "clean up" operation if the land fill
operation fails in any way.
Quarry holes are a valuable resource for waste management. The Committee was
informed that the:

Springvalley-Dingley Residents Action Group, Submission 16.
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NREC Inquiry into Waste Management in the Greater Melbourne Area in its report dated
May 1990 recognised landfill as the prime method of waste disposal for the foreseeable
future.^

Also that:
Rehabilitation requirements set for extractive industry sites...are generally only realistically
achieved by use of the sites for landfill of municipal wastes. Any other form of backfilling
usually results in it being over a protracted period of time as constant supply of material
cannot be assured.^

While the Committee is not in full agreement with the statement that rehabilitation
requirements are generally only achieved by the use of sites for municipal wastes there are numerous examples of quarry rehabilitation without landfill - it remains a
fact that putrescible waste land fill is a very likely end-use of a quarry. "Air space"
also has considerable monetary value to the quarry companies, some of which
operate tips alongside their extractive operations.
11.2

END-USE AND LICENCE CONDITIONS

Usually, the eventual end-use of a quarry is considered only in the abstract during
the approval process. Most quarries are anticipated to last many decades and it is
argued that it is unreasonable to expect a quarry company to be able to predict the
end-use in more than general terms, if at all, so far in advance. On the other hand,
the community in the vicinity of the quarry wants some certainty about the end-use
because it has a strong bearing on its future aspirations for the area.
An applicant's initial working proposal might simply list a number of end-use
options with a simple scenario for each. The Extractive Industry Licence usually
pays only token attention to the eventual end-use of the site with a condition such as:
Within 90 days of being so requested in writing...the licensee shall lodge a satisfactory
proposal for the final reclamation of the licensed area. The final proposal shall include
timetables and programmes of any proposed landfill operations and for final removal of all
plant, buildings, equipment, stockpiles and rubbish from the site in order to leave the area in
a neat and tidy condition.^

When it is proposed that the site be used for refuse disposal, the Extractive Industry
Licence is cancelled or the required area is excised from the area of the Licence. An
application is then made for a landfill operation to the Environment Protection
Authority and the local planning authority. This present situation, at the time of the
initial extractive industry application, therefore provides very little control or
certainty about the eventual end-use of the site. Both community and regional waste
disposal groups have called for a more integrated approach which would create
greater certainty and enable better strategic plarming.
^
^
^

Eastern Regional Refuse Disposal Group, Submission 24.
Eastern Regional Refuse Disposal Group, Submission 24.
Draft Licence Condition quoted by Baillieu, Baillieu Report, Appendix 2.
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Baillieu recommended that responsibility to approve and administer end-use should
rest with the responsible authority^ because it will have the on-going responsibility
for the site following completion of a quarry's operation. The Committee agrees with
Baillieu's proposition and is not in favour of the present system where end-use is an
option specified in the Extractive Industry licence conditions, which can be changed
without public knowledge. Planning controls, on other hand, are administered in a
wider public forum. The simplified operation licence outlined in Section 8.2 above
should not deal with end-use, as it is not a matter of concern to the actual manner of
operation of the extractive industry.
The Committee considers that the issue of end-use should be addressed by the
planning system at the time of initial approval of an extractive industry site.
Notwithstanding the fact that it will be many years before the quarry is completed,
the planning authority should specify at the outset the types of end-use that are
permitted, as-of-right, or prohibited. Changes in the future would then be required
to be argued in a public forum.
An example of this was cited to the Committee in relation to the Tynong North
"Kerr's Quarry" proposal:
The use of landfill was specifically prohibited in the planning scheme amendment in an
attempt to reassure the commimity that any proposal towards the conclusion of the quarry's
life to use the site for landfill would require a further amendment to the planning scheme,
which would give the community the opportunity to become involved at that time.^

Some submissions argued that buffers should take into account the end-use as well
as the extractive operation. The Committee commends this approach. The
Committee recommended (Recommendations 11 and 13) that there should be a
minimum internal buffer of 200 metres on all future extractive industry sites. This
therefore meets the present required buffer distance for the "worst case" end-use putrescible waste land fill.
Recommendation 31
The proposed end-use, or options for end-use, must be stated in the initial
planning approval for an extractive industry site. This should be achieved by:
a. The proposed end-use must be specified as a condition of planning permit
approval. Any change proposed in the future will be adjudicated by the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal; or
b. The planning authority should set options for future end-use at the time of
granting approval. The controls attached to the Extractive Industry Zone will
also specify other types of land use that are prohibited, require a permit, or
are "as-of-right" for that piece of land. Any change proposed in the future
will require planning scheme amendment.
5
6
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Recommendation 32
The rehabilitation plan for the site - either post-extraction or post-landfill
must be included with the initial planning application.

11.3

CONCURRENT STONE EXTRACTION AND LANDFILL

Those submissions to the Inquiry concerned with refuse disposal argued for a more
flexible approach to concurrent stone extraction and land fill. The present Extractive
Industry Licence is inflexible in this regard, requiring cancellation of the Licence or
excision of the land fill area before land fill can take place. This leads to
administrative delays and a loss of opportunity to combine certain operations such
as overburden removal and refuse capping which could increase efficiency and
reduce the over all time span of the site.
The recommended operational Extractive Industry Licence should allow concurrent
landfill because it is an operational control, not a land use control. As described
above, the planning approval in this case would specify land fill as a permitted use
at the time of extractive industry approval, and so would not be a barrier to
concurrent uses. The landfill operation would be subject to an Environment
Protection Authority Works Approval and Licence.
Recommendation 33
The operational Extractive Industry Licence and the planning approval should
allow concurrent land fill and extraction.
The Committee commends those municipal councils that have formed regional
refuse disposal groups and are using multi-council regional tip sites. The various
regional refuse disposal groups that have been established throughout Melbourne
permit more efficient disposal of putrescible waste. This also permits a more rapid
filling and capping of tips, thereby causing less disruption to local residents. The
Environment and Natural Resources Committee notes that regional waste disposal
strategies were recommended in the Natural Resources and Environment
Committee's 1990 Report, Waste Management in the Greater Melbourne Area.
11.4

REHABILITATION AND LICENCE CONDITIONS

In considering rehabilitation, two cases prevail. First, where the hole is not going to
be filled but will be rehabilitated for some other purpose; e.g. as a lake and public
area, or as rural, residential, industrial or commercial land. Second, where the hole
will be filled - with putrescible or solid inert waste. The rehabilitation requirements

End-Use

attached to an Extractive Industry Licence relate to the case where the hole is not
going to be filled.
The Extractive Industry Act 1966 requires a bond or security to cover "reclamation and
stabilisation" of a site in the case of default or non-compliance of the relevant licence
conditions. The licence conditions relating to reclamation generally specify safety,
visual screening and erosion control measures, and are designed to leave the site in a
safe and reasonable condition rather than for a specific end-use. The bond therefore
has no relationship with eventual post-landfill rehabilitation.
To address environmental and aesthetic concerns associated with quarrying,
conditions are set that limit the amount of quarry face that can be worked at one
time. There are also requirements to batter and revegetate terminal faces. A bond is
set which is calculated by the Department of Energy and Mineral's environmental
unit, to cover the cost of reclamation in the case of default. For the Pakenham Blue
Metal Pty. Ltd. quarry at Donnybrook, for example, a bond of $200,000 was
proposed. Such bonds are regularly reviewed against the actual performance of the
operators.
Recommendation 34
The present system of bonds should continue, be appropriate to the
operation^ and be reviewed regularly against the actual performance of the
operators. The bond should be sufficient to return the site to commensurate
or deemed-equivalent environmental conditions that prevailed before
extraction.
The Committee agrees that there has been significant concern about past quarries left
in a state not useable by the community, and about the issue of how funds should be
generated to ensure that a former quarry can be used for community purposes.
Recommendation 35
The State Government should introduce a levy per tonne on extractive
industries, to be paid to a fund (a "Community Facilities Levy") administered
by the State and, in consultation with extractive industry and the community,
disbursed to turn past, existing and future quarries into appropriate community
facilities.
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11.5

SUMMARY

On the basis of findings made in this Chapter, the Committee has made the following
recommendations.
Recommendation 31
The proposed end-use, or options for end-use, must be stated in the initial planning
approval for an extractive industry site. This should be achieved by:
a. The proposed end-use must be specified as a condition of planning permit
approval. Any change proposed in the future will be adjudicated by the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal; or
b. The planning authority should set options for future end-use at the time of
granting approval. The controls attached to the Extractive Industry Zone will
also specify other types of land use that are prohibited, require a permit, or
are "as-of-right" for that piece of land. Any change proposed in the future
will require planning scheme amendment.
Recommendation 32
The rehabilitation plan for the site - either post-extraction or post-landfill - must be
included with the initial planning application.
Recommendation 33
The operational Extractive Industry Licence and the plarming approval should allow
concurrent land fill and extraction.
Recommendation 34
The present system of bonds should continue, be appropriate to the operation, and
be reviewed regularly against the actual performance of the operators. The bond
should be sufficient to return the site to commensurate or deemed-equivalent
environmental conditions that prevailed before extraction.
Recommendation 35
The State Government should introduce a levy per tonne on extractive industries, to
be paid to a fund (a "Community Facilities Levy") administered by the State and, in
consultation with extractive industry and the community, disbursed to turn past,
existing and future quarries into appropriate community facilities.

Truck Movements

CHAPTER TWELVE
TRUCK MOVEMENTS

12.1

INTRODUCTION

The impact of truck movements on local amenity is an issue that cannot be controlled
by performance standards. Performance standards can apply criteria that are general
to all quarries. They contain the impact of extractive industry within the quarry site.
The impact of truck movements is an "off site" effect that is dependent on numerous
site-specific variables.
The Environment and Natural Resources Committee notes that the previous
Committee recommended that the Government should consider levying a royalty on
stone production payable to affected municipalities to offset community
inconvenience caused by extractive industries (Chapter Ten). Municipal councils
currently bear the cost of road maintenance, while local residents must contend with
heavy truck movements in and adjacent to their neighbourhoods. A large
metropolitan quarry might generate between 200 and 400 truck movements a day.
12.2

TRUCK MOVEMENT LEVY IN PRINCIPLE

Municipal councils commonly reach an agreement for a quarry company to make a
contribution towards upgrading roads in the vicinity of the quarry as part of the
planning permit conditions (a Section 173 agreement under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987); refer Case Study 6, Appendix F. The company may be
required to seal quarry entrances, provide a turning or deceleration lane, or upgrade
the main access road.
The Shire of Cranbourne commissioned a transport management plan for two sand
pits at Lang Lang which designated preferred routes and proposed truck levies to
reimburse the cost of road upgrading over 10 years.^ The difficulty of this type of
proposal is that later quarries will not have contributed towards the road upgrading
but will have the benefit of it.
The Committee considers that the imposition of a levy that would compensate local
mimicipalities for loss of amenity and for road maintenance costs is, subject to some
qualification, acceptable in principle. The Committee notes that other industries
associated with frequent, heavy truck movements - for example, the timber and milk
industries - do not incur a levy on truck movements. Such exceptions aside, the
principle that extractive industry should make some reparation for disruption is
acceptable.

Gutteridge Haskins and Davey Pty Ltd. Shire of Cranbourne, Report on Lang Lang Sand
Extraction Transport Management Plan, July 1993.
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12.3

TRUCK MOVEMENT LEVY IN PRACTICE

In practice, however, the imposition of such a levy may cause considerable difficulty.
Among the issues that need to be examined are:
• would the royalties collected be returned directly to the municipal council
concerned, or be placed in consolidated revenue for use on all roads?
• if royalties collected are returned directly to municipal councils, should the
councils be obliged to expend such monies only on the roads used by quarry
trucks, or will the sum be placed in the general operating budgets of the councils?
• what rates would be charged, how frequently would they be reassessed, and who
would administer the collection?
• would the levy rate be standard, or would it be negotiable from one extraction
site to another?
• would municipal councils necessarily commit any levies collected to road
improvements?
The Environment and Natural Resources Committee considers that this question is
part of a much broader issue. Various industries have an impact on local amenity in
general and on road maintenance in particular through heavy truck movements.
There is also the wider issue of alternative transport with lower impact, such as rail.
Recommendation 36
Consideration should be given to implementing a special review of truck
movement levies. The Government should investigate this matter
by establishing a truck movement levy review.

12.4

SUMMARY

On the basis of findings made in this Chapter, the Committee has made the
following recommendation.
Recommendation 36
Consideration should be given to implementing a special review of truck movement
levies. The Government should investigate this matter by establishing a truck
movement levy review.

Competing Land-Use Claims

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
COMPETING LAND-USE CLAIMS: MELBOURNE PARKS
AND WATERWAYS LAND, HEATHERTON

13.1

INTRODUCTION

In the Department of Energy and Minerals' submission to the Committee, the
question of competing land uses was raised:
Although not identified in the terms of reference for the Inquiry, there is another category of
land-use conflict that should be addressed. This is where a resource has been identified, is
considered to be of high quality, has a potential market in the short to medium term and even
has appropriate zoning yet is still hkely to be alienated by a competing land use. This is the
issue of priority of use.^

13.2

BACKGROUND

The Committee has considered the status of stone as compared with minerals, and
has reaffirmed the principle that stone belongs to the landowner (Chapter 8). This is
a basic principle to any proposed legislative amendment or other measures to protect
stone resources. It leads to the situation that landowners may choose not to exploit
the stone on their land even if the planning scheme allows them to do so. For this
reason the Committee has not recommended designation in the planning scheme of
identified stone resource areas (to "as-of-right" Extractive Industry Zones), unless
the landowner has the intention to quarry the land - that is, it is subject to an
Extractive Industry Licence application.
The Committee instead has recommended a series of measures to encourage and
facilitate quarrying proposals, while ensuring that they are considered within the
present plarming system.
A number of submissions to the Inquiry concerned a particular case where a public
body is the landowner of a scarce sand resource, giving rise to competing claims on
the land. The landowner and the local community favour non-extraction and public
use of the land, while the Department of Energy and Minerals consider that a scarce
sand resource should be exploited.
The land in question is owned by Melbourne Parks and Waterways and is located in
Warrigal Road, Heatherton.

Department of Energy and Minerals, Submission 52, p. 18.
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13.3

MELBOURNE PARKS AND WATERWAYS LAND, HEATHERTON

As noted in Chapter Three, sand resources in the Heatherton-Dingley area are being
exhausted. Of the three possible remaining sites, two are held by Pioneer Concrete
Pty. Ltd. The third site of 90.6 hectares is owned by Melbourne Parks and
Waterways. This land is located on Warrigal Road opposite South Road,
Heatherton. The Melbourne Water Southern Region Complex is located in the southeast of the site, and a retarding basin in the north-west. The remainder of the land is
currently undeveloped (a portion is used as a plant nursery, and the remainder for
agistment purposes).
Excluding the retarding basin, the northern third of the land is zoned "Special
Extractive A". This zone was defined under Amendment No. 12, Part 8A of the
planning scheme on 23 August 1988. Under "Special Extractive A", no planning
permit is required for extraction. The remainder of the land is reserved for "Public
Purposes".
Significant sand resources have been identified in the northern and eastern sections
of the Melbourne Parks and Waterways land. Within this area (zoned "Special
Extractive A"), there is a resource of 3.22 million cubic metres, or 5.15 million tonnes.
It is estimated that, depending on supply and demand conditions, this resource
would extend the life of the Heatherton-Dingley extraction region by approximately
five years.
The Melbourne Parks and Waterways land lies at the apex of a proposed green
wedge known as the "Sand Belt Open Space Project" (previously referred to as the
"Chain of Parks"). This scheme proposes that as quarries and putrescible waste sites
in the Heatherton-Dingley region cease operation, they be converted into a series of
parks and open space for a variety of active and passive recreational pursuits, linked
by walkways and bicycle paths. The entire park network will comprise
approximately 750 hectares, with an additional 310 hectares being set aside as golf
courses.
Melbourne Parks and Waterways and the Department of Energy and Minerals differ
over how the land should be developed. This difference of opinion is complicated by
the proposed sale of portions of the land by Melbourne Parks and Waterways.
In essence, Melbourne Parks and Waterways wishes to sell its land in order to
promote the development of commercial and residential activity along the Warrigal
Road frontage. The eastern portion of the land will be sold or leased as a golf course.
The northern and north-eastern third of the land - currently zoned as "Special
Extractive A" - will be converted into a lake and open space surrounds. Melbourne
Parks and Waterways considers that the northern third of the land is best suited to
be the first and most important link in the "Sand Belt Open Space Project". This
would mean that the remaining sand resources on the property would not be
exploited.

Competing Land-Use Claims

The Department of Energy and Minerals on the other hand argues that an, accessible
and increasingly scarce resource within the metropolitan area should be fully
exploited.

13.4

COMMENTS

The Committee observes that the Warrigal Road land issue represents an intragovernment disagreement. If the land in question were privately owned there
would be no question that the landowner would be entirely free to choose whether
the site could be used as a park or for sand extraction. The difficulty in this instance
stems from the fact that the competing bodies are public agencies.

13.5

CONCLUSION

The Committee is of the view that such intra-government disputes are best solved
either at ministerial or at cabinet level, rather than by Committee prescription.
However, taking into account the exploitation of sand in the Heatherton-Dingley
area, the significant loss of amenity value that has resulted for local residents, and
the fact that utilisation of this sand will only extend the life of the sand resource in
the area by five to eight years, the Committee considers that the long-term benefits of
developing the Sand Belt Open Space Project for all Melburnians should not be
overlooked.
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APPENDIX A
SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED BY THE COMMITTEE

Submission Surname
Reference
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Barfus
Webster
Francesconi
Underwood
Foster
Brookes
Morris
Meeking
Carlile
Welch
Bell
Ward
Morrison
Morrison
Gilbert
Blanks
Hutter
Hooper

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Norton
Jones
Johnson
Barnett
Halliday
Stewart
Mantle
Silveri
Carrucan
Canny
Woskoboenko
Collier
Aylward
Kidd
Atkins
Cordy
Kerr
Oxley

Company/Organisation/Individual

Municipal Association of Victoria
Shire of Benalla
City of Croydon
Underwood & Hume Pty. Ltd.
Grantville Action Group
Hillview Quarries Pty. Ltd.
Shire of Flinders
Shire of Pakenham
David Mitchell Ltd.
Private
Private
Private
Private
Officer and District Progress Association
Private
Springvalley-Dingley Residents Action Group
Residents Against Proposed Tip Site Inc.
Tynong North Community Affairs Association
JLllC.
Norton Mining Services Pty. Ltd.
Gisborne Action Group
Urban Development Institute of Australia Inc.
Victorian National Parks Association
City of Oakleigh
Eastern Regional Refuse Disposal Group
Rocla Quarry Products
Victorian Land Protection Association
Pioneer Concrete (Vic.) Pty. Ltd.
The Readymix Group
Woskoboenko
Private
South Eastern Regional Refuse Disposal Group
Quarry Impact Association
City of Knox
Boral Resources (Vic.) Pty. Ltd.
Conundrum Holdings Pty. Ltd.
A. T. Cocks & Partners Pty. Ltd. for The Barro
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37

Martin

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Dodge
Levens
Phillips
Gilbert
Seaman
Taylor
Esmonde
Hunt
Robinson
Nicholls
Dean
Gainger
Mantle
Utmar
Plowman

Crushed Stone Association of Australia (Victoria)
Inc.
Private
Private
Shire of Buln Buln
Shire of Gisborne
Private
Shire of Cranbourne
City of Whittlesea
Sly and Weigall
Environment Protection Authority
Department of Planning and Development
Private
Shire of Newham and Woodend
Sand Producers' Association
Extractive Industries Council
Minister for Energy and Minerals
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APPENDIX B
PUBLIC HEARINGS
List of organisations and witnesses who gave evidence to the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee at Public Hearings.
MELBOURNE PUBLIC HEARING
Monday, 27 September 1993
Readymix-PBM

Mr. M. J. Canny, Divisional Manager of Raw
Materials
Hillview Quarries Pty. Ltd.
Mr. J. Brookes, Chairman
Mr. T. Yates
Underwood and Hume Pty. Ltd. Mr. G. L. Underwood, Principal
Shire of Pakenham Environmental Strategy Working Group
Mr. P. S. Meeking, Chairman and Shire President
Ms. S. Harris, Member and Project Officer
Mr. G. Kidd, Member
Shire of Pakenham
Mr. R. D. Guest, Acting Town Planner
Private
Mr. R. Collier
MELBOURNE PUBLIC HEARING
Monday, 4 October 1993
Private
Mrs. L. Levens
Shire of Cranbourne
Mr. J. Eichler, Senior Planner - Strategic
Municipal Association of Victoria
Mr. A. F. James, Director of Planning
Shire of Gisborne
Mr. G. Page, Partner, Maddock Lonie Chisholm
Private
Dr. F. Woskoboenko
MELBOURNE PUBLIC HEARING
Monday, 11 October 1993
Private
Mr. E. A. Dodge
Springvalley-Dingley Residents Action Group
Mr. D. Blanks, Honorary Secretary
Residents Against Proposed Tip Site Inc.
Mrs. M. Hutter, President
Private
Mrs. G. Arrkuia
Mrs. B. Poduska
Ms. W. Body
Mr. N. J. Hunt
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MELBOURNE PUBLIC HEARING
Monday, 18 October 1993
Quarry Impact Association Inc. Mr. P. McCarthy, Vice President
Dr. G. Carr, Consultant
Pioneer Concrete (Vic.) Pty. Ltd. Mr. P. Browne, Development Manager
Private
Ms. P. Toop
Boral Resources (Vic.) Pty. Ltd. Mr. R. C. Cordy, General Manager
Private
Mr. W. Billinghurst
MELBOURNE PUBLIC HEARING
Monday, 25 October 1993
City of Berwick
Mr. M. H. Tyler, Director Development Services
Sand Producers Association
Mr. A. G. Mantle, Chairman
Extractive Industries Council
Mr. G. B. Utmar, Chairman
Victorian National Parks Association
Ms. J. Bamett, Research Officer
MELBOURNE PUBLIC HEARING
Tuesday, 7 December 1993
Department of Planning and Development
Mr. J. Krohn, Environment Assessment Officer
Environment Protection Authority
Mr. R. M. Joy, Director of Policy
Department of Energy and Minerals
Mr. G. Jungwirth, Project Manager
Mr. P. Dowd, Deputy Secretary
Private
Mr. M. Baillieu
MELBOURNE PUBLIC HEARING
Monday, 13 December 1993
Shire of Newham and Woodend

Mr. G. C. Arnold, Director of Planning and
Development
South East Regional Refuse Disposal Group
Mr. M. Aylward, Region Manager
Quarry Impact Association Inc. Mr. G. Kidd, President
Private
Mr. J. Welch
Tynong North Community Affairs Association
Mr. A. Hooper
Shire of Gisbome
Mr. M. R. Gilbert, Shire Engineer
Mr. G. H. Page (Maddock, Lonie and Chisholm)
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APPENDIX C
SITE INSPECTIONS

Site inspections conducted by the Environment and Natural Resources Committee,
1993-94.
QUARRY SITE ENVIRONMENTAL REHABILITATION INSPECTION
Monday, 16 August 1993
12.00 pm - 3.00 pm
Quarry:
Resource Type:
Responsible Authority:

Hillview Quarries Pty Ltd, Quarry Road, Dromana
Granite
Shire of Flinders

HARD ROCK QUARRY INSPECTION
Friday, 15 October 1993
9.30 am
Quarry:
Resource Type:
Responsible Authority:

Boral Resources (Vic) Pty Ltd, Cathies Lane, Scoresby
Clay
City of Knox

10.15 am
Quarry:
Resource Type:
Responsible Authority:

CSR Limited, Butlers Road, Fern Tree Gully
Dacite
City of Knox; City of Sherbrooke

10.45 am
Quarry:
Resource Type:
Responsible Authority:
11.15 am
Quarry:
Resource Type:
Responsible Authority:
12.15 pm
Quarry:
Resource Type:
Responsible Authority:

Boral Resources (Vic) Pty Ltd, Wellington Road,
Lysterfield
Hornfels
City of Knox
Pioneer Concrete (Vic) Pty Ltd, Wellington Road,
Rowville
Hornfels
City of Knox
Pakenham Blue Metal Pty Ltd, Brew Road, Tynong
North
Granite
Shire of Pakenham
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1.45 pm
Proposed Quarry:
Resource Type:
Responsible Authority:

CSR Limited, Weatherhead Road, Tynong North
Sand and Granite
Shire of Pakenham

2.30 pm
Proposed Quarry:
Resource Type:
Responsible Authority:

Hillview Quarries Pty Ltd, Grant Road, Officer
Hornfels
Shire of Pakenham

SAND BELT QUARRY INSPECTION
Wednesday, 8 December 1993
9.30 am
Quarry:
Resource Type:
Responsible Authority:

Readymix-PBM, Bunnys Lane, Heatherton
Sand
City of Moorabbin

10.15 am
Roadside inspection:

Victory Road/Leslie Road, Clayton South

10.45 am
Quarry:
Resource Type:
Responsible Authority:

Dingley Sand Pty Ltd, Tootal Road, Heatherton
Sand
City of Moorabbin

11.30 am
Quarry:
Resource Type:
Responsible Authority:
12.10 pm
Aerial Inspection:

1.40 pm
Briefing:
Location:
Speakers:

South Eastern Regional Refuse Disposal Group, Clarke
Road, Springvale
End-use - putrescible waste land fill
City of Springvale
Flight from Moorabbin Airport in quadrant bounded by
Bourke Road/Osborne Avenue (north). Centre
Dandenong Road (south), Warrigal Road (west) and
Springvale Road (east).
Sand Belt Open Space Project (Chain of Parks Scheme)
Royal Aero Club of Victoria, Moorabbin Airport,
Moorabbin (Hosted by City of Moorabbin).
Ms Janice Grieves (Melbourne Parks and Waterways)
Mr Peter Soding (City of Moorabbin).
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END-USE INSPECTION
Monday, 24 January 1994
10.00 am
Briefing:
Location:
Speakers:

12.00 pm
Briefing:
Location:
Speakers:
1.00 pm
Site:
Speakers:
1.45
Site: pm
Speakers:

Waste Disposal and Landfill Site Selection for the
South-Easter Region of Melbourne (Geographical
Information System Demonstration)
Monash University, Wellington Road, Clayton
Ms Sonya McKeown (GIS Laboratory, Department of
Geography and Environmental Science)
Associate-Professor Dr J A Peterson, Department of
Geography and Environmental Science
Quarry End-Use Initiatives, City of Berwick
City of Berwick Civic Centre, Princes Highway, Fountain
Gate
Mr Ross Currie (City of Berwick)
Eastern Regional Disposal Groups Tip, Quarry Road,
Narre Warren
Mr Ross Currie (City of Berwick)
Wilson Botanical Park, Princes Highway, Berwick
Mr Ross Currie (City of Berwick)
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APPENDIX D
CLASSIFICATION TERMS FOR STONE RESOURCES

Resource
The term "Resource" is defined as an identified in situ mineral occurrence which
excludes "Pre-Resource" mineralisation, from which valuable or useful minerals may
be recovered. A resource may be reported as:
• a Measured Resource
• an Indicated Resource
• an Inferred Resource
In defining a resource, the competent person will only take into consideration
geoscientific data. It must be appreciated, however, that in reporting a resource,
there is an implication that there are reasonable prospects for eventual economic
exploitation.
The term "Measured Resource" means a Resource intersected and tested by drill
holes, underground openings, or other sampling and procedures at locations which
are spaced closely enough to confirm continuity and where geoscientific data are
reliably known.
The term "Indicated Resource" means a Resource sampled by drill holes,
underground openings, or other sampling procedures at locations too widely spaced
to ensure continuity but close enough to give a reasonable indication of continuity
and where geoscientific data are known with a reasonable level of reliability.
The term "Inferred Resource" is an estimate, inferred from geoscientific evidence,
drill holes, underground openings, or other sampling information which is
insufficient to allow a more reliable and systematic estimation.
These classification terms are from the Joint Committee of Australia I.M. & M and
AMIC detailed guidelines for the reporting of resource categories entitled Australian
Code for reporting of identified mineral resources and ore reserves (February 1989).

Source: Department of Planning and Housing, and Department of Manufacturing and Industry
Development, Planning Guide for Extractive Industry 1991, Department of Plarming and Housing, and
Department of Manufacturing and Industry Development, Melbourne, 1991.
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APPENDIX E
NON-URBAN ZONES (EXAMPLES)
Shire

Zone

Marked Minimum sub
division lot
size

Bulla

Rural low density residential with rural
character

RU2

8 ha

Rural low density residential with rural
character

44RU1

6 ha

Melton

Melton rural zone

48RU1

12 ha

Romsey

Rural living
To provide a permanent non-urban
buffer

RLl

40 ha

Werribee,
Whittlesea

Corridor "B"
Future urban development deferred
indefinitely. Land use consistent with
farming activity

C2

40 ha

Corridor "C"
Future urban development deferred
indefinitely. Land use consistent with
broadscale farming

C3

80 ha

Non urban zones IB, 2B, 3B, IC, 2C, 3C

RU3 to
RU8

Minimum
subdivisions of
between 18 and
40 ha, of which
up to 20% can
be small lots of
minimum size
between 0.4
and 1 ha.

Gisborne
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Shire

Zone

Healesville

Environmental Living

40 ha

Bushland

40 ha

Pakenham

Marked Minimum sub
division lot

Conservation 1
Conserve area of high environmental
quality while still permitting people to
reside in the zone

CNl

8 ha

Conservation 2
Conserve natural environment and
fauna habitat. Make provision for
environmentally acceptable living
accommodation and the continuation of
existing agricultural uses

CN2

40 ha

Highway 1
Retain long term option of possible
future urban development

HWl

25 ha

Highway 2 (as above)

HW2

12 ha
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APPENDIX F
CASE STUDIES
CASE STUDY 1
PAKENHAM BLUE METAL PTY. LTD.
DONNYBROOK, SHIRE OF WHITTLESEA
Basalt Quarry
Extractive Industry Licence 1394
May 1988

Pakenham Blue Metal applies for Extractive Industry Licence.

Sep. 1988

Pakenham Blue Metal advises Department of Industry Technology &
Resources that it has appliedto the City of Whittlesea for the land to be
re-zoned Special Extractive A .

Late 1988

The City of Whittlesea does not support the re-zoning proposal and
leaves the matter to die.

Aug. 1989

Pakenham Blue Metal advises Department of Industry Technology &
Resources that it is in negotiations with the Ministry for Planning and
Energy Northern Region and City of Whittlesea. If they fail to get a
satisfactory resolution of the outstanding issues, the company will seek
Ministerial intervention to amend the planning scheme.

Sep. 1989

Pakenham Blue Metal advises City of Whittlesea that it is renewing the
application and will go to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal if the
council delays further.

Oct. 1989

Pakenham Blue Metal refers the matter to the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal.

Nov. 1989

City of Whittlesea considers that it is not the Planning Authority
responsible for re-zoning as it was first lodged with the Ministry for
Planning and Environment.

Aug. 1991 Minister for Industry and Economic Planning uses powers as a
planning authority to prepare an amendment to the Whittlesea
Planning Scheme. (Amendment L50).
Oct. 1992 -

Minister for Planning & Housing receives 46 submissions.

Nov. 1992
Jan. 1992

Minister for Planning & Housing appoints a 3 person panel.

Feb.
May 1992
1992 -

Panel
hears submitters
and the Panel resolves to recommend
Amendment
L50.

Nov. 1992

Minister for Planning & Housing receives report by Panel.
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Aug. 1993

Department of Energy and Minerals, following Extractive industry
Board meeting, recommends to the Minister that the objections to the
licence have been exhaustively examined and that Extractive Industry
Licence 1394 be granted.

Feb. 1994

Following further consideration of objections. Minister accepts
Department of Energy & Minerals recommendation that a licence be
granted.
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CASE STUDY 2
HILLVIEW QUARRIES PTY. LTD.
OFFICER, SHIRE OF PAKENHAM
Hard Rock Quarry - granite and hornfels
Extractive Industry Licence Application 883
Background: The land was initially in the Shire of Berwick. The planning control at
the time was a 1960 interim development order under which no zones were defined,
but a planning permit was required for any development.
Oct 1969 Mar. 1971

Company purchased land, which was unzoned, but a planning permit
was required for all proposed developments in the Shire of Berwick.

Dec. 1971

Land zoned "Conservation" under Melbourne Metropolitan Board of
Works Interim Development Order.

Sep. 1972

Completed geological investigation: 77 million tonnes of hornfels and
large quantities of granite.

Aug. 1973

Buffer areas purchased.

Oct. 1973

Shire of Pakenham created.

Apr. 1975

Land zoned "Special Conservation A" under Shire of Pakenham Interim
Development Order.

Feb. 1976

Interim Development Order adopted by Melbourne Metropolitan
Board of Works after disallowing Hillview's objection to the zoning.

Jul. 1976

Extractive Industries Licence application.

Dec. 1976

Mines Department advises a licence carmot be granted because
extractive industry is prohibited by the planning scheme (the
application stays "live").

Dec. 1978

Hillview asks the Shire of Pakenham and Minister for Planning to
rezone the land.

May 1979

Hillview object to the proposed Planning Scheme for Pakenham.

Nov. 1979

Rezoning application with an Environment Effects Statement.

May 1986

Planning Scheme Amendment exhibited, proposing to rezone the land
to "Conservation (Mineral Resources) Zone" in which quarrying
requires a planning permit.

Dec. 1987

Planning scheme amendment - Panel hearing commenced.

Feb. 1988

Town and Country Planning Act repealed and replaced with the
Planning and Environment Act 1987. Panel hearing disbanded.
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Nov. 1989

The Minister of Industry Technology and Resources is given povy^er to
prepare planning scheme amendments where extractive industry is
involved.

Jan. 1991

Hillview request the Minister of Industry Technology and Resources to
prepare an amendment.

Oct. 1992

State election, the Minister for Energy and Minerals has not been given
planning pov^ers to prepare planning scheme amendments for
extractive industry as yet.

Present

The Minister for Planning could exhibit the amendment on an impartial
basis - to be considered on its merits. No action.
The matter is unresolved.
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CASE STUDY 3
THE BARRO GROUP PTY. LTD.
GISBORNE, SHIRE OF GISBORNE
Basalt Quarry
Extractive Industry Licence Application 1341
Dec. 1986

Barro Group applies for a licence in the Gisborne area Extractive
Industry Licence application 1341.

Apr. 1987

Department of Conservation Forests and Land advises that the
application falls partly within the water catchment for Rosslynne
Reservoir (>50%). They do not consent to the proposed extraction
within the catchment area and they also consider the remaining area
unsuitable for quarrying "on the basis of good land management
practices and potential hazard (dust etc.) to the nearby Calder
Highway.

May 1987

Ministry for Planning & Environment advises that the land is zoned
partly Non Urban 2B Zone and partly Landscape Protection C Zone
under the Shire of Gisborne Planning Scheme. Extractive Industry is
prohibited in both these zones.

Jun. 1987

The State Electricity Commission of Victoria expresses objections to the
issue of licence.

Oct. 1987

The Barro Group informs Department of Industry Technology &
Resources that they have submitted a draft of an Environment Effects
Statement for council consideration and will apply for re-zoning upon
Council's deliberation.

Jul. 1988

The Geological Survey advises that tests show that there are reserves of
stone capable of supporting a major, long-term quarry.

Jul. 1989

Road Construction Authority supports a proposal for a quarry in the
Gisborne area.

Aug. 1989

Department of Industry Technology and Resources supports the
proposal.
Shire of Gisborne submits to the Minister for Department of Industry
Technology & Resources reasons why amendment to the Planning
Scheme should be rejected.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The proposal is contrary to the provisions of the Gisborne
Planning Scheme.
The proposal does not comply with State Government
procedures for environmental impact assessment as stipulated
under the Environment Effects Act 1976.
The proposal would constitute an unacceptable risk to the
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(iv)

Rosslynne Reservoir,
The proposal would constitute an unacceptable risk to the
amenity and attractiveness of the surrounding environment.

Oct. 1989

The Environment Protection Authority reiterates their concerns (apart
from the abandonment of the proposal to use the site for landfill). They
consider the proposed site inappropriate for Extractive Industry
because of its proximity to Rosslynne Reservoir and to residences.
Approximately half the land lies within the recommended buffer
distance of 500m for hard rock mining from residences (under review).
Therefore they support the council's decision not to prepare an
amendment.

Nov. 1989

The Ministry for Planning and Environment authorises the Minister for
Industry Technology & Resources to prepare amendments for
Planning schemes for the purposes of Extractive Industry.

Nov. 1989 Dec. 1989

The Barro Group requests a meeting with the Shire of Gisborne but the
request is repeatedly ignored or postponed

Jan. 1990

The Barro Group asks the Department of Industry Technology &
Resources to amend the planning scheme.

Sep. 1989

Rural Water Commission has concerns for:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Jan. 1990

The Department of Industry Technology and Resources indicates to the
Boral Group the issues that need further attention:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)

Aug. 1990

Groundwater inflow - consultants estimates may be too low.
Groundwater disposal - high Fe water not clearly indicated
disposal method.
Impact of extractive operations upon dam embankment.

Impact upon flora adjacent to Calder Highway.
More detailed report of the need for a quarry in terms other than
just the value of the resource.
Discussion on end utilisation of product.
Discussion on potential visual impact from Mt. Macedón etc.
development of a water balance model (re Rural Water
Commission concerns).
Proposals to reduce air blast and ground vibrations.
Produce an Environment Effects report with a summary.
List of contributing authors and their expertise.
Discussion of how proposal can contribute to the three principle
Government Strategies.
Dust suppression measures and reduction impact on Rosslynne
Reservoir.

Gisborne Water Board requests Minister for Industry & Economic
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Planning to refuse to prepare the amendment to the Gisborne Planning
Scheme.
Gisborne Action Group calls a public meeting to discuss the proposals.
Sep. 1990

Shire of Bulla requests Minister for Industry & Economic Planning to
refuse to sponsor the amendment.
Department of Planning advises Department Industry & Economic
Planning that while they have concerns, they will not form a definite
opinion until all issues have been explored and wide community and
government agency comment has been provided.
The Environment Unit of the Department Industry & Economic
Plarming concludes that the Barro Group have:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Attempted to ânswer all Department of Industry & Economic
Planning queries.
Groundwater inflows would be manageable.
Shown that the visual amenity is improved.
show that noise and ground vibration can be reduced to
Australian Environment Council limits.

Nov. 1990

The Rural Water Commission sees no acceptable solutions to the
problems of the proposed site and objects strongly to its proposed
development.

Dec. 1990

The Barro Group meets with the Department of Industry and
Economic Planning

Jan. 1991

The Barro Group says that the Rural Water Commission was not fully
briefed and once that occurs it will be satisfied with the proposals.
The Department of Manufacturing and Industry Development points
out to the Barro Group that the Rural Water Commission continues to
strongly oppose the quarry site.
The Department of Manufacturing & Industry Development briefs the
Rural Water Commission on the supplementary Environment Effects
Statement which officers of the Rural Water Commission were satisfied
with the Barro Group proposals.

Mar. 1991

The Rural Water Commission stance is unchanged in reply to the
Department of Manufacturing & Industry Development brief.

Jun. 1991

The Minister for Manufacturing & Industry Development refuses
Extractive Industry Licence Application 1341.

Apr. 1993

The Minister for Planning approves re-zoning of land south of
proposed quarry site for residential purposes. Therefore there should
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be no further Extractive Industry proposals for the site.
The Barro Group purchases the land recently re-zoned and seeks to
meet with the Minister for Planning.
May 1993 Meeting between the Barro Group, Minister for Planning &
Development, Minister for Energy & Minerals, local MP, Rural Water
Commission, Shire of Gisbome and local residents.
The matter is unresolved.
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CASE STUDY 4
CSR LIMITED,
TYNONG NORTH, SHIRE OF PAKENHAM
Sand and Granite Quarry
Extractive Industry Licence 1489, 717
Extractive Industry Lease 402
Apr. 1989

CSR applied for renewal of Extractive Industry Licence 717 an existing
sand extraction operation.

Oct. 1989

"Scoping" meeting to assess the need for an Environment Effects
Statement.

Jan. 1990

Shire requests an Environment Effects Statement from CSR before
permit.

Apr. 1990

CSR Readymix applies for Extractive Industry Licence 1489 and
Extractive Industry Licence 402.

Jan. 1991

Department of Planning and Housing establishes consultative
Committee to guide the Environment Effects Statement process.

Jun. 1991

CSR formally requests the Shire of Pakenham to act as planning
authority to prepare planning scheme amendment for haulage road.
Shire of Pakenham refuses CSR application to amend the planning
scheme.

Jul. 1991

Shire of Pakenham meets and decides that it will not support a
Planning Scheme Amendment as requested because:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

It is not necessary as the present zoning allows for the grant of a
permit for Extractive Industry
Strong local community opposition.
Site is inappropriate for large scale hard rock mining and sand
quarrying.

Apr. 1992

CSR requests Minister for Manufacturing and Industry Development
to use his Planning Authority powers to introduce a site specific
amendment for haulage route. Minister for Planning was similarly
requested.

Nov. 1992

Shire of Pakenham seeks agreement from Minister for Manufacturing
and Industry Development to make no decision on CSR's request until
after the Minister for Planning's assessment of the Environment Effects
Statement and the Shire of Pakenham's assessment of permit
application.
Minister for Energy and Minerals advised to agree to council's request.
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Apr. 1993

Addendum to the Environment Effects Statement fourth haul road
option submitted to Department of Energy and Minerals.

Oct. 1993

Geological Survey expresses doubts as to the viability of the proposed
sand operation.

Nov. 1993

Panel hearing on Environment Effects Statement.

Mar. 1994

Minister for Planning's assessment recommends the various approvals
not be issued.
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CASE STUDY 5
FARLEY & LEWERS - NOW CSR LIMITED
MELTON, SHIRE OF MELTON
Basalt Quarry
Extractive Industry Licence 1171
Mid 1980

The company began detailed investigation of area.

Dec. 1980

The company applies for Extractive Industry Licence 1171.
They apply to the Shire of Melton and Melbourne Metropolitan Board
of Works for permits to carry out extractive industry.
Company submits a development plan.
Land is within corridor A zone of the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Planning Scheme. Re-zoning to Special Extractive A required.

Dec. 1980 Jan 1981

The company obtains options to purchase the land and
commenced a detailed drilling programme.

Oct. 1981

Company submits preliminary quarry proposal to Shire of Melton and
other authorities for comment.
Shire of Melton supports the proposal "in principle".

Dec. 1981

Company lodges a revised proposal with Shire of Melton, Melbourne
Metropolitan Board of Works and Department of Minerals and Energy
and formally requests re-zoning of the land to Special Extractive A
Zone. Company also lodges an application for a permit under Shire of
Melton Interim Development Order.

Apr. 1982

Company holds a public meeting to discuss issues with local
community.
Geological Survey recommends the Department of Minerals and
Energy support the application for re-zoning.

May 1982

Extractive Industries Advisory Committee convenes to examine the
application.

Jan. 1982 Jun. 1982

Numerous letters received by Shire of Melton, Melbourne Metropolitan
Board of Works and the Minister for Planning concerning quarry
proposals from local residents.

Jun. 1982

Extractive Industries Advisory Committee decides to recommend rezoning by Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works.

Feb. 1983

Council resolves to advise Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works
that it supports the amendment to re-zone the eastern area only, from
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Corridor A to Special Extractive A.
Mar. 1983

Company lodged amended plans and proposals to exclude wetlands
west of Ferris Road.

Apr. 1983

Company holds public meeting to discuss the amended proposals.

Jun. 1983

Minister for Planning appoints panel to hear submissions to
amendment of the Planning Scheme. A lengthy hearing ensues in
which all parties express views.

Feb. 1984

Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works considers the report and
determines to adopt its recommendation that the subject land (East of
Ferris Road) be included in a Special Extractive A Zone.

May 1984

Minister for Planning decides that the land is "in principle" appropriate
for quarry site.

Jul. 1984

Minister for Planning attends a meeting with public at Melton.

Sep. 1984

Company wrote to Minister for Planning expressing concerns about the
lengthy delay in receiving formal confirmation of re-zoning
Amendment.

Dec. 1984

Ministers for Planning and Environment and Minerals and Energy
decide to defer decision on re-zoning for 1 to 2 years to propose a
"Strategy Plan" for the Western Suburbs stone utilisation.
Company is advised of the "Strategy Plan" decision. Company objects
to further delays.

Oct. 1985

Minister for Planning recommends approval of the Amendment and
the revocation of the Shire of Melton Interim Development Order.
The site is re-zoned Special Extractive A Zone. A town planning permit
is not required.

Dec. 1985

Extractive Industries Advisory Committee meets to discuss the
Extractive Industry Licence Application 1171 but the working plans are
mislaid.
City of Sunshine objects to the granting of Extractive Industry Licence
Application 1171.
Melbourne Western Region Commission supports the Shire of Melton
and City of Sunshine in their objections to Extractive Industry Licence
Application 1171.
Extractive Industries Advisory Committee meets to discuss the
application.
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Mar. 1986

Extractive Industries Advisory Committee recommends:
(i)
(ii)

Extractive Industry Licence Application 1171 be granted for 15
years with conditions.
Minister for Planning amend the Melbourne & Metropolitan
Planning Scheme.

Department of Industry Technology & Resources recommends
granting Extractive Industry Licence Application 1171.
Ferris Road Quarry Consultative Committee is set up.
May 1986

Extractive Industry Licence Application 1171 granted.
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CASE STUDY 6
McLEOD
LANG LANG, SHIRE OF CRANBOURNE
Sand Pit Application
Extractive Industry Licence 940
Extractive Industry Lease 234
May 1977

Application for:

Licence 940 of 57 hectares and
Lease 234 of 13 hectares on adjacent Crown land.

Mar. 1978

Shire of Cranbourne require zoning changes.

Mar. 1979

Westernport Regional Planning Authority and Shire of Cranbourne
both express concern about drainage problems.

May 1979

Westernport Regional Planning Authority recommends amendment to
the planning scheme.

Aug. 1980

Shire of Cranbourne gives approval to receive a "Town Planning
Application" to establish an Extractive Industry.

Sep. 1981

Extractive Industries Advisory Committee^ recommends that no
planning permits be issued at this time as there are still doubts about a
large scale demand for sand and that the use of rail transport is very
unlikely.

1981 -1987

Task Force met over this period and concluded that two pilot model
sites be licensed. M o n i t o r i n g of i m p a c t s (if any) on
g r o u n d w a t e r / t r a f f i c routes etc. would be used to assess future
applications.

1986

Task Force Recommendations accepted by Department of Energy &
Minerals and Council but rejected by Ministry for Planning.

1987

Respective Ministers of Planning and Industry agreed that the pilot
sites (to be recommended by the Extractive Industry Board) should
proceed. However before other sites are licensed an Environment
Effects Statement for the whole Lang Lang area should be prepared
utilising information from the two pilot models.

Nov. 1989

Extractive Industry Board supports a "Pilot Project" for the purposes of
p r e p a r i n g an Environment Effects Statement for longterm sand
extraction in the Lang Lang area.

Aug. 1990

The Extractive Industry Board recommends that subject to conditions
that the two Pilot Projects (including McLeod application) be allowed
to proceed.

The Extractive Industries Advisory Committee was the body in existence prior to the formation of the
Extractive Industry Board.
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Oct. 1990

Shire of Cranbourne considers the application satisfactory subject to
certain conditions i.e. impact on environment and roads and funding
such a study.

Jan. 1991

Shire of Cranbourne requires that undertakings be received by the
appHcants that they enter into agreements with the council over
"Traffic Matters".

May 1991

Extractive Industry Board report recommends that subject to the
findings of an Environment Effects Statement a long term operation
can be established. Department of Energy and Minerals accepts.
Licence should not be granted until Section. 173 agreement (Planning &
Environment Act 1987) regards traffic management are concluded.

Jun. 1991

Ministerial approval for the $15,000 grant for Traffic Management
Study.

Jul. 1991

Shire of Cranbourne agrees to grant a permit subject to 32 conditions.

Sep. 1991

McLeod appeals against 5 of the conditions imposed by the Shire of
Cranbourne.

Nov. 1991

Administrative Appeals Tribunal to hear the appeal but is rescheduled
to 18.02.92 and then rescheduled to 5.05.92.

Feb. 1992

Shire of Cranbourne requests to have the appeal set for Feb. 1992 to be
rescheduled to a later date in order to consider the merits of the draft
Road Management Study.

May 1992

Appellant (McLeod) is successful at Administrative Appeals Tribunal
hearing.

Nov. 1992

Shire of Cranbourne issues a Planning Permit.

Jan. 1993

Department of Energy and Minerals recognises that an Extractive
Industry Licence cannot be granted until Traffic Management
Agreement is in place betv^een McLeod and the Shire of Cranbourne.

Aug. 1993 -

Negotiations between McLeod and Council continuing. Section 173

Feb. 1994

Agreements meant to be finalised soon. Solicitors still drafting
agreements.
The matter is unresolved.

—
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CASE STUDY 7
PIONEER CONCRETE PTY LTD.
OAKLEIGH, CITY OF OAKLEIGH
Sand Pit
Extractive Industry Licence 44
Mar. 1967 Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works grants an Interim
Development Order to extract sand.
Jul. 1968

Consolidated Quarries applies for Licence 44.

Nov. 1968

The Town & Country Planning Board indicates that no planning
permit is required as the responsible authority is the Melbourne
Metropolitan Board of Works who issued a permit.

Nov. 1970

The Extractive Industry Advisory Committee meets and decides that
the operation of the applicant is below standard and is illegal under
the Extractive Industry Act (1966) from the date of the meeting (29
October 1970). Amended plans must be submitted and approved.

Jan. 1971

The Extractive Industry Advisory Committee recommends the licence
be granted subject to conditions.

Nov. 1971

Extractive Industry Licence 44 is granted for 8 years.

May 1973

Inspector of Mines & Quarries raises some concerns about Licence 44.

Aug. 1973

Problems rectified.

Sep. 1974

Pioneer Concrete have taken over Consolidated Quarries sometime
previously.

Nov. 1977

Area used for local garbage disposal by the City of Oakleigh to be
excised from the licence.

Jun. 1978

The Department of Minerals and Energy expresses concerns over
buffer zones in a Revised Working Plan, and Sand Washing Plant.

Mar. 1979

Local residents protest about excessive noise and long operating hours.

Jun. 1979

The Extractive Industry Advisory Committee meets to consider
Licence variations and noise complaints. In the meeting they approve
of variations but have some concerns.

Nov. 1979

The Environmental Protection Agency tests the noise levels of the
operation.

Feb. 1980

The Department of Minerals and Energy informs the company that
they are exceeding permissible noise levels. Operations are restricted.
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Mar. 1980

The Extractive Industry Advisory Council recommends renewal but
with restrictions on hours of operation.

May 1980

Pioneer is informed that if sound emissions are maintained at or below
the current levels, the restriction on operating hours will be lifted.

Oct. 1980

The City of Oakleigh supports Pioneer's application for licence
renewal.

Nov. 1980

The Minister for Minerals & Energy grants extension for 5 years.

Jan. 1981

Inspector of Mines informs Pioneer of complaints from residents about
dust - ordered to ensure watering of stockpiles and roads.

Aug. 1984

Pioneer applies for renewal of the licence.

Jan. 1985

The Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works confirms that the Permit
issued by them is still current and that they have no objections to
licence renewal.

Feb. 1985

Pioneer seeks rezoning of Talbot Avenue site to be zoned for Extractive
Industry from Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works and Ministry
for Plarming & Environment.

Sep. 1985

The Department of Minerals and Energy supports the application for
rezoning.

Nov. 1985

The City of Oakleigh consents to licence renewal provided that no
excavation takes place within 30 metres of Centre Road. A bund wall
may be constructed there. They also argue that Talbot Avenue may be
extracted from.
The Environment Protection Authority receives a petition from
residents over industrial noise, sand and dust pollution.

Feb. 1986

Pioneer advises the Department of Minerals and Energy on
reclamation proposals for the site.

Mar. 1986

The Department of Minerals and Energy receives complaints from
residents about dust.

Apr. 1986

The Department of Minerals and Energy warns Pioneer about the lack
of dust suppression measures.

May 1986

The City of Oakleigh informs the Department of Industry Technology
& Resources that the Council is under no obligation to fill the land.
The Inspector of Quarries issues Pioneer with a schedule for
reclamation and dust control measures.

Sep. 1986
Dec. 1986

The Inspector of Quarries informs Pioneer that dust control measures
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must be complied with by the end of the year.
May 1987

The Inspector of Mines & Quarries informs Pioneer that they have not
complied with instructions to erect a windbreak by 30.09.86 and to
grass the windbreak by 30.05.87.

Sep. 1987

The City of Oakleigh informs the Department of Industry Technology
& Resources that proposed conditions for renewal are satisfactory with
the exception of hours of operation. These should be altered.

Feb. 1988

The Minister for Planning & Environment has no objections to licence
renewal.

Sep. 1988

The Extractive Industry Advisory Committee advises Pioneer of 9
points that require addressing.

Oct. 1989

Pioneer informs the Inspector of Quarries that they have taken action
on the points.

Nov. 1989

Extractive Industry Licence 1322 granted (ex Talbot Avenue).

Jan. 1990

The City of Oakleigh informs the Department of Industry Technology
& Resources that it has received persistent complaints from residents
over windblown sand and that the sprinkler system installed is rarely
used.
Pioneer informs the City of Oakleigh that they are in the process of
revamping the entire dust suppression operation.

Feb. 1990

The City of Oakleigh again informs Pioneer of numerous letters of
complaint over windblown sand and the hours of operation. They
view the complaints as very serious.
Pioneer informs the City of Oakleigh that they have a "foolproof"
sprinkler system installed which should be operational by mid-March.
The City of Oakleigh inform the Department of Industry Technology &
Resources of the continuing dust suppression problem.
The Inspector of Quarries informs the City of Oakleigh that the
working hours have been varied and that the new "dust suppression
measures" should prove adequate.
The City of Oakleigh expresses concern to the Department of Industry
Technology & Resources about Pioneer's operation and are seeking
suspension of operation in view of alleged breaches of conditions.

Mar. 1990

Pioneer informs the Department of Industry Technology & Resources
that they are taking noise control measures and believe that are
entitled to work for unlimited hours subject to Environment Protection
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Authority noise limitations.
Jul. 1990

The City of Oakleigh informs the Department of Industry Technology
& Resources that is has resolved to take the issue to the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal.
The Minister for Industry & Economic Planning suspends operations
for 1 month for failure to comply with conditions.

Aug. 1990

Pioneer requests the renewal to be granted as per determination of
5.04.89.
Pioneer appeals the suspension of works.

Oct. 1990

The Administrative Appeals Tribunal determines and recommends
variation of conditions prior to renewal.
The Administrative Appeals Tribunal refuses Pioneer's appeal.

Dec. 1990

Revised working conditions gazetted. Extractive Industry Licence 44
and 1322 to expire 14.11.94.

Jan. 1991

The Inspector of Mines & Quarries informs Pioneer of concerns about
grassing bund walls, dust suppression and sand on Talbot Avenue.

Feb. 1991

Local member informed of more residential complaints as are the City
of Oakleigh, Department of Industry & Economic Planning .

Jun. 1991

The City of Oakleigh decides to refuse application to extend time of
permit.

Mar. 1993

A section 173 agreement (under Planning & Environment Act 1989) is
effective between the City of Oakleigh, Pioneer, the Department of
Industry & Economic Planning and local residents.

Sep. 1993

Approval granted to vary conditions of Extractive Industry Licence 44.

Dec. 1993

Pioneer informs the Department of Energy & Minerals it appeals the
expiry of Extractive Industry Licence 44 on 14.11. 94.

Feb. 1994

Company re-applies for Extractive Industry Licence 1322.
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APPENDIX G
EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY LICENCES
OP CODE

LICENSEE

LIO

ACI-LANG
ACI-LANG
ALLIED-CLA
AMATEK-ANA
AMATEK-ANA
AMATEK-CLA
AMATEK-CLA
AMATEK-CLA
AMATEK-CLA
AMATEK-CLA
AMATEK-CLA
AMATEK-LAN
AMATEK-LAN
AMATEK-LAN
ASTEC-TYNO
AYCHAR-SOM
BALLART-SK
BARRO-BACC
BARRO-PW
BARRO-SUNS
BARRO-WERR
BAXTER-CLA
BAXTER-CLA
BAXTER-CLA
BAXTER-CLA
BAXTER-DIN
BOR-BACCHN
BOR-BACCHN
BOR-BACCHN
BOR-BACCHN
BOR-BACCHN
BOR-BACCHS
BOR-BACCHS
BOR-BACCHS
BOR-BACCHS
BOR-BACCHS
BOR-BULLA
BOR-BUNDOO
BOR-COLDST
BOR-DEERPK
BOR-DEERPK
BOR-DEERPK
BOR-DEERPK
BOR-DEERPK
BOR-HALLOR
BOR-LYSTER
BOR-LYSTER
BOR-MONTRO
BOR-MONTRO
BOR-MONTRO
BOR-PAKEN
BOR-PAKEN
BOR-PAKNTH
BOR-ROWSLY
BOR-S.TRAF
BOR-SCORES
80R-SC0RES
BOR-SUNSHI
BOR-SUNSHI
BOR-THOMAS
BOR-WERRIB
BOfl-WOLLER
BRICKP-BUE
BRICKP-BUR
BRICKP-CAM
BR»CKP-CAM
BRICKP-CRA
BRICKP-CRA
BRICKP-CRA
BRICKP-DRO
BRICKP-HAL
BRICKP-SCO

ACI OPERATIONS PTY LTD
ACI R E S O U R C E S LTD
ALLIED SAND NOMINEES P/L
AMATEK LTD
AMATEKLTD
AMATEK LTD
AMATEK LTD
AMATEK LTD
AMATEK LTD
AMATEK LTD
AMATEK LTD
AMATEK LTD
AMATEK LTD
AM ATEK LTD
ASTEC P/L
AYCHAR P/L
BALLARTO PASTORAL P/L
BARRO G R O U P PTY LTD
BARRO G R O U P PTY LTD
BARRO GROUP PTY LTD
BARRO G R O U P PTY LTD
A J BAXTER P/L
CENTRAL SAND COMPANY P/L
CENTRAL SAND COMPANY P/L
A J BAXTER P/L
A J BAXTER P/L
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
B O R A L R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC) P/L
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VtC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
BORAL BRICKS [ V i q P/L
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC) P/L
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC) P/L
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC) P/L
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC) P/L
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC) P/L
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC) P/L
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC) P/L
G L E N IRIS BRICK HOLDIWi^ LTD
G L E N tRIS BRICK HOLDINGS
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC) P/L
BORAL BRICKS [VIC] P/L
BORAL BRK;kS [ V i q P/L
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC) P/L
B O R A L R E S O U R C E S P/L
BORAL BRICKS [VIC] P/L
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VTC)
BORAL R E S O U R C E S (VIC)
» i i C K & PIPE INDUSTRIES LTD
BRICK & PIPE INDUSTRIES LTD
OLAYLANDS P/L
BRtCK & PIPE INDUSTRIES
BRICK & PIPE INDUSTRIES LTD
CRAIGIE (CLAYS) P/L
BRICK & PIPE INDUSTRIES
BRICK & PIPE INDUSTRIES LTD
BRICK & PIPE INDUSTRIES LTD
BRtCK & PIPE INDUSTRIES LTD

LSE
LSE
DC
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie

Lie

Lie

Lie

Lie
LSE

Lie
Lie

LSE

Lie

Lie
LSE
Lie
LSE
Lie
LKC

Lie
Lie
uc

Lie

LSE

Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie

Lie

uc

Lie
Lie

Lie
LSE

Lie

Lie
Lie

NUM
180
224
707
704
1296
212
219
249
635
1234
1391
507
1330
258
1239
182
1241
562
1029
144
1238
25
180
423
694
1222
110
429
712
1273
1383
87
235
530
954
t39
241
582
242
243
536
1275
1444
374
601
1314
346
157
238
229
253
168
384
400
2S2
121
9t9
233
146
194
1067
230
139
59
66
69
61
79
184
692
290
138

STONE

STAT. SHIRE

SAND
SAND
SAND
SCORIA
SCORIA
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
GRANITE
CLAY
GRAVEL
SAND
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY
GRAVEL
BASALT
BASALT
DACITE
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
CLAY
HORNFELS
HORNFELS
DACITE
DACITE
DACITE
BASALT
BASALT
CLAY
CLAY
SANDSTONE
CLAY
CLAY
BASALT
BASALT
CLAY
BASALT
HORNFELS
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY

CURR KORUMBURRA
e u R R KORUMBURRA
CURR MOORABBIN
CURR CORIO
CURR CORIO
RENE OAKLEIGH
CURR OAKLEIGH
CURR OAKLEIGH
CURR OAKLEIGH
CURR OAKLEIGH
APPL OAKLEIGH
CURR CRANBOURNE
CURR CRANBOURNE
CURR CRANBOURNE
CURR PAKENHAM
CURR HASTINGS
CURR CRANBOURNE
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
CURR CORIO
CURR KEILOR
CURR WERRIBEE
CURR MOORABBIN
CURR MOORABBIN
CURR MOORABBIN
CURR MOORABBIN
CURR MOORABBIN
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
APPL
BACCHUS MARSH
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
RENE BULLA
RENE WHJTTLESEA
CURR LILLYDALE
RENE MELTON
RENE MELTON
APPL MELTON
APPL
MELTON
APPL MELTON
CURR BULN BULN
CURR KNOX
CURR KNOX
RENE LILLYDALE
RENE LILLYDALE
RENE LILLYDALE
CURR PAKENHAM
CURR PAKENHAM
FENE PAKENHAM
CURR B A C C H U S M A R S H
CURR NARRACAN
CURR KNOX
CURR KNOX
RENE KEILOR
RENE SUNSHINE
CURR WHITTLESEA
CURR W E R R e E E
CURR WHITTLESEA
CURR WAVERLEY
CURR NUNA\p/ADING
CURR BROADMEADOWS
GURR SROADMEADOWS
CURR CRANBOURNE
CURR CRANBOURNE
RENE WHITTLESEA
CURR BULN BULN
CURR BERWICK CITY
RENE KNOX

Ha
69.40
190.00
3.80
4.18
4.40
5.80
4.10
30.10
10.00
4.90
0.40
27.10
20.30
27.10
102.80
28.50
70.90
69.16
131.20
51.70
250.05
12.20
4.90
0^0
9.00
9.00
19.20
22.84
7.68
10.14
15.96
13.69
24.52
12.56
6.86
13.69
23.50
64.44
31.20
322.26
220.41
442.92
3.30
3.30
31.10
78.40
78.40
12.90
42.90
1.2.90
32.00
0.40
36.40
115.59
10.00
191.70
10.60
85.80
40.10
52.13
25.14
240.29
6.20
18.80
16.54
19.38
44.00
22.70
111.61
37.20
24.20
29.40
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OP CODE

LICENSEE

Lie

NUM STONE

BRICKP-SCO
BRICKP-SCO
BRICKP-SCO
BRICKP-SCW
BRICKP-SUM
BRICKP-SUM
BRICKP-SUM
BROMPT-CRA
BROWN-LANG
BROWN-LYND
BULNS-JIND
BULNS-JIND
BULNS-JINN
BURDET-LAN
BURKE-CRAN
CAMBER-OAK
CAMBER-OAK
CAMBER-OAK
CAMBER-OAK
CAMBER-SOM
CAVANA-OAK
COLANG-HEA
COMMER-CRA
COMMER-CRA
COMMER-CRA
CONUN-BEV
CSR-FERNTR
CSR-FERNTR
CSR-HEATHE
CSR-HEATHE
CSR-LYNDHU
CSR-LYNDHU
CSR-LYNDHU
CSR-MELTON
CSR-OAKLAN
CSR-SUNSHI
CSR-TYNONG
CSR-TYNONG
CSR-TYNONG
CSR-WERRIB
CSR-WERRIB
CSR-WERRIB
CSR-WYNDHA
CSR-YOUYAN
CUTHBE-BUL
CUTHBE-BUL
DARLEY-HAL
DAVIDM-LIL
DEANE-YARR
DONCASTER
DONOH-GURD
DONOH-GURD
DONOH-PHIL
DONOH-PHIL
DRYSDA-YEA
FEATH-ANAK
FEATH-ANAK
GAMBA-LARA
GOUR-NEERI
GRAHAM-BUN
GRAHAM-MCL
GRAHAM-NOR
GRAHAM-ORE
GRAHAM-QRE
GRAHAM-ORE
GRAHAM-QRE
GRAHAM-ORW
GREENS-LYN
GREENS-LYN
HAWKES-ROS
HICKS-OFF
HICKS-OFF
HILLV-DROM
HINE-ROWSL
HINE-ROWSL
HORN-MYRN
HUXTAB-CRA

BRICK & PIPE INDUSTRIES LTD
BRICK & PIPE INDUSTRIES LTD
BRICK & PIPE INDUSTRIES LTD
NUBRIK TERRACOTTA ROOFING
CRAIGIE (CLAYS) P/L
BRICK & PIPE INDUSTRIES
BRICK & PIPE INDUSTRIES
BROMPTON LODGE PTY LTD
BROWN S J
BLUE METAL CONCRETE P/L
BULN BULN (SHIRE)
BULN BULN (SHIRE)
BULN BULN (SHIRE)
BEGONIA DELL P/L
BURKE SAND AND CLAY CO P/L
CAMBERWELL (CITY)
CAMBERWELL (CITY)
CAMBERWELL (CITY)
CAMBERWELL(CITY)
CAMBERWELL POTTERIES P/L
CAVANAGH SAND P/L
COLANGELO MARIO
COMMERCIAL MINERALS LTD
COMMERCIAL MINERALS LTD
COMMERCIAL MINERALS LTD
BEVERIDGE SCORIA QUARRY
C S R LIMITED
C S R LIMITED
READY MIXED CONCRETE P/L
READY MIXED CONCRETE P/L
C S R LIMITED
C S R LIMITED
READY MIXED CONCRETE P/L
C S R LIMITED
C S R LIMITED
CSR LTD
CSR LIMITED
CSR LIMITED
CSR LIMITED
C S R LIMITED
C S R LIMITED
C S R LIMITED
C S R LIMITED
C S R LIMITED
J H CUTHBERTSON P/L
J H CUTHBERTSON P/L
DARLEY REFRACTORIES P/L
DAVID MITCHELL LTD
DEINELT
CITY OF DONCASTER & TEMP
W & H DONOHUE BROS P/L
DONOHUE W
DEFOR P/L
DEFOR P/L
DRYSDALE
FEATHEROCK QUARRIES
FEATHEROCK QUARRIES
GAMBA COURT P/L
GOfciRLEY EILEEN E
GRAHAM AIDAN J
GRAHAM MC JF & AJ
GRAHAM AIDAN J
GRAHAM AIDAN J
GRAHAM AIDAN J
GRAHAM AIDAN J
GRAHAM AIDAN J
AIDAN J GRAHAM P/L
GREENSMITH T C
GREENSMITH T C
HAWKES BARRY R
JAMES HICKS P/L
HICKS INVESTMENTS P/L
HILLVIEW QUARRIES P/L
HINE
HINE
HORNBUCKLE
HUXTABLE M V & K J

Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie

405
453
265
65
95
699
185
1450
216
607
146
545
998
1294
1380
472
858
1025
1514
169
103
1003
105
142
1000
189
115
29
668
780
325
1181
1415
1171
714
4
717
1489
402
492
659
1324
1072
776
1400
366
171
209
616
54
16
230
141
1370
908
378
942
1458
977
1180
47
687
518
526
1491
404
539
703
1445
1333
50
73
10
156
217
663
682

CLAY
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY
eu\Y
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY
SAND
SAND
BASALT
BASALT
GRAVEL
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
CLAY
SAND
GRAVEL
SAND
SAND
SAND
SCORIA
DACITE
DACITE
SAND
SAND
GRAVEL
SAND
SAND
BASALT
GRANITE HFL
BASALT
GRAVEL
GRANITE
GRANITE
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
SAND
SANDSTONE
SANDSTONE
CLAY
LIMESTONE
GRAVEL
MUDSTONE
GRAVEL
SAND
BASALT
BASALT
SANDSTONE
SCORIA
SCORIA
LIMESTONE
BASALT
SAND
SAND
SAND
MUDSTONE
MUDSTONE
MUDSTONE
MUDSTONE
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
CLAY
CLAY
GRANITE
CLAY
CLAY
GRAVEL
SAND

STAT.

SHIRE

RENE
RENE
RENE
euRR
CURR
RENE
RENE
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
RENE
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
APPL
CURR
CURR
CURR
RENE
RENE
RENE
CURR
RENE
RENE
RENE
RENE
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
RENE
CURR
RENE
APPL
APPL
CURR
CURR
APPL
RENE
RENE
CURR
CURR
CURR
RENE
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
RENE
CURR
RENE
RENE
RENE
APPL
APPL
RENE
CURR
APPL
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
RENE
CURR
RENE
CURR

KNOX
KNOX
KNOX
KNOX
WHITTLESEA
WHITTLESEA
WHITTLESEA
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
BULN BULN
BULN BULN
BULN BULN
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
OAKLEIGH
OAKLEIGH
OAKLEIGH
OAKLEIGH
HASTINGS
OAKLEIGH
UPPER YARRA
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
KILMORE
KNOX
KNOX
MOORABBIN
MOORABBIN
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
MELTON
BULLA
SUNSHINE
PAKENHAM
PAKENHAM
PAKENHAM
WERRIBEE
WERRIBEE
WERRIBEE
WERRIBEE
CORIO
BULN BULN
BULN BULN
BERWICK CITY
LILLYDALE
NARRACAN
DONCASTER TEM
BASS
BASS
PHILLIP ISLAND
PHILLIP ISLAND
YEA
CORIO
CORIO
CORIO
BULN BULN
PAKENHAM
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
FLINDERS
PAKENHAM
PAKENHAM
FLINDERS
BACCHUS MARSH
BACCHUS MARSH
BACCHUS MARSH
CRANBOURNE

Ha
15.80
11.30
17.30
40.80
275.92
276.70
165.09
33.30
3.40
39.70
32.10
4.00
12.40
14.30
6.70
14.00
7.50
2.20
23.80
12.80
5.90
17.60
37.00
20.00
6.20
11.54
18.20
2.10
74.40
4.80
34.20
20.90
48.10
194.00
266.30
16.10
25.40
103.10
103.10
111.80
121.34
253.57
167.71
228.30
31.00
31.00
9.30
97.60
7.80
15.60
5.80
12.70
8.50
5.40
3.40
34.50
60.60
32.60
8.20
17.70
65.50
13.50
10.90
13.80
1.20
24.80
23.30
4.50
18.20
17.60
4.70
16.10
61.60
7.09
73.92
12.36
22.90

Appendices

OP CODE

LICENSEE

Lie

NUM STONE

STAT.

JALNA-COR
JEFF-ELLIN
JENNIN-RYE
JOHNS-GURD
JOHNS-GURD
JOHNS-GURD
KILPAT-WER
KINCAI-LAR
LAEM-PEARC
LITTLER-YY
LITTLER-YY
LOFT-HEATH
LYNDC-LYND
MANU-HEATH
MCGRA-LANG
MONIER-COL
NEWAY-GRAN
NEWNHA-GIS
NEWNHA-GIS
NEWNHA-ROM
OUPAN-BACC
OUPAN-DIGG
OUPAN-ROCK
OUPAN-ROCK
OUPAN-YY
PBM-DEVILB
PBM-DEVILB
PBM-ELLINB
PBM-ELLINB
PBM-JINDIV
PBM-JINDIV
PBM-NEERIM
PBM-NEERIM
PBM-NEERIM
PBM-NEERIM
PBM-NEERIM
PBM-NEERIM
PBM-PAKENH
PBM-TYNONG
PBM-TYNONG
PIO-BACCHE
PIO-BACCHE
PIO-BACCHE
PIO-BACCHW
PIO-BULLA
PIO-DROMAN
PIO-OROMAN
PIO-DROMAN
PIO-EPPING
PIO-EPPING
PIO-EPPING
PIO-EPPING
PIO-EPPING
PIO-EPPING
PIO-HARKAW
PIO-HARKAW
PIO-HARKAW
PIO-HEATHE
PIO-HEATHE
PIO-HEATHE
PIO-HEATHE
PIO-KILMOR
PIO-KILMOR
PIO-KILMOR
PiO-LYSTER
PIO-MOORAB
PIO-OAKLEI
PIO-OAKLEI
PIO-WERRIB
PIO-WOLLER
PIROTT-SPR
PROLL-CLAY
RIOVIS-KEI
RIOVIS-KEI
ROBERT-KNO
ROBERT-NUN
ROMSEYSHIR

JALNA NOMINEES PTY L
JEFFREY DORIS
CLARRIE JENNINGS & SONS P/L
JOHNSON JG & NM
JOHNSON JG & NM
JOHNSON JEFFREY
KILPATRICK
KINCAID E B
LAEMMLE F
TRANSWEST CEMENT HAULAGE
LITTLE RIVER PASTORAL
LOFTS QUARRY & SAND SUPPLIES
LYNDCADLE P/L
MENSIO KIRSTEN PTY LTD
MC GRATH SAND & STONE P/L
MONIER REDLAND LIMITED
NEWAY SAND SUPPLIES P/L
NEWNHAM
NEWNHAM
NEWNHAM
OUPAN RESOURCES P/L
R J & B ANDERSON NOM
OUPAN RESOURCES P/L
OUPAN RESOURCES P/L
OUPAN RESOURCES P/L
PAKENHAM BLUE METAL PTY LTD
PAKENHAM BLUE METAL PTY LTD
HAMMILL J A
HAMMILL J A
SURE QUARRIES P/L
SURE QUARRIES P/L
SURE QUARRIES P/L
SURE QUARRIES P/L
SURE QUARRIES P/L
SURE QUARRIES P/L
SURE QUARRIES P/L
SURE QUARRIES P/L
PAKENHAM BLUE METAL PTY LTD
R F KERR QUARRIES PTY LTD
R F KERR QUARRIES PTY LTD
APEX QUARRIES LTD
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC)
APEX QUARRIES LTD
APEX QUARRIES LTD
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC)
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC)
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC)
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC)
BLUE METAL QUARRIES
PIONEER QUARRIES P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC)
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER QUARRIES P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
APEX QUARRIES LTD
APEX QUARRIES LTD
APEX QUARRIES LTD
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC) P/L
PIONEER CONCRETE (VIC)
APEX QUARRIES LTD
PIRROTTA INDUSTRIES P/L
PROLL F
RIO VISTA SOILS P/L
RIO VISTA SOILS P/L
ROBERTSON INDUSTRIES P/L
DANIEL ROBERTSON P/L
ROMSEY (SHIRE)

Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
LSE
LSE
LSE
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie

1436
489
9
436
1139
1385
873
464
1242
174
304
1466
1409
1327
785
430
1059
915
1064
1363
1481
1182
614
159
1213
1041
1285
791
1125
33
876
745
1191
202
267
268
314
544
1195
389
1116
1198
345
1214
5
98
67
87
14
18
96
476
750
1189
293
296
389
459
698
716
1328
901
1111
1184
305
41
44
1322
1279
469
642
1232
481
579
1200
291
1061

APPL CORIO
CURR WARRAGUL
eURR FLINDERS
CURR BASS
CURR BASS
CURR BASS
RENE WERRIBEE
CURR WARRAGUL
CURR CRANBOURNE
CURR CORlO
CURR CORIO
CURR MOORABBIN
CURR CRANBOURNE
CURR MOORABBIN
RENE CRANBOURNE
CURR LILLYDALE
RENE BASS
RENE GISBORNE
APPL GISBORNE
CURR ROMSEY
APPL BACCHUS MARSH
CURR MELTON
CURR MELTON
CURR MELTON
CURR CORIO
CURR MORNINGTON
CURR MORNINGTON
CURR WARRAGUL
CURR WARRAGUL
CURR BULN BULN
CURR BULN BULN
RENE BULN BULN
RENE BULN BULN
RENE BULN BULN
RENE BULN BULN
RENE BULN BULN
RENE BULN BULN
CURR PAKENHAM
RENE PAKENHAM
APPL PAKENHAM
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
CURR BACCHUS MARSH
RENE BACCHUS MARSH
RENE BULLA
RENE FLINDERS
RENE FLINDERS
RENE FLINDERS
CURR BROADMEADOWS
CURR WHITTLESEA
CURR BROADMEADOWS
CURR WHITTLESEA
CURR WHITTLESEA
CURR WHITTLESEA
CURR BERWICK CITY
RENE BERWICK CITY
RENE BERWICK CITY
CURR MOORABBIN
CURR MOORABBIN
CURR MOORABBIN
APPL MOORABBIN
CURR KILMORE
CURR KILMORE
CURR KILMORE
CURR KNOX
CURR MOORABBIN
RENE OAKLEIGH
CURR OAKLEIGH
APPL WERRIBEE
CURR WHITTLESEA
RENE SPRINGVALE
CURR SPRINGVALE
CURR KEILOR
CURR KEILOR
CURR KNOX
CURR NUNAWADING
RENE ROMSEY

BASALT
SAND
SAND
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
SOIL
SAND
SAND
GRAVEL
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
CLAY
SAND
GRAVEL
SAND
SANDSTONE
GRAVEL
SCORIA
SCORIA
SCORIA
GRAVEL
QUARTZITE
QUARTZITE
SAND
SAND
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
GRANITE
GRANITE
CLAY
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
BASALT
GRANITE
GRANITE
GRANITE
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
BASALT
BASALT
BASALT
GRANITE
SAND
SAND
SAND
BASALT
BASALT
SAND
SAND
SOIL
SOIL
CLAY
CLAY
SANDSTONE

SHIRE

Ha
158.30
4.50
36.50
3.60
3.80
2.20
3.64
5.20
181,50
396.70
285.40
3.20
3.40
4.30
138.90
83.20
36.40
9.08
41.50
78.20
115.35
54.82
45.64
45.64
144.10
11.90
5.50
8.10
6.00
5.40
0.90
27.90
29.60
27.90
3.60
5.30
29.60
86.20
43.80
43.80
84.44
134.21
1.99
20.73
101.60
15.60
9.20
2.50
63.15
85.95
142.12
41.24
42.58
21.29
64.00
17.90
20.50
23.30
23.60
25.20
13.60
178.25
32.44
261.34
79.50
38.70
23.00
1.20
382.89
105.71
5.40
2.60
5.40
4.10
8.80
6.10
24.10

Planning Issues for Extractive Industries

OP C O D E

LICENSEE

Lie

NUM

STONE

STAT.

SH>RE

SBISA-LANG
SCHEPP-GRA
SCOTT-MYRN
SMITH-DING
SMITH-DING
SOMERS-KEI
STELLA-ROC
STELLA-ROC
SUNNY-CRAN
SUNNY-CRAN
TREVAL-TRA
TRIBUZI-HH
TRIBUZI-LL
TUSKO-BACC
TUSKO-BACC
TWEEDL-NAR
VELLA-CRAN
VIGL-ALMUR
VIGL-ALMUR
VIGL-ALMUR
VIGL-GRANT
VIGL-GRANT
VORNHAG-NY
WAKELA-TON
WEBB-TRAFA
WILSON-WIL
WOODYH-DON

BURNETT STANLEY K
SCHEPPERS P F
SCOTT
DINGLEY SAND P/L
EARNEST SMITH CONTRACTORS
SOMERSET CONTRACTING C/L
STELLA
STELLA
STEVENSON BROS INDUSTRIES
SUNNYDENE F A R M S P/L
TREVALLY ESTATES
TRIBUZI EMIDIO
TRIBUZI EMIDIO
TUSKO NOMINEES P/L
SILVERSTEJN
TWEDDLE FARMS P/L
VELLA FRANK
VIGLfETTI UMBERTO
VIGLJETTI UMBERTO
VIGLIETTI UMBERTO
GRANTVILLE SAND & GRAVEL P/L
VIGLIETTI UMBERTO
VORNHAGEN DIETER
WAKELAM & BENEFICIARY OF
WEBBC W
WILSON V C
WOODYHILL EXTR. IND.
ADELAIDE QUARRY INDUSTRIES
AMATEK LTD
ANDERSON (ESTATE OF) J C
BARRO GROUP PTY LTD
BARRO GROUP PTY LTD
BARRO GROUP PTY LTD
BLUE METAL CONCRETE P/L
BLUE MET/U. CONCRETE P/L
BLUE METAL CONCRETE P/L
BOURKE1P
BULACH H A
BULN BULN (SHfRE)
BURKE MICHAEL
CONUNDRUM HOLDtNGS
DAVID MITCHELL LTD
DAVIS
DENISON PARK NURSERIES P/L
DONALD S C
D'ALBERTO P
FRASER MINING/CONSTRUCTION
FRASER MIN1NG/CONSTRUCTION
GATTI M A
GLEN RONALD E
GRAHAM AIDAN J
GRAHAM AIDAN J
HILL EDWARD W
HILLVIEW QUARRIES P/L
MC GREGOR MALCOLM A
MC GREGOR MALCOLM A
MCLEOD I D
MC LEOD 1 D
MCGRATH SAND & STONE CO P/L
MCGRATH SAND & STONE P/L
MONIER REDLAND LIMITED
PAKENHAM BLUE METAL
PHILLIPS
PIONEER C O N C R t 1 k (VIC) P/L
PRAZNOVSZKY CARRIERS P/L
PRIMA CONSTRUCTION
PRIMA CONSTRUCTION
RICHARDSON
STATION CREEK PASTORAL CO
TYGTAND P/L
VIGLIETTI UMBERTO
W E S T E R N DEEPS VENTURES LTD
WESTERN DEEPS V e 4 T U R E S LTD
WILANDERS PTY LTD
WRIGHT MAXWELL
YEA QUARRIES PTY LTD
YEA QUARRIES PTY LTD
YEA QUARRIES PTY LTD

Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
LSE
LSE
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie

854
1Q27
1441
8
1313
118
1406
371
643
730
982
1190
938
1117
1508
995
837
1094
1258
375
1017
1424
1461
1170
1101
517
1261
994
376
144€
1178
1471
396
380
382
424
1499
1266
1317
743
1475
1447
1468
1513
1396
956
1147
1463
1340
266
403
426
367
883
503
1538
940
234
1534
1252
46
1394
1530
1459
1521
1381
359
553
1312
1457
379
124
157
1496
396
1157
1506
1507

SAND
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
SAND
SAND
CLAY
SCORIA
SCORIA
CLAY
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
SAND
BASALT
GRAVEL
SOIL
SAND
GRAVEL
SAND
GRAVEL
SAND
GRAVEL
SAND
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
SANDSTONE
BASALT
SAND
CLAY
BASALT
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
SAND
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
BASALT
SAND
BASALT
LIMESTONE
SLATE
SAND
GRAVEL
SAND
SCORIA
SCORIA
GRAVEL
MUDSTONE
MUDSTONE
SAND
SAND
HORNFELS
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
SAND
BASALT
CLAY
BASALT
HORNFELS
GRAVEL
SAND
BASALT
BASALT
SANDSTONE
SAND.SST
SAND
GRAVEL
SAND
SAND
SAND
CLAY
GRAVEL
GRAVEL
SAND

RENE
CURR
APPL
CURR
CURR
RENE
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
RENE
CURR
CURR
CURR
APPL
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
CURR
RENE
CURR
CURR
RENE
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
CURR
APPL
APPL
APPL
CURR
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
CURR
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
RENE
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
CURR
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
RENE
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
APPL
RENE
CURR
APPL
APPL

KORUMBURRA
BASS
BACCHUS MARSH
SPRINGVALE
SPRINGVALE
KEILOR
MELTON
MELTON
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
NARRACAN
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
BACCHUS MARSH
BACCHUS MARSH
NARRACAN
CRANBOURNE
BASS
BASS
BASS
BASS
BASS
KORUMBURRA
PAKENHAM
NARRACAN
NARRACAtvJ
WHITTLESEA
KILMORE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
WERRIBEE
BASS
BASS
BASS
BASS
BASS
NARRACAN
CRANBOURNE
BULN BULN
CRANBOURNE
WHITTLESEA
LILLYDALE
YEA
MOORABBIN
NARRACAN
CRANBOURNE
MELTON
MELTON
NARRACAN
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
BASS
PAKENHAM
KORUMBURRA
KORUMBUFtRA
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
KEILOR
NUNAWADING
WHITTLESEA
HEALESVILLE
BASS
MOORABBIN
BROADFORD
BROADFORD
HEALESVILLE
CRANBOURNE
CRANBOURNE
BASS
KORUMBURRA
KORUMBURRA
WARRAGUL
CRANBOURNE
YEA
YEA
YEA

Lie
Lie

Lie
Lie

Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie

Lie
Lie

Lie
LSE
LSE
LSE

Lie
ue
Lie

ue
LSE
Lie
Lie

Lie

Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
Lie
Lie
Lie
LSE
LSE
LSE

Lie
Lie

Lie

Lie

ue

Ha
24.80
8.90
59.54
23.00
4.80
5.00
9.71
9.71
39.70
17.00
13.30
10.60
5.90
13.18
0.00
180.40
12.70
6.00
28.20
34.30
14.00
42.60
26.50
142.60
3.60
9.60
42.48
103.97
20.30
82.50
129.23
72.60
72.60
77.70
31.20
8.90
5.50
37.40
1620
52.60
27.06
52.10
10.20
2.00
12.60
119.00
42.17
3555
13.00
3.20
23.30
66.00
64.90
46.90
24.40
4420
55.30
1220
10050
26.70
26.80
217.01
91.67
88.90
1.40
0.00
0.00
2.37
75.10
32.40
62.90
153.»)
92.50
8.70
62.50
4.10
0.00
11.00

